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Translator's Foreword

r

Professor I. F. Pravdin's review of-Russian Pàcificsalmon
investigations provid-es- a conspectus of- work-done through
1938, and sheds interesting light on the situations that

.:prompted it and the condi-tions under which it was carried out.
For these reasons I have graduall-y-complete.d.and revised this.

..transla,tion, which;was,begûn several yea-r-s-ago when searching
for information co:nce.rniri.g,pink salmon. The Fisheries Research
Board of Canada Biological Station, Nanaimo, B. C.., has
provided the means to make it available to a wider circle of.
salmon biologists.

The.English names us.ed here for the various salmons are
those recommended in the American Fisheries Society's list, but

.their;.c:onstant repetition in the text has.-been relieved.a bit
by frequent' substitu.tion of the Russian gorbusha a,nd keta for.
pink and chum salmon; -these names are familiar from their
scientific use, and in fact keta.is used commercially for some
grades of chum salmon. Gorbusha means humpback, which was
formerly the usual English name for this species, before it was
bannéd,because laçking in-sales appeal. It is interesting to.:.
read (pa.ge 49) that large numbers of chinook salmon ran into
the Kovycha Riverg.this.must be a variant of chavycha, a word
adopted, ,from; one of the Kamchàtkan languages to be the Russian
name for the chinook, and used by Walbaum as its scientific
name (tshawyt.s.cha').

Describing:the.ages of salmon has been a.,source of
confusion. In ordinary English, as.in Russian,,the phrase
114 yea.rs. old" means an individual that has completed a full,
4 years of life and is in his 5th year. If a viviparous animal
is concerned, age is measured from bir.th. Applied to fish, age
is usually measured from.time of ha-tching, though this is,
seldom'specifically stated. In America, however, Pacific
salmon in their last year of life are commonly assigned the age
that they will achieve at functional maturity, measuring agè
in the Chinese manner from time of fertilization of the egg.
This is even true of fish that are caught and killed, and which
of course will never have a chance to reach the full age
designated. Thus a coho salmon caught in the sea, 3.months,
before its likely spawning time, is called a"3-year-old" or'-.
"age 3" even though its actual age is only about 2.5 years from
the time it hatched, or 2.75 years from the zygote, In Russian
the.same fish is usually called 2 years old,_age 2 years, or

2+ years. However in this paper there is ambiguity in,
designating age: expressions such as vozrast 5 let, 5-letnîaf6
ryba, and 5-letka are all used, in different places, to mean
either a fish which has completed 5 full years or a fish which
is in its 5th year. In many instances it has been possible to
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obtain the correct.interprétation only bÿ..referring to the
tabular material pre.sentéd, or to Table 48 of Krokhin and
Krogius's Lake Kuril monograph (no. 4-1--In the ref erences)..

A feature of Soviet. sal-mon'ma:n'agément a-ré- -the -Côntrol
Points or Management Statiohs. These are var'iously named in
the Russian text (rybovodnyi:punkt,. kontrôlnÿi punkt, kontrolno-
reguliruïüshchii punkt), and also in:the translatiôn. I
believe all these names refer.t'o thé same type of establishment--
a base from which cat'ch statistics'aré-cgmpiled,.where the
numbers of fish in local spawning run-s are côùnted or estimated,
and whère information is collected concerning the success^:of
spawning, etc. .

An effort has been made to.get thé^ geographical names into
their simplest form and in the nominative caséo Sometimes -this
is not easy: for example, the Ichinskii'fishery region takes
its name from the Icha River,-but it might jùst as 'easilÿ- hâv"e'
been the Ichi River, or the name could have been.derived frorri a
(hypothetical) village of Ichinsk. Also,:non-Russiân names .
tend to be declined if they end in a'letter thàt is usual.for,
Russian nouns (a, o, and most consonants);' and to be left
undeclined if not; but there are many exceptions, and the
nominative form of an unfamiliar name is often in doubt. For
ease in loçatirig geographical features on. atlas I have.
refrained from translating descriptive Ru^ssia.n names., though it
would have brightened thé`text to refer to the Big, Swift,
Straight, Mossy, Hot, Mad and Sinful Rivers, for example.,

As ûsual, there were a few words or^express-ions for which
I could not locate English equivalents; so have let the Russian
stand. Other doubtful or imprecise translations are followed by
the Russian words in. brackets. There'are'certain to be-still
other phrases that.I have mis.translated; :àrnd for which
apologies are tendered in advance. Corrections-or improvements
are alway.s welcome.

Nanaimo, B. C. W. E. Rickér
October 1, 1962
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INTRODUCTION

r-

The present article is sponsored by-the Pacific Research.`
Institute for Fisheriés and Oceanography ('TINRO), and comprises
a short review of the scientific result-s obtained byTINRO,
durl.ng the 13 years of its existence (1925-'1937), which can shed
light on the important question of the condition ôf the stocks-
of far-eastern salmon of the genus Oricorh n^chus:. pink salmon
(0. orbuscha), chum salmon (0. keta), sockeye salmon (0. nerka),
coho 0. kis.utch),, masu-`(0, masu and chinook (O. tshawytscha .

The original fishery for far-eastern sâlmon consisted of a
certain degree of utilization by the indigenous population for
food for th(^mselves and their dogs; and in'spite of the primi-
tive sparseness.of population in the Far East, there is reason
to thirik that even at that èarly time the fishèrmen did not
always have at their disposal unlimited supplies of salmon, in
particular rivers and tributaries. Actually it could.not have
been otherwise, for we now know for sure that in salmôn the
instinct of return to the native stream is strongly developed,
what in American terminology is called the homing instinct., A
reduced stock of salmon in some particular stream requires time
to re-establish its,numbers by natural means. In the old
descriptions of Russian travellers in the Fàr East, we find
quite a number of accounts of decrease in the catches of salmon
in certain regions.

N. M. Przhevalsky (1871, 1), in the book concerning his
travels in the Ussuri region, speaking of the copious run of
chum salmon in the Ussuri River says that the local inhabitants--
the goldy (nanaitsy, I. P.)--told him of a decrease in the
abundance of this fish. V. Margaritov (1899, 2) testifies that
among the Kamchatka peoples it was not uncommon to.hearreports
of a-change in the location of their habitations because of
depletipn of the fish supply. Closer to our own times, we have
rels.able evidence that the stocks of far-eastern salmon have
declined in certain regibns, but nevertheless on the whôle the
landings of these fish continue to be very large. In recent.
years, along the Soviet coast of the Pacific Ocean, they comprise
more than 2 million centners, or more than 100 million,pieces
per year (marketed production).

The annual catches' of salmon in the Soviet Far East for a
10-year period'(1928-1937) are shown in Table 5on page 8.- I,
must pointlout that the data presented on the salmon catches
(Tables 1-5), which have been put together from the data of the
Far-eâstern FisheriesÂdministration (Dalryba) by TINRO workers
G. A. Pikharev and A^ I. Lykhin, are not wholly accurate, since
there is as yét no single correct compilation of the catches of
salmon in the-Far East. In spite of the inexactness of the
figures, they nevertheless provide not a bad picture of the
general condition of the catches, and they give a comparative
commercial piétùré.of each species of salmon for the whole Far
East and for the individual fishery regions, which is very useful
for evaluating the salmon stocks.



[page 6] At the present time c^ommercial exploitation of
salmon is,greatest in Kamchatk-a •waters 1(:average annual landings
there are more than---80 million pie.ce.s),:-; :in:..th-e Amur éstuary and
the Amur River, more tha<n. 13,-miili.on •pi=éces are caughtç. more
than 10 million pieces=ar-e.taken-in the Okhotsk region; and
finally, more than 3 million.:p:Ieces `ôf -:salmon are, caught in the
Maritime Province. Thus -Kam-c.h.at-ka waters provide '76/, the Amur
12%, Okhotsk 9%, and the:Mariti:,me P.rovinc-e:3/ -(by numbers).

Kamchatka. Along the western and eastern coasts of the
Kamchatka peninsula and in the Berin=g-Sea regions the.av.erage
annual landings of salmon-by the Soviet fishing industry in
1927-1936 was more than'88 million-pieces. -In individual years
catches have exceeded 147 million pieces:;-and durin.g this period,
there were violent fluctuations in the numbers of salmon caught
resulting from fluctuations in the-catches Of pink salmon (up
to 1935 there were more 'in the:::e.ven-numbered -years and fewer in
the odd-numbered year-s). 'The pr'incipal-commercial salmon in
Kamchatka are: pink^salmon; 70.3/ on the average; chum salmon,
1700/; sockeye, 11,0/ (by numbers^). Catches of salmon in
Kamchatka waters are shown in Table 1.

Along the Kamchatka coast alone (western and eastern) more
than 80 million pieces of salmon are caught, on the average,
and 7-8 million are taken along the coasts,of.the Bering Sea.

Table 1 shows, on the one hand, the general primary
importance of pink salmon in the catches, and on the other hand,
the sharp variations in the landings of that species of salmon.
Up to 1935 the larger catches of pink salmon in Kamchatka have
been made in the even-numbered years.

Amur estuary and Amur-River (the f-orme.r'Nikolaevsk.fishery
region, which not-so long.ago occupièd the top position in.
salmon landings, has yielded first place to Kamchatka. We
recall that-the Nikolaevsk region has experiénced a drastic
decline in the catch of summer keta, which began as earlÿ as
1914 and as a result of:which; by a decision. of the Far-eastern
Revolutionary Committee (of April 3, 1925, No. 17.), a 5-}iear..
closure (from 1925 to 1929) Of commercial fishing for. summer
keta was proclaimed, and in even-numbered,years even subsistence
fishing by the local population was prohibited from Khabarovsk
downstream along the Amur-River, including the region of.the
Amur estuarye In addition, in the.Nikô,laevsk-region, beginning
in 1915, there was a marked decrease in pink salmon in the odd-
numbered years; which is the reason.for the:8-year closure of
pink salmon fishing in the odd-numbered years, by:the Far-
eastern Revolutionary Committee beginning in 1925. .

The size of the salmon catches in the,Ni:kolaevsk region is
shown in Table 2.

On the average the Nikolaevsk fishéry region is most
productive of autumn chum salmon (50.3%), after which com,e pink
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Table 1. [ a e 7] Catches of salmon (in.thousands of pieces)
in Kamchâtka Penzhin Gulf, and the west and east coasts of
Kamchatka) and on the_côast ôf the Bering Sea including the
Anadyr Gulf.

1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932

Pinks 17,307 91,770 9,420 84,193' .29,937 99,115
Chums 8,485 16,074 18,921 17,932 14,489 11,250
Sockeye 9,779 15,297 11,029 12,448 9,606 8,863

Chinooks 106 87 109 179 115 128
Coho 1,321 1,313 1,127 2,706 961 594

Total -_ 36,998 124,541 40,606 117,458 55,108 119,950.-

[Table 1 cont,inued.]

Per-
10-year Yearly cent-

1933 1934 1935 1936 total average age

Pinks 36,830 118,938 80,449 53,908 621,867 62,186 70,3
Chums 8,526 15,626 12,155 26,648 150,106 15,011 17.0
Sockeye 5,747 12,261 4,722 7,757 97,509 9,751 11.0

Chinook 51 92 144 142 1,153 115 0.1
Coho 489 878 1,065 3,221 13,675 1,367 1.5

Total 51,643 147,795 98,535 91,676 884,310 88,431 99.9
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Table 2. [page  7] Catches of Salmon (in . thotisands of pieces) 
in the Nikolaevsk fishery region (Amurestuary.....and the.rivers 
of the Soviet part of Sakhalin and theAdiur.,River). 

1927 	1928 	1929 	1930 	1931 	1932 	1933 

Pinks 	194 17,840 	? 	9,664 	345 	10,079 	111 

Autumn chum 5874 	5,273 4580 	871 12,229 	7,609 	6492 

Summer chum 	392 	109 	72 	2,372 	2,00.5 	613 ,• 100 

Total 	6460 23,222 4652 12,907 14,579 18,301 	6703 

[Table 2 continued] 

10-yéar Yearly Percent 
1934 	1935 	1936 	total 	average 	age 

Pinks 	 8,400 	341 	4,730 	51,704 	5,170 	39.3 

Autumn chum 	7,076 	8,780 	7,458 	66,242 ,6,624 	50.3 

Summer chum 	5,018 	2,445 	542 	13,668 	1,367 	10.4 

Total 	20,494 11,566 12,730 131,614 13,161 	100.0 



Table 3. [page 7] Catches of salmon (in thousands of pieces)
in the Okhotsk fishery region (from the Amur estuary to
Penzhin Gulf [but not including these two regions]).

1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934

Pinks 2264 80(?) 2,204 296 5,651 980 9,013

Chums 4332 5169 8,205 3972 7,739 6746 7,072

Sockeye 73 156 ? 72 143 166 248

Coho 45 39 ? 72 182 77 69

Total 6714 5444 10,409 4412 13,715 7969 16,402

a

[Table .3 continued]

9-year Yearly
1935 1936 total average Percentage

Pinks. 6,693 13,234 40,415 4,491 41.5

Chums 5,134 6,685 55,054 6,117 56.5

Sockeye 35 98 991 110 1.0

Coho 31 180 875 97 0.9

Total 11,893 20,197 97,335 10,829 99.9
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salmon (39.3%). The catches of masu are inconsiderable, and
they are included with the pink salmon catches. Pink salmon
landings have been larger (during the period mentioned) in the
even-numbered years.

Okhotsk region. Rathér-small catches of salmon are taken
in the Okhotsk region (from the"Amur-estuary to Penzhin Bay).
This huge region, which contains large salmon stocks, is as yet
little exploited by the fishery.

Chum salmon. occu,py first -pla:ce in the catches "(56.5°o) ,
pink salmon (41.5%) are caught more abundantly in even-numbered

years. Catches in the Okhotsk•region are showniri Table 3.

[page 8] The Maritime-:.Province -(,from the Tumen-Ula River
to the Amur estuary , whi.ch has never,had "a'ny ver,y,great salmon
industry, now yields only a small catch of salmon because there
the whole.attention. is directed to the ivasi [sardine] fishery,
and, in addition, in-rivers of the southern part Of the
Maritime Province salmon begin to appear invery small

quantities. Data on the salmon catches in the IVlaritimé
Province for 1932 have been excludled because they do not seem

reliable.

In addition to pink salmon (88.1%) and chums (4.9/), masu
salmon are taken in appreciable numbers in the^Maritimé

Province (7%). We notice that pink salmon in the Maritime
Province region during these years were more numerous in the
odd-numbered years, the reverse of what occurs in the Amur

region.

Total landings of the individual species of salmon in the
whole Far East are shown in Table 5. Pink salmon occupy first
place (65.7°0), chum salmon are in second place (24.7/),
sockeye are third (8.1%), coho f ourth .(1 . 2%), ma su f if th (0.2%)
and chinook last (0.1/). In weight, of course, the relative
roles of the various species of salmon are different.

[page 9] Among the manuscripts which are on file in the
Pacific Research Institute for Fisheries and Oceanography,
there is a review of the fishing industry of the Fâr East, put
together from statistics of Dalryba and Glavryba by V, V. Yanson,
in which salmon catches are shown differently than those given
in our tables. Inasmuch as there is no unified compilation of
the catches of salmon of the Far East, as I have already
indicated, I have tried to collect data which are closer to the
true figures, and have checked them, as far.as possible,, with,
the Dalryba statistics. In the TINRO data there are indications
that the Japanese fisheries in waters adjacent to the coasts of
the Soviet Union catch from 910,000 to 1,633,000 centners of
salmon. Thus we may consider that in waters (continental and
oceanic) which are adjacent to Soviet territory, the annual
catch by the Soviet and Japanese industry averages 4 million
centners [400 million kg] or more than 220 million pieces of
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Table 4. .[page.8] Catches of salmon (in thousands of pieçes)
in the Maritime Province.

1928 1929 1930 1931 1933 1934

Masu 246 235 392 231 104. 212

Chum 31 20 41 .93 .444. 52

Pinks 927 5366 4020 6291 2558 1333

Total 1204 5621 4453 6615 3106 1597

[Table 4 continued]

8-year Yearly
1935 1936, total average Percentage

Masu 319 244 1,983 248 7.0

Chum 40 671 1,392 174 4.9

Pinks 3215 1154 24,864 3108 88.1

Total 3574 2069. 28,239 3530 100
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salmon. I will return to these catch figures when we are
speaking of the condition of the salmon stocks, but for the
moment will only point out that the contemporsry sa1 mon fisheiy of:
the-Far East is a large one, and deservescareful attention
from industry and from scientific organizations.

I believe that the Soviet landings of salmon can be
increased, since there are regions where salmon fisheries are
not yet developed. We may expect âlso that the effort in fish.
culture, which mu,st certainly be increased, will contribute to
an increase in our landings. Scientific studies too will assist
the development of the salmon industry; these will be expanded
and must solve for the industry many questions associated with
the biology of salmon, with their production and the size of
the stocks. In al 1 this, we must not forget the.bit-ter .
experiment which was made , in.. the recent past, in the
devélopment of the salmon industry in - the former principal salmon .
region (Nikolaevsk), where-the apparently inexhaustible wealth
of salmon in the Amur was markedly depleted by excessive
catches during pre-revolutionary years.

The construction of a plan for rational utilization of
salmon, including provision, for their increase, must operate
primarily on the basis of quantitative and qualitative informa-
tion about the stocks of these fish. Naturally, similar
information is desirable about the fishery for every other kind
of fish too; but for the far-eastern salmon, where more and
more freqûently and more and more def initely we 'see signs of
a gradua]. decline in catches, along with an alternation of good
and poor catches which greatly upsets the normal functioning
of the industry---the study of.. salmon stocks has become a
primary objective,' even from the commercial point of view.,
However, we must acknowledge that up to the present time we,..
have not had such materials as would provide complete answers
to the question posed,

In the more than 10 years of its existence,.the Pâcific-
Research Institute for Fisheries and Oceanography has included
among its numerous investigations-work in.the,study of salmon.
A great deal of material has been collected on the fishery
biology of the salmon of the Maritime Province, the Amur
.estûery, the Amur River and its watershed; the rivers of
Kamchatka and other waters of the-Far East. Much has been .
done, but much more lies before us. Large new salmon investi-
gations are planned both for the rivers and the seas, the
number of investigators is to be increased, and [page 10] only
after the completion of this cycle of work will'it be possible
to have a full and deeper understanding of the stocks of far--
eastern salmon, and to find methods for increasing their
production. Therefore these preliminary conclusions, although
they have required no little expenditure of time and effort in
working up the materials côllected by our Institute, neverthe-
less must be considered as far from complete and not
necessarily free from errors;. in addition, part of the



Tablè 5. [page 8] Catch of salmon (in thousands of pieces)
lin the Far East

1928 1929' 1930 1931 1932 1933

.Pinks 112,801 14,866 100,081 36,869 114,845 40,479
Chûms - 251819 28,762 29,421 32,788 27,211. 22,308
Sockeye 15,370 119185 12,448 9;678 9,006 5,713

Chinooks, 87 109 179 115 128 51
Coho. 1,303 1,127 2;706 961 594 489
Ma -su 246 235 392 231 13? 104

Totâl . 155,626 ,

[Table 5 continued]

,284. 145. 227 80,642 .151,797 69,344

10-year Yearly Percent
1934 . 1935 1936 total. average age

Pinks 137,684 .90,698 73,026 952,940 72,135 •65.7
Chums 34,844 28,554 42,004 271,711 27,171 24.7
Sockeye- 12,509, 4,757 7,855 88,721, . 8,8,72 8.1

Chinooks 92. -" -144 . 142, 1,047 105 0.1
Coho . -878 1,065 3,221 . 12,344. 1",234• 1.2
Masu " , . 212 319 244 1,996 200 0.2

Total '186,219 125,537 126,492 1,097,168 109,717 '100.0,

T have riot included in this table-catches of salmon,in
the Maritime Prôvince:in 1932, since they are open,to doubt.



collections, mainly those on age composition and on the young 
salmon, have not yet been worked up. The author of this 
article has used both published and manuscript materials and 
the accounts of individuals who have been and are occupied in 
the study of far-eastern salmon in Soviet waters; as well as 
studies of the salmon along the Japanese and American coasts 
of the Pacific. 

The article consists of two parts: I--a general review 
of the results of investigations of far-eastern salmon, 
II--the status of the study of far-eastern salmon, and a 
consideration of their stocks, by individual species. At the 
end of the article there are conclusions, proposals are made, 
for scientific work on salmon in the immediate future, and a 
list of manuscript and published materials used is presented. 
The main part of the work is founded on the materials of the 
Pacific Research Institute for Fisheries and Oceanography, 
which it has collected during the 13-year period of its 
existence. The review of all these materials (commercial and 
biological) is made with one general end in view—to picture, 
insofar as materials at our disposal permit it, the contemo-
rary conditon of salmon stocks, and to direct scientific 
thinking toward determining and increasing the size of these 
stocks in the interest of their maximum utilization. The 
great volume of the manuscript material held 
in the Institute, in the form of accounts, records and articles, 
for a number of reasons has not permitted the author to carry 
out a more careful review of them, which undoubtedly will 
detract from the value of this article. I am particularly 
disturbed to realize that some articles, to which their 
authors have devoted much work, knowledge and care, could not 
be utilized completely in order to clarify particular 
questions; my only excuse is the knowledge that some of these 
manuscripts will be published themselves and others will serve 
as valuable material for the work of future investigators. 

In addition to this, the author deeply regrets that it 
has been impossible for him to analyse, or even to give a more 
careful and detailed summary of, the salmon catches by 
individual species and in the different parts of the commercial  
fishing regions for recent years; for the available statistical 
data have proven to be, on the one hand, of very varied 
reliability, and on the other hand, in some places they do not 
even seem credible. For example, some sources speak of a 
quantity of masu salmon caught on the eastern coast of 
Kamchatka, and others mention commercial quantities of sockeye 
in the Maritime Province; whereas these species do not occur in 
commercial quantities in these regions (there are no masu in 
Kamchatka and no sockeye in the Maritime Province). We must 
have a large and authoritative work by economists and biologists 
which will indicate by regions (and even by particular bodies 
of water) the distribution of salmon production, since this 
information is quite indispensable both for a planned economy 
and for scientific studies [page  11] concerning the present 
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condition and future increase of salmon stocks. Hence, in using,
the catch figures which we present, it is necessary to have
reservationso

The content of this article was presented by me to the
first Conference on the Study of Far-eastern Salmon, held at
the Pacific Research Institute for Fisheries and Oceanogrâ hy
in Vladivostok in 1938 (from the 15th to the 19th of MarchT;
the planning of future investigations of far-eastern salmon was
the subject of a special article by the author at that
Conference; the text of thé latter article is included in the
conclusions of the present review, and on the basis of the
decisions of the Conference the program of investigations has
been drawn up.

A list of works (published and manuscript) bearing on the
questions considered here is given at the end of this review,
and in the text after the author9s name the year of publication
or year of compilation is given, along with the serial number
by which the work in question is designated in our list.

In working up the materials used for this review on the
age of salmon, their size, fecundity, spawning migrations,
condition factors and other questions of their fishery biology,
the following have taken part: Io 0. Baranovsky, N. N. Guseva,
D. A. Kanevets, A. V. Klimova, I. P. Kozyrev, A. I. Lykhin,
I. A. Piskunov, G. A. Pikharev, I. F. Pravdin, M. A. Pravdina,
A. G. Smirnov, A. Ya. Taranets, V. K. Chernlâvskaia,.and
certain otherso I have.obtained especially valuable informa-
tion from the numerous repo.rts.unfortunately not yet published,
compiled by I. I. Kuznetsov and preserved at TINRO.

February-March 1938
Vladivostok
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I.. GENERAL REVIEW OF THE RESULTS OF INVESTIGATIONS

OF FAR-EASTERN SALMON [page 13]

Information on the far-eastern salmon in the XVItI-XÏX c'énturies

- Without attempting to present a cômplete history of
investigations of far-eastérn salmon in"pre-Soviet times, we
must nevertheless take note of the important.works which shed
light onboth the strong and the weak aspects of the investiga-
tions that have been made up to the present.

The earliest work, which nevertheless in some of its
as.p.ects is quite.modern, containing-üsefu'l information on the
fàr-eastbrn Kamchatka salmons, is thé book by S. Krasheninnikov
(1755-,.3) and his talented companion G. Steller (1774, 4); the
materials presented by these investigators have been used by all
later authors:" Walbaum, Bloch,.Schneider;'Pallas, Richardson,
Suckley; Günther, Jordan, Smitt and many-others, both living
and dead.

Information is available concerning the far-eastern salmon
in riûmérous works of wéll•known scientists who made journeys in
the Far East during the 19th century: Middendorf, Schrenk,,
Maak, Mitsul, Dybovsky and others.

At the end of the 19th century there was published the
work of A. M. Nikolsky (18,89, 5) "The island of Sakhalin and its
fauna of vertebrate animals". Nikolsky and I. S. Poliakov in'
1881; and Poli^kov alone in 1882, conducted investigations on
Sakhalin. In Nikolsky's book some attention is given to thé
migrations of-chum and pink salmon.` In 1881 the chum salrnon in
the Tym Riv.èr began to run on August 8, old style (August 201,
new stylé); at the height of the run the catches per fis^ing
site amounted tô 1000 fish (weighing frôm 7 to 15 fù n t y.):
Toward the,middle of September (old styl"e) the chum salmon
migration ended; it-was also observed -(according to data of
Mitsùl) that the chum salmon bégan to run first in the rivers
of thé northern' pà'rt of the island, and then ent'érèd tho.se •of
the_southèrn-part. "This circumstancesays the author,_
"mâkes me think that the chum sàlmôn migrate along the coast.of
Sàkhâl'in from north to south." Wé may recall thàt'in 1898 in
Japan therè appeared the paper of Niwa"Heitaroo "A report on
an investigation of the fish stocks'on the Island of Sakhalin".

-•[A Russian funt was 0:902 English lb'(l pud =•40 funty =
36..07 lb = 16.36-kgj.]
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Only quite recently have far-eastern salmon been studied
from the point of view of the scientific. aspects of' the fishery.
V. K. Brazhnikov (1900, 6) initiated such study with his
investigation of,the autumn fishery for Amur chum salmon, made
in 1898. Already at thàt time the author made it his objective
td.relate the biological characteristics of this fish to the
environmental conditions that prevail in.its'environrnent. The'
author presents a number of conclusions and hypotheses which
must still be taken into consideration, and which require new
studies along_the lines which.Brazhnikov suggested. For.
example, he observes that "the place of abode of the Âm.ur
division of the chum salmon is appârently the Sea of Okhotsk,
and in particular its southern part, close to the estûary; it
is certain that near. Langra Island -(now.Baidukova.Island -
I. P.) [page 14] and Cape Golovachev (in northern Sakhalin -
I. P.) the chûm salmon appear from the.,north out.of the Sea.of
Okhotsk; however, chum salmon also enter the Amur from. the
south, near Cape Dzhaore and Cape Pronge (ând.in general along
the.coast c.lo^,e to the southern channel), but thése can
>>carcely be schools. arriving from the Sea of ^ Japan. by wa}i: of
Nevelsky Strait". These words have not lost their significance
even today: up to the present time this.question remains
fundamentally undecided, in spite of its great scientifiç and.
commercial importance. The author suggests also that the
stocks of chum salmon of.different.rivers remain grouped,
together in separate parts of the sea;. This question .too..is
important and, like the other, it is as yet not finally.
resolved. As far back as nearly 40 years ago B.razhnikov
appealed for regulation of salmon fishing. In his book there
are many biological and.fi.shery data.. Some.of the author's
questions have been solved by later investigators, for example
the question of the death of. fish of the genus Oncorhynchus.:.
after spawning.

In,the numerous,articles..and books.of L. Sa Berg (1932.,. 7).
there'are descriptions (systemâtics., distributi'on, ând basic
information on the .biology and the fishery) of:,.a.ll the far-
eastern salmons. But the fundamental broad.study of the'far-
eastern salmons from the. biological and, fishery points of vieW
is a book by V. K. Soldatov., Soldatov,'continuing-'the.wôrk
begun by Brazhnikov,.conduçted uninterrupted;;investigations of
the.Amur salmon for a year and a.half.(from July 1907 almost to
the end of 1908), continued.to give attention to the_prôj,ect in
subsequent years, and then wrote his exçellent.boôk,(1912, 8)
which down to the present time,has.served.as,-the best:hândbôok
for all who are engaged in salmon investigations.;. The book
contains a wide assortment of information on the biology.^of.thé
chum and pink salmons: their migrations from the seâ.into the.
river, their distribution in the river, the size of the fish,-
their fecundity, spawning, mortality after spawning, size of
the eggs and fry, and also information on-the artificial
culture ofthese fish. In conclusion, the author gives his
opinion of the stability of the stocks of far.eastern salmon,
and foresees the possibility of a decline in,'the fishery:on the

.
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Amûr,(of which we have become éyewitnesses). Thirty years ago
Soldatov steadily-urged that these stocks should not be
.exploited only, but that some consideration should be givén.tb,
their production. His call to investigators for a.long time
remained unanswered; the salmon fishery on the Amur grew:.
rapidly, but before the beginning•of the imperialistic war.the.,
salmon fishery in this -di:strict fell off. sharply. Fish-
cultural measures on the Amur, which then consisted of,tYie wôrk
of a single small hatchery,,(àt Cape^Bolshaiâ Chkhil, below the
city of Nikolaevsk), could have no appreciable effect'in
preventin,g, or in reducing, the harmful effects of nverfishing
of -the salmon stocks.. In 1914.two small hatcheries.were
opened in Kamchatka (bn.the.Bolshaiâ and Kamchatka Rivers). In
1915 the fact became well knôwn that the salmon stocks,.
especially the summer keta, in the Nikolaevsk fishery region. had
become depleted; the total removal, ofsalmon in 1915 was less
than-8 m,illion-pieces, whereas in previous years (1909 to 1914)
landings had commonly exceeded 20 million pieces.

After the investigations of V. K,. Soldatov and up to.the
time.ôf the establishment of Soviet.rule in the Far East, that,
is for more than 20 years, no one was occupied in.stûdying
salmon eithe,r on the Amur or in Kamchatka, let alone.the other
regions.of Russian far-eastern waters.

However it is well known that our neighbours across-the
Pacific Ocean--the Americans--in.the interests of;developing
their salmon.industry have conducted [page 15] investigations
on salmon and have done work to increase théir.stocks. In the
United States of America-by the end of 1912 there were already.
more than:100 well equïpped fish-cultural establishments and.,
stations. In Alaska regulatory measures were introduced in'the
,salmon fishéry. Investigators in.Canada have.alwâys worked
assiduously. In 1925, the individual states adjacent to the
Pacific. Ocean, and,the federal governments of the United States
of Amerioà and of Canada united in carrying ou.t systematic and
comparative investigations on Pacific salmon. The well-known
scientist Rich was appointed-to head up this work. Japan also
has.constructed âbout^10 fish-cùltùral establishments, has
introduced the prohibition of salmon fishing on the spawning
grounds, and has organized studies in the ocean, including fish
which are migrating to:our Kamchatka rivers. Up, to the 1930'_s
there have appeared numerous works by American and Japanese
investigators concerning the Pacific salmons.(Châmberlain,
Rich,.Cobb, Gilbert, Davidson, Pritçhard, Clark, Foe'rster,
Ma;rukawa and other.s).

STUDIES OF SALMON IN:1918-1924

With the establishment of the Soviet rul.e in the Far East
a new epoch began in the investigation of the salmon riches of
the Soviét waters of the Pàcific Ocean.; In 1918 on the river
Praure, I-. I. Kuznetsov,.indefatigably continuing the'work of



V. K. Soldatov, began his experiments in rearing artificially 
the fertilized eggs of salmon in the gravel; these experiments 
which have attracted the deep interest of Soviet fish culturists, 
were continued by Kuznetsov'on a wide scale in 1923-1924 on the 
Amur River and on the Bystraià (in Kamchatka). Kuznetsov's 
experiments showed that as a foundation for fish culture a 
careful study must be made of the interrelationships of all 
the physical and chemical factors which have an influence on 
reproduction (Kuznetsov, 1928, 9); therefore, far-eastern 
fish-culturists began (starting in 1925) the study of the 
natural reproduction of salmon, and have themselves contributed 
much new and valuable data to our knowledge of salmon biology. 
The results of this work are in Kuznetsov's book "Some observa-
tions on the reproduction of the Amur and Kamchatka salmons" 
(1928, 9). The author submits a mass of observations made by 
himself and his colleagues on spawning and on the actual 
process of deposition of the eggs of the Amur and Kamchatka 
salmon. 

Kuznetsov's main conclusions are as follows. On the 
spawning grounds of all species of salmonids there is observed 
a preponderance of females: only when there are very few fish 
on the spawning grounds can an excess of males be observed, 
When there are weak runs of pink salmon (and to some extent, of 
autumn chum salmon) linear dimensions and weight of the fish 
are greater, as is also their absolute fecundity. On the Amur, 
pink salmon spawning is observed from July 20-27 to September 
15-20, of summer keta from July 27 to September 20-25, of 
autumn keta from September 19 to the end of December; on the 
Bolsharà River in Kamchatka the spawning of pink salmon is from 
August 15 to the end of September, that of chum salmon is from 
August 3 to the end of October, of sockeye from August 13 to 
the beginning of October, of coho from September 1-5 to January, 
of chinook from July 15 to August 20; on the Kamchatka River, 
for chum salmon spawning is from August 1 to the end of 
October, for sockeye August 1 to the end of October, chinook 
from June 15 to September 15, and coho from September 1 to 
March 16. The eggs of salmonids are laid in the gravel; "pink 
salmon deposit their eggs on loose gravelly-sandy bottom in a 
rather slow current at a maximum depth from 22 to 28-30 cm, or 
in a coarse gravel bed at a depth from 13 to 17 cm. The autumn 
keta deposits its eggs in a [page 16] weak current in spring 
creeks [klnichi], and also on loose fine gravel bottoms to a 
maximum depth of up to 35 cm, or rarely 40 cm. The sockeye 
deposit their eggs at a depth of 29-30 cm." When spawning 
grounds are overpopulated the fish may die before spawning; in 
addition, in these cases many additional eggs die which are 
unceremoniously excavated from the bottom. The total IOSS of 
eggs and young for autumn keta is 29.5% and for sockeye 31.5% 
of the total eggs produced. The principal enemies of the eggs 
of salmon in rivers of the Okhotsk-Kamchatka coast, the Amur 
estuary, and the Amur basin, are the Dolly Varden, the lenok 
[Brachymystax],  the grayling and minnows [golfâny]. In the 
work mentioned Kuznetsov urges that a policy of protection of 
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natural reproduction of salmon be instituted, and also:recommends
artificial propagation !'which, when there is an excess.of ,
spawners on the grounds, can provide a real addition .to nâtural

reproduction". In Kuznetsovps book we can find the nécessary
informatiôn about all the salmon of.the Amur (masu, pink salmon,
summer and autumn chums) and about the salmon of Kamchatka
(chinook, sockeye, chum, pinks and coho)o

To Io Kuzn.etsov, having begun his work on the investiga-
tion and management of salmon with V. K. Soldatov (starting in
1907), was forced to interrupt it only under very.difficult
circumstances (the World War and the intervention), and resumed
his studies again with the final establishment of Soviet rule
in the Far Easte In the,Far-ea.stern Fisheries Administration'
[Dalnevb'stochnoe Upravlenie Rybolovstvo]. there was,est.abJ.ished,
at that time, a Scientific Bureau which took over and continued
the interrupted work,

In 1923' an examination of the condition of the salmon
,stocks of the Amur River was undertaken by Na P. Navozov-Lavrov
(1927, 10) who publi.shed-the results he obtaineda Of great.est
interest are his studies on the age and rate of growth of tYie
summer and autumn chum salmono According to.his data the
growth of the summer and autumn chums is dif.ferent, as
indicated in Table 6, ..

Both these groups:of chums,.ascend the Amur for spawning
in their fourth year of life for the most part, but they differ
in body size> These conclusions'[pa e 17] are of,very great'
importancé, because they for the first-Ti'me demonstrated the..
different rates of growth of these.two groups of chums (called
infraspecies in L. S. Berg's terminology). It is possible.that
this author is also correct when he says that.the autumn.form
of chum salmon now prevails.on the Amur, whereas in the Okhotsk-
Kamchatka'regions the summerchum salmon is more important
(according to Marukawa'sl.data), and that in generâl.the summer
chums are characteristic.of the more northern parts of the
Pacific Ocean. After L. S. Berg pointed out the. distinction
between the summer (vernal) and autumn. (hiemal).forms of salmon
(and other fishes) information concerning the summer and aùtumn
chum salmon had a greater significance. The males of-both the
summer and^the autumn chums are ordinarily larger than the,
females (that is, the males have a larger annual growth). In.
Navozov-Lavrôv's article:a description is given also of the
Amur salmon industry which sprang up. after.the intervention
(which ended only in 1922), and he gives information on the
catches of pink salmon, summer chum salmon and autumn c.hum
salmon for 17 years (from 1907 to 1923), N. P. Navozov-Lavrov
proposes a series of measures directed toward rehabilitating
the Amur salmon stocks. The most important of these proposals
are the following- to permit the ascent to the spawning.
grounds of at least 25-30%-of the whole stock which reaches
the.river; to introduce a closure of fishing on the spawning
grounds themselves; to establish closed areas on some of the
principal spawning rivers, and so on.
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In 1924 the Scientific Bureau at Dalryba continued to
occupy itself (in its salmon fishery!section),"with.questidns of

fish management, inçluding.under this term the.protection of
the spawning grounds and question involved in establishing.a
standard rate of explo-itation,for salmon. The most important.
work along these lines wa!i^ cârrî.ed ,out by Kuznetsov himself.

SALMON INVESTIGATIONS IN 1925-30

In 1925 there was f ôunded und.er: the leadership of
K. M. Deriûgin, with the close participation of."the author of
this article, the Pacific Fishéry Research Station, which later
developed into the Pacific Fishery Institute. The Station was
founded for the piu,pose of making a systematic study. of
commer.cial *fishes and of the conditions of their lif;e,, and to
make studies of the ffLshing industry in both its fishing and
processing branches. Included in the make-up of this Station
was the fish management section of.Dalryba headed by
I, I. Kuznetsov, together with the : workers.,'of the Scientif ic

Bureâu. Salmon studies were given a; great deal of attention.

I. F. Pravdin (1926, 11) in 1925 did some work on the
salmons in the Nikolaevsk Fishery Region, and.ôn the basis.of
the materials collected he published an article. In the.same
year on the Amur, with the cooperation of the Pacific Station,
A. V:-Babaskin (1926, 12) worked on salmon and wrote a work
on the age ôf,:the Amur chums. Kuznetsov occupied himself with
the organization of fish management centres in.the Amur basin
and on Kamchatka. These ccntreshave.continuedtheir work
right up to recent years.- .

In 1926, salmon investigations ori"Kamchatka were extendéd
to the Bolshaiâ'River, and -their study occupied I. F..Prâvdin
and A.' G. Kaganovsky, thanks to whom-some work was publishéd".
on the fishery, biôlogy and systématics of the pink salmon
(Pravdin, 1928, 13; 1929, 14). 'Studies of the salmon,fishery..,
in the-Amur estuary in 1926 was continued by V. E. Rozov
(1926, 69), who collected data on the age of.the pink and chum

salmons. Agé-material was collected.also.by other workers.
In 1926 there a peared a work of anassociate of.the,Leningrad
Ichthyological ^pagé 18] Institute, M. I. Tikhy (.1926, 15), in
which he showed that pink salmon fished in Kamchatkaare two
years of age, that'is, he confirmed the conclusion earlier
arrived at by the American:investigator Gilbert (1912, 79) and
the Japanese investigator Marukawa (in his 1917-1918 article).
Later I. F. Pravdin (1932, 16) cameto the same conclusion with
reference to the age of the Amur pink salmon (from 1928 data)
and of-the Bolshaïa River pinks on Kamchatka (from 1926 data").

G. D. Dulkeit (1927,17); writing,about the freshwater
fishes of southérn'Sikhote-Ali"n, reférred to the pink salmô"n.
According to Dulkeit the pinks iri^the Mai'khe River, flowing
into Ussuri Bay, ascend 35 and more kilometres.. In,earlier
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Table 6. [page 16] Growth of Amux chum salmon (ac,cording to
Navozov-Lavrov >

Growth [size attained] in cm

1 3

Summer chums 27à95 43e.10_ 55à35 61040 69.10. 78.00

Autumnchums 31,01 49.78 64.21 75.26 81.22 86.26

[Table.6 continued]

Increment in cm

Summer chums 27.95 15.1-5 12.25'. 6,05 4010 -

Aûtümn,chums 31è01 18,77 14<45 11,40 8.47 6.33
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times many pinks ascended as far as the Tsimukhe River; in 1919
the first wave of pink salmon appeared there during the first
days of June. Pink salmon enter all the rivers of the Gulf of
Peter the Great and the Suchan River.`

Later the attention of the Pacific Institute was diverted
away from systematic effort in the study of salmon, although in
many regions materials on ;sàlmon biôlogy and the fishery were
collected from time to time. At the.same time Kuznetsov's work
on salmon management was not stopped; starting in 1932, it was
separated from the plant of the Paçific Institute and trans-
ferred to Dalryba, to which.Kuznetsov also was transferred. Up
to 1937 all the work of observation on the spawning grounds-of
Amur salmon was.carried out exclusively by Dalryba. Only
beginning in 1937, when TINRO again began to expand its salmon
investigations, did the staff of this Instituté give attention
to the spâwning grounds in the Nikolaevsk regiono.. It is true
that tYiroüghout this period TINRO collected field information
on salmon in many regions'of the Soviet Far East, including the
Amur. In 1928, 1929 and 1930 the Pacific Research Institute
for Fisheries and Oceanography was organized through the
instrumentality of the Kamchatka Stockholders Society (AKO)..
It did scientific work in several sectors of far-eastern waters,
primarily along the coasts of Kamchatka and the Sea of Okhotsk,
with the result that materials were collected relating to
salmon..investigations. We will briefly review the material.in
question.

Studies of the salmon in the Okhotsk region. In 1928-1929
V. E. Rozov 1931, 86 ) along with Comrades Golovanov,(1931, 85),
Gromov, Deulin, Kaganov, Shidlovsky and Pavlov made a fisheries
survey.of...the Okhota and Kukhtui Rivers (on the'northwest.coast
of the Sea of Okhotsk). From June 21 to October 15, 1928, the
expedition made observations on the migration and capture of
salmon in the lower reaches of the Okhota and Kukhtui Rivers..
From the lst to the llth of August Rozov conducted studies in`
the Kukhtui River for more than 300.km up.stream, making a map,
of this section of the river and indicating the spawning places
of the salmon. The expedition's associate Shidlovsky was left
there for the winter to continue the scientific work, and the
other members of the expedition returned to Vladivostok. In
1929 in June the work of the Okhotsk expedition was resumed;
V. E. Rozov (1930, 88), Gromov and Kaganov again participated.
During the summer (from August 7 to October 10) they surveyed
the regions of the'Okhota River for more than 400 km upstream;
the whole section was mapped and [page 19] the spawning grounds
of chum salmon and sockeye were located both on the main stream
and also throughout its watershed (in tributaries and lakes).

Their conclusions include the following: the Okhota and
Kukhtui Rivers can be included in the.list of salmon-producing
rivers: using the tidal currents the following salmon enter it
for spawning--chum, pink, sockeye and coho. V. E. Rozov
discovered a lake form of sockeye in the Okhota-Kukhtui. region.
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In 1929 the run of chums in the Okhota River began during the 
first days of August; these fish did not remain on the lower 
spawning grounds but went farther upstream. The expedition 
estimated that about 5 million chum salmon spawners enter the 
Okhota River. The run of keta continued into early October. 
Sockeye spawn in the tributaries of the Okhota River which contain 
lakes. One of the largest spawning grounds for this fish is 
Lake Aglikit, which receives more than 100,000 spawners. 

The organization of artificial propagation'in the region 
of these spawning grounds presents great difficulty, for the 	 • 

spawning areas are subjected to great fluctuations in water  • 
level, and the upper spawning grounds cannot be utilized for 
artificial propagation because there are no roads there. All 
the same, the expedition indicated the possibility of working 
toward construction of a fish-cultural establishment on the 
spring creeks of the Arka River, a tributary of the Okhota. 
This expedition gave serious attention to the need for pro-
tection and improvement of the natural spawning grounds: which 
are subjected to fishing, are clogged up by log or brush jams, 
and which do not have enough water for the spawning fish to 
reach them in dry years. 

In passing, we may notice that in 1937 V. E. Rozov 	•  
(1937, 20) presented complete data on the salmon of the Tuguro-
Chumikansk region; from this article we find' that chum and pink 
salmon enter the basins of rivers flowing into the Shantar Sea; 
the majority are chums (average weight 3.2 kg); pink salmon in 
this region are quite scarce but nevertheless the pink catches 
are greater in the even-numbered years. The spawning of pink 
salmon begins in the second half of July and ends at the middle 
of September; the chums begin to spawn during the first half of 
August and finish spawning at the beginning of October. The 
landings of salmon are small here (4000-5000 centners) in spite 
of the fact that the stocks of salmon would permit an increase 
in landings up to 24,000 centners. G. D. Dulkeit, during his . 
sojourn on the Shantar Islands (1924-1926), observed there near 
the shores of Yakshina Bay toward the end of July and in August 
of 1925 a run of chum and pink salmon, of which the pinks 
entered the Yakshina River and spawned there. In 1925 the 
pinks began to enter the Yakshina River on August 8. The number 
of chum and pink salmon entering the •rivers of the Shantar 
Islands is not large. Coho apparently are almost absent: only 
in Lake Bolshaià (on Great Shantar Island) were 2 secimens 
of young coho taken ("apparently age 1+ [godovichki_"). 

The Taui Bay region.  In 1928 G. D. Dulkeit (in connection 
with his work on the arctic fox industry) visited Ola Island 
which 	lies in Taui Bay in the Sea of Okhotsk, and came to 
the conclusion that among the salmon caught around the island 
there, pinks and chums occurred (in small numbers). Taui Bay 
itself is richer in salmon: about 500,000 pieces of salmon are 
caught there (Dulkeit does not mention the species). In 1930 
observations were made in Taui Bay itself. Observers made 'a  
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count of the salmon caught, collected.[page,20] biological
material, made,meteorological observations, and learned (by
making enquiries) something of the abundance and quality of the
salmon spawning grounds in the Yarman, Yane and Taui Rivers.

The run of pink salmon in;:1930 in the marine sectors began
during the first days of July:and continued to the lst of .
August. The total catch.of pink salmon was 737,832 pieçes.
Chum salmon appeared from July 15 and.weré caught.in the marine
area up to September 10. The main run took place from July 20
to August 15. The keta caught in 1930 numbered 448,576 pieces.
The run of coho lasted.from August 15 to September 20. It was.
caught in small numberso The.Yane, Taui and Arman Rivers.have
good spawning grounds for.kétâ and gorbusha.

D. N,. Taliev in 1930 collected data on the,age, food and
fecundity of chums and coho on the.Ola River. The.average size
of the chums was 63 cm and their average,weight 2.5 kg, the
average length of thé coho was..70 cm and their weight 307 kg,.
In surveying the fish fauna of the Ola River thére was found a
new form of the sockeye. By making enquiries, the time of;the
salmon runs was determined..:The pinks_.come first; the beginning
of their main run can be taken as July 1; the.sockeye run
almost concurrently with them; the chum run begins July 10;
latest of all is the run of coho which begins August 2-5. In
addition to these salmonids, in spring a very.limited number
of chinook salmon,run into,.the Ola River, and in autumn-a small .
number of ovech (a new form; of sôckeye). A çonsiderably larger
number of these latter enter the Yana and Siglan Rivers. This
form has been described by,Tàliev (1932, 22) under the name of
Oncorhynchus nerka ovetsh Talievo

Taliev surveyed the spawning grounds of the chums, pinks
and to some extent the cohoo .He made an expedition on.foot
along the middle:and:lower. parts of the 016 River., and partially
surveyed the Malyi Magadan River which is,s.itûsted south of the
Ola River.,,and into which there run mainlÿ pink salmon, with.a
very limited number.of chums. Concerning the salmon of _,
Gizhig.a Bay, there is information in an account by
G. A. Pikharev (19.28).

The Penzhin Gulf region. In observations made at, the
Penzhin O bservation .Station in 1930 the first specimens of.
chum salmc,n appeared.in the Penzhin Gulf on July 4-6, and from,
July 19 they.began to appear.in the traps by.hundréds. The
commercial fishery began July 25 and.continued to the 19th'of
August; by the end of August the run of fish had almost completely
ceased. . .

In July the greater part of the fish w.ere.caught in the,,
southern portions., while in August they were caûght in the
northern •portions. In the..sôuthern portions the fisYi appear
severaldays earliero The run of;keta in 1930,was g,ood, and the
failure to fulfill the plan by 43.7% was the result of â.number
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of miscalculations, and oth.er causes.. In addition to chum_
salmon, occasional pink salmon are caught by the fishery;
durin.g-the whole season they âmoun.t.to about 200 pieces in all.

A..,A. Danilov worked in the region of the.iRiver:Icha'.in..
1929;, he colle.ct.ed. materials concerning the salmon of this
regi-on, including:information.on the young salmon. In his
account Danilov gives,datà concernin.g the times,.of.the salmon.
runs and their-:sizes.

In 1929 the main run of summer.keta near Icha began
July 13; the run was very intensiv& :.in.the marine regions,•the
Kamchatka Stockholders.Soci-ety..(;AKO) landed 398,736 fish..
Examination of, the: stomachs, of the summer k.eta reveal.ed that.
they had eaten capelin, shrimps and mysids. The run of-..pink
salmon was weak and^lasted from June 22-to August.ll^.. The, .
sockeye,ran from:.July.20 to August 20. ^Danilov: observes that,.,
the contents of the ,digestive tracts of the sockeye were the-,'.
same,,as -of the chums. [page..21]. Chums,-sockeye; pinks,
chinook and coho run into. the Îçha River.. The.autYior..gives.
the average size of,^male pinks as.52.5 cm, and of females
49.2 cm, while the average weight.of the males.is 1.82 kg and.
of females 1•.67 kg. The average f,ecundity is 1888,eggs. The
average length of-sockeye males..is 64..5 cm and of .females.
58.5 cm; the average weight of males 3.39.:kg; of femâles.2.99..kg;
the fecundity on the average is 4218 eggs. Concerning the run
of chum salmon Danilov writes that he observed two ruas of this.
fish:;-,.a spring .run. (when smaller individual.s:,-occurred).; and an;.
autumn run.

In 1930 the observer Grinïük worked on the Icha River.
Measurements of salmon, made at the Icha [Contrôl] Point., gave
the following results: average size of.;pink salmon, 47 cm.; of
.keta, 59.5 cm; of coho,.60.75 cm.. In the regions:n.orthward from
Icha the salmon appeared much earlier than in thôse to the
south..

Vorovskaiâ River region, In.1930 Maksimov made observa-
tions on the Vorovskaiâ-River. His place of work was the:marine
fishing sector_18 km northward-:from the Vorovskai6 River. The.
observer made measurements of-the fish and meteorolôgical-
observations. The following data concerning the stocks were
obtained: the weight°of.100 pink.salmon-was.133.8 kg, and of
100,chum salmon.275.0--kg....Sockeye were caught throughout the
whole season. Coho began to be taken at the end of August.
.The first specimens of chum salmon were taken July 1. The main
run of the chum salmon and also of the.pinks.began after a
storm on July 2. Along with the pink:.salmon masu..salmon were:
taken, to the number of several specimens, which species.had
previously never be.en::o-bs:erv,ed at all in this region, This
information..concerning the masu requires verificatiôn..

The number of sockeye taken during the season was 4404,
and of keta 76,261, of gorbusha 602,319--which was 397,681 less
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than expectation, which observers explained by the poor quali-
fications of the workers; only 49 chinook salmon-were-captured.

The Kikhchik River''region. From April 16 to September 13',
1929, G. V. Belavin worked at Kikhchik, and observed that the
chinook salmon,énded their-migration-^into the Kikhchik River
toward the middle of June. The chum salmon were taken in June
and their migration continued -to September; the most intensive
migration fell during the period from July 19 to August 5.
480,000 fish in all were taken. The average weight of the chum
salmon was 3.44 kg, the average length.was 68.5.crri< The weight
varied from 1.9 to 5.3 kg.and the average length-frôm.54 to
.80 cm. The.pink salmon run began July 20 and ended August.12-14.
Pink salmon were caught-to the number of 500000. At the- ^
beginning of the run, up. to July 23-24; mostly-males ran,.and
in the second half of the run, females. -The average weight.of
the pink salmon was.l.7 kg (from 990 g,to 3 kg). The average
size was 57.:cm-(45-67 cm). Pink salmon ascend the Kikhchik
River. 60-65 km up.to a large obstructiôn;-which in the opinion-
of the local inhabitants.is insurmountâble for. inks (chums,
chinooks and sockeye go up over-the obstructionT; The sockeye
begin their mass migration July-18, and end-August 10. The
weight of the sockeye varies from 1.8 kg to 5 kg and their size
from 58 to.75 cm. The catches of^ coho .(in-autumn) were-small:
Chinooks are caught in spring, and in March and April sëmga and
mikizha [Salmo penshinensis and S. m.k'iss]:.

In 1930 observer Belavin made a collection of:young salmon
on the Kikhchik River, and made measurements of ' chum. salmôn;
sockeye, pinks, chinook and coho., and collected batches:ôf eggs.
Throughout the season he made hydrometeorological observations.

The run of pink.salmon began in the middle of July and
continued to the beginning of September. The main mi ration
took place from July 20-29 up to,Augtast 15. [page 22]g In
June 19,099 pink salmon were.captured, in July 2,469;204,:and
in August 4,473,740, the total for the season being 6,962,043.

Chum salmon occur from the first half of July to the-
beginning of September. The main migration lasted from the
second decade of July to the second decade-of Aûgust.
550,263 chums were taken altogéther...

The sockeye run took place from thé third decade of July
to the middle of. August. 66,576 sock.eye were taken during!the
season.

The chinook salmon run occurred from June 13^to July 19.
During the whole season 944 were taken.

The run of coho began in t1ye second.decade of August and
ended in September. 148,014 were taken during the season.
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Bolshaiâ River.region. M..N. Krivob.ok (1930, 21) worked
on the Bolshaià River in 1929 and made observations on-;thè
salmon both in.the ocean sector and in the;;riv;er sectôr.. In
his account Krivobok discloses that the main,migratiôn of chum
salmon in the sea in 1929 began July'S; up to July 29 the
number of chums.in the catches increased and.it reached its
maximum on July 22-23-,24. After July 24 the rùn of keta fell
into a décline. The end of^ the,main run can be taken as
August 13, but occasional specimens were caught.up to:
Séptember, 5., In the.later catches the fish were,-mainly.
spawned ôut. We must observe th.at_.the,,run of chum salmon in
the Yuzhno-Bolsheretsk region, situated southward from.the mouth
of the Bolshaïâ River, differs :sharply from that:in the:northern
part. Of the total catches of chum salmon in the different
sector,s along the whole wes-t coast-, the region of.the Bolshalâ
River occupie.s first place; both,northward and southward from..
there the size of the catchès..deçreases, with only this.
difference, that northwàrd.'this.dècrease:,,occurs gra.dually,,
while to the south it is abrupt. The-chum salmon run_in the
river.is later,. The.main run_to the river began._July:21, that.
is, about 16 days after it bégàn in the 'sea. The maximum
:fishery coincided in time with the fishery on the sea coast.
The further run of the fish in. the river. _is a perf,ect.
reflection of the run of the.fish, in the sea. The. delay of„the
run, of fish is to be explained, possibly,-by the £,act that
before they enter the river the fish wait a certain time in the
region just off its mouth, their entry into the river being
perhaps hindered by the.seals. The averagesiz_e.of chum.salmon
is 63 cm and their weight is 3.4 kg...Thè m. àximuin siz,é*which
the fish attained was 76.5, cm and the minimum was 50.5 cm,,.
From _an ,analysis. ôf the sex composition, of the catches, it is
evident that at the beginning:of the season males predominate,
cômprising 70 % of the catch, then ^gradually females increase
and from the middle of the run they are a majority.

The sockeye begin to be caught during thefirst days of
July. The main run is from July 19 and the greatest run July 24.
The end of the run is. referred to. the .10th of August, but ,
occasionàl specimens of. sockeye are.encountered.up.to September 5.
The total..size of the sockeyé..[?catch] of the'different sectors
decreases in.the direction from south to, north. The catches:of
sockeye in the river are considerably less than in the sea.
Occasional specimens are caught there up.to Septémber:20. Of
the grand,total of fish mea^sured::a hi.gh-.percen.tagé wèré males..
The average size of the sockeye was.6l.cmand 2^9'-kg; the
maximum size was 73 cm and the minimum 52 cm. ,

The migration-of pink salmon in .the;Bolsheretsk region.was.
not great in..1929. Ocçasional specimens were caught.starting
during_the first days,of July;.-the main run began July 16:and
reached its.maximum Jul.ÿ 230. Afterwards the catches,decrease.d
and at the lst of August reached a second maximum, after which
[page 23] the,.catches qûickly,fell off and by August.l8-20 the
pink salmon run subsided completely.. The catch of pink salmon
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in 1929, as just mentioned, was very small. As for the chum
salmon, an unusually large catch of them wâs madè, -so that the
1929 landings exceeded all previous years since 1910., In
addition, beginning in.1926 the number of keta 'caûght`has
increased every..year.

The run of coho was very weak. The total catch at
individual fisMng sites did not exceed 2000-3000 pieces. The first
coho was ca'ptured in the river July 25. A more sustained run
of coho began August 8; the maximum catches were observed
August 20-29 and in some sectors up to.300-400 fish,per day
were caughta Then the catches againfell off, but right up to
the time the traps were removed, that is, to September 5, coho
were being ca^ight at an average rate of a hundred a day.

M. N.^Krivobok observed young salmon throughout the whole
season, along the whole bar [11koshka"] right'to the mouth in
uniformly large numbers; from-spring right to the middle of,
July a massive migration of pink salmon'frÿ occurred, which
species later completely ceased -runriin . During the first days
of September sëmga [Salmo penshiriensis^ were observed in the
Bolshaz.â River.

The total salmon caught during the season in the eight
marine and two river sectors was 1,860,000 pieces, of which
1,523,000 (81.9%) were chum salmon, 204,000 were pink salmon,
46,000 sockeye, and 6000 coho.

Ozernaïà River reqion., F. A. Kochmarev worked in 1929 on
the Ozernaià River, and obtained data on the catches and size
of the salmon. The sockeye weighed 2^5 kg (on the average) at
the beginning of the run; and-on the average [for the whole
run], 2.6 kg., The'average weight of the chum-salmon was 304 kg,
and of the pink salmon was 1.7 kg. In 1930 observer,Anoshin.
made collections of fry of•salmon and made 1850 measurements;
he collected materials on age, fecundity, and biology, and made
meteorological observations.

The sockeye fishery on-the Ozernaià River began June 17 and
continued to August 25; the pink salmôn run took place-from
July 28-to.August 20. The catch of fish for the season 1930
was 770,871 sockeye, 707;07&pinks, 41,568 chums,ând 1176 cgho:

Kamchatka River region. - Work was performe&ori. the.-'
Kamchatka..Riverbÿ Agafonov,from May to the end of-September in^
1928, and starting in May, 1929; the seasonal [observatiôn]
point was changed thè second ÿ,ear.'"The run of sockeye, which-
here is the principal commercial fish, began on.June 2 in 1928;
at the start of the run males'predominated and at the end
females.-. Large catches were made.in Jur► e-, when 3,892.;513
pieces were taken (83%,of the total landings in the marine and
river sectors which equalled 4;68.3,000 pieces).^^-

The average weight of,the sockeye in 1927 was 2.68 kg.
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1929 the sockeye run was poor; 2,345,000 pieces were landed 
altogether, of which 72% were taken in the marine sectors. The 
average weight of sockeye was 2.80 kg. 

From the materials available at the Institute (1926-1929) 
pertaining to the sockeye of the Kamchatka River, we can see 
that the commercial catches of sockeye consist of four age,- 
groups: 41 5-, 6-and 7-year fish; the main bulk consists of 5- 
and 6-year fish (more of the former). The general condition of 
the stock of sockeye entering the Kamchatka River is in a 
condition of decline, and requires the adoption of strict 
measures to increase it by increasing reproduction; the 
decline in the sockeye catch is a result of the fact that more 
than 70% of the sockeye arriving at the mouth [page 24] of the 
Kamchatka River are caught, and only 27% of the stock enters the 
river for spawning. 

At the observation point it was found that the average size 
of the salmon caught was as follows: 

1928  - 

Coho 	 . 	2.79 kg 
Chuffis 	 3.22 q 
Chinooks 	10.31 " 

. 1929'  

3.45 kg 
3.29 tt  

9.59 " 

In the report it is pointed out that Agafonov was able to 
observe the penetration of pink salmon in 1928 up to 36 km 
above the mouth of the Kamchatka River into one of its southern 
tributaries, the so-called Second River [Vtoraiâ rechka]. 

Karaqin Island.  The rivers of Karagin Island were studied 
in 1928 (from July 6 to September 23) by two scientific workers 
of the Pacific Institute, Razumovsky and Kanachin. In the 
Untsindaem River spawning of chum salmon and pinks was observed. 
In 1929 Razumovsky and Liübimov continued their studies on the 
rivers of the island. 

Korf Bay region.  In 1929 and 1930 V. T. Bogaevsky (1931, 
96), working in the Bay of Korf, collected data on the run of 
sockeye which began to appear (in the Bay of Skryta) starting 
June 3, on the chinook salmon (the run began June 13), and on 
the chum and pink salmon which were caught between the 3rd and 
13th of June. The migration of sockeye and chinooks ended at 
the close of June, while the keta and pinks went on to the end 
of July. Of chinooks they captured 231 pieces, 17,455 sockeye, 
97,466 chums, and 973,988 pinks. A light run of coho lasted 
from the beginning of August to the middle of September. 
Bogaevsky also located the spawning grounds of the chum, pink 
and sockeye along the Rybnaia River, and the spawning grounds 
of sockeye on the Kultuchnan River. 

The beginning of the main run of pink salmon.,in 1930 was 
in the middle of July, though in sectors, situated dlosé-to the 
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mouth of the Vivinskai^ River it was during the first days of
July. Sockeye, chums and chin'oôks are câu.ght insrrialler.numbers.
These run in commercial quantities from the end of'Juné almost
to the end of July, without marked fluctuations in abundance of
the fish running. All four species of salmon approach the coast
of the bay almost at the same time. In 1930^the runs of fish
were normal:

Salmon caught in 1929

Pinks 973,988 pieces
Chums 97,466 "
Sockeye 17,455
Chinooks 231 "
Cohoes

1930 1931

2,121,850 pieces 3,422,419 pieces
271,011, 271,973 "
75,091 17,429

857 122
.,. 42 n.

Among the rivers flowing into Korf Bay, salmon are
distributed, by species, in the followingmanner:

Kultuchnaiâ River -- mainly^pinks and sockeye
Rybnaia River (Aviâ) " pinks and chums
Vivinskaià River pinks, chums and chinooks
Notean River pinks and sockéye
Buvaem River pinks, sockeye and chums

Oliüto r ka region. M. L. Alperovich worked on the
01jutorka in 1929 and 1930. His work began Jûne 4. The
sockeye fishery in 1929 began in the river on June 12, and in
the sea on June 19; the maximum catches were taken'June 18-25,.
and the run ended July 24. The average size of the sockeye
was 59.6 cm. Chum salmon were caught in the river from June 19
to August 25; the maximum catch was July8. The average size
of the chums was 63.3 cm. Pink salmon were caught from June 23
to August 12; the maximum landings were onJuly 6-9. Cohoes
were in insignificant numbers. Dûring"the season 1929
64,774 sockeye were taken in the river sectors [page 25] of
this region; 277,383 chums were taken in the river and marine
sectors; and 805,609 pink salmon were taken in the.river
sectors.

In 1930 the first to arrive were, as always,..thë sockeye,
whose run lasted from iTune 12 to July 1; at the beginning of
the run m?stly females were running, and at the 'end of the
run males : The avf rage length of the sockeye wâs 61 cm, the
weight of the males was 2-3 kg and the fecundity 5623 eggs.
In all 523,757 pieces of sockeye were taken in the region
during 1930. The principal spawning grounds of sockeye are in
Lake Batat Gegetkhen.

1[Apparéntly the words female.and male are accidentâlly
interchanged here.--W.E.Ro]
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Second in order of appearance in the river are the chum
salmon. Their main run takes plâce from July 14-15 to August 15.
The mâximum [daily] landings in 1930 were 10,000-14,000 pieces,
the total landings were 76,261 pieces. Among the salmon captured
in 0liütorka Bay chum salmon amounted to 15-18°0. The weight ^of
the chums was 3-4 kg.

The pink salmon run takes place from July 1 to August 1;
it was most intensive at the middle of the month. In landings
pink salmon occupy first place among the commercial fishes of
the region, comprising 81%, and each year the number of pink
salmon increases. In 1930 the run of gorbusha was especially
large; total landings amounted to 6,279,534 pieces.

Anadyr region. A. G. Kaganovsky in 1928-1929 led and
took part personally in the Anadyr expedition, whose complement
also included Comrades Chapsky and.Magonin; this group of
associates worked in the autumn of 1928, and Kaganovsky spent
the winter of 1928-1929 on the Anadyr; he was also on the
Anadyr estuary in 192.7. Concerning commercial salmon in the
Anadyr estuary, Kaganovsky (1928, 81) reports the occurrence of
chums, pinks, sockeye, chinook and coho. The average size of ;
chums (1927) was 63.3 cm for males and 59.4 cm for females; the
weight of the males was 3.3 kg and of the females 2.9 kg. In.
July the males were in a majority, while in August it was the
females. In 1927 pink salmon were scarce in the estuary; the
run.began at the beginning of July. The average length.of :
pink salmon was 50 cm and their average weight 1.2 kg. The
sockeye also occurred in insignificant numbers; the first
individuals were caught July 3; their size was 58-59 cm and
their weight 2.5 kg. Chinooks were very scarce, and no cohoes
were actually seen by the author; apparently their numbers are
very.small and they migrate at the beginning of September..
The commercial fishery for salmon in the Anadyr estuary. began
in 1910, when the river fishery caught 633,196 chum salmon; in
1911, 710,475 keta and 35,542 gorbusha were taken; in 1912,
335,093 keta; in 1926, 49,670 keta were taken, while the local
population prepared for their own use.14,640 pieces; in 1927 in
the Anadyr'estuary 471,164 keta were landed and'57,729 gorbusha;
and in addition, in the Gek region-17,604 keta, 6020 gorbusha
and 199 s.ockeye. Thanks to the successful work of the Anadyr
expedition it has been possible to learn approximately the
stocks of the anadromous and sedentary fishes. Kaganovsky.
believes that the catch of kéta in the Anadyr estuary and River
should not exceed 1-1.2 million pieces. Pink salmon in that
region are not utilizedl, in spite of the fact that there is
oppôrtunity to organize a-fishery for this species.

1[This statement appears to conflict with the account of
pinks taken in 1911 and 1927,,a few.sentences earlier--unless
these were all.for domestic use.--W.É^R.] .
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In addition to the Anadyr River, Kaganovsky studied also
the estuary of the Tumana River, which is situated 25 miles
south from the entrance of the Anadyr estuary, Sockeye enter
the Tumana River for spawning and 150,-000 pieces can be caught
in a season.

INVESTIGATIONS IN THE AMUR RIVER BASIN [page 26]

In 1931 TINRO once again gave attention to studies.on the
Amur salmon. In 1931 A. N. Taliev studied the lower reaches of
the Amur; his report (1931, 23) contains information concerning
chum and pink salmon. The summer keta were 59.5 cm in average.
length and weighed 2,7 kg; the autumn keta were 7302 cm and
4.6 kg.

The run of summer keta in the Amur estuary begins in the
firsthalf of July and ends at the beginning of August. At the
end of August the run of autumn keta begins'and continués to -
the middle of September. The summer and autumn keta are in
evidence along the left bank [of thé estuary] where the main
mass of the fish run; this is the reason for postulating that
the keta are coming in from the Sea of Okhotsk by way of the
northern channel.

The average size of pink salmon was 47.2 cm, and their
weight was 1.6 kg. It was found that the gorbûsha appear from
the direction of the south coast ôf.the estuary,.from the south
channel, and they appear to.reach.the left bank of the estuary
through the Sakhalin channel,

The Amur masu were 55.6 cm long and weighed 2.32 kg. It
was observed that the masu also appear from the direction of
the Sea of Japan and migrate through the southern channel of
the estuary.

In 1932 the Pacific Institute sent an expedition to the =
lower Amur. Among the objectives of the expedition were:.to
determine the dynamics of the chum salmon catches, and to get
information on the composition of the migrating stocks in
respect to sex, age, size, rate of growth, and fe"cundity. The
work was conducted at 3 observation points--at Ozerpakh, in the
region of Pronge, and at the village of Bogorodsk. A report
was prepared by A. A. Emelianov (1933, 24). In the course of
Emeliànov's visit to the spawning grounds of the Kamor River.
on July 31, 5 pink salmon were taken whose sexualproducts
were in stage IV of maturity. In 5-6 hours' stay,on this little
river, up to 30 dead spawned out pink salmon.were countedo
Emelfânov indicates that the run of gorbusha into the lower
reaches of the Amur began about June 20; it had fallen off to
stragglers by August 20. The summer keta appéared July 5,
[and later on] specimens occasionally were caught with the
autumn keta. The total catch of pink salmon.in the Nikolaevsk
region in 1932 was.118,199.5 centners or approximately
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•10 million pieces. More pink salmon are caught along the right
bank of the Amur than along the lefto

The sum total of summer.keta landings was 15,773.2.cent-
ners, or more.than 600,000. pieceso These figures.are not
entirely a'ccurate; because from some of the fisheries catch
statistics were not obtained, The poor run of summer ket_a in.
1932•is explained by some representatives of the fishing organi-
zations as a result of the relatively high level of _the .water in
the Amur that year, according to Emeliânov. In.the.region of
'Bogorodsk, in Augus:t and September, the water still stood about
4 m higher than-usual; Fish manager Azbelev conside.red that,
another possible cause was the ice, which.had.remained in the
vicinity of the Islandof Langra up to the middle of August.

Occasional specimens of autumn keta began to be caught on
August 15-17 a.t Nizhnii Pronge and at Ozerpakh; on August 30 at
Langra Island 18,000 keta were taken, and at Pûir about 20,000,
while at Nizhnii Pronge by this time [only] 5-10 pieces were
taken per 24:hours, and at Ozerpakh also.there were very few.
It was supposed that because of the high,water.the keta travelled
in the channel, but experimental fishing there.gave negative
results.

At the Dudi fishery, situated above Bogorodsk, chums [page
27] arr''ived September 5. From the 5th to the 10th of September
2400 pieces were.caught, while on September 15 there were only
7 pieces. The total catch of autumn keta up to September 14 from
all fisheries in the lower Amur was 64,617.7 centners, which
comprised 27.1/ of the plana. Only the Tyvlin fishery fulfilled
its plan to the extent of 105%, having caught itself and
received from other fishermen-372801 centners of autumn chums.

The report points out that, according to local fishermen,
in recent years the rûn of masu salmon on the Amur has been
continuously increasinga

In the course of Emel`iânov's visit to the Naleo River he
discovered that it was mainly pink sâlmon that'spawned in it.
The run of pinks into the Naleo in 1932 began June 20, and
scattered individuals were running up.to August 19. The chum
salmon appeared about July 5 and continued to run up to August
19--up to the time the trap.nets were removed. The migration of
masu tôok place in the Naleo River from the beginning of May up
to July 17.' 227,000 pink salmon, 200'masû and 500 summer keta
were put into. the:river pa•st the Control Pôint> The spawned-out
pink and chum sâlmôn began to move downstream about August 10,
and the masû dùring the first days of July.

At the end of.September A. A. Emel.iànov undertook a
journe^v.of inspection to the spawning grounds of Georgiev,
Kliuch,, which enters a tributary of the Khor River that is

1 LA klïûch is a, slo.wflowing creek., -with numerous spr.irgs in
.its bed or_from the-surface nearby. Often it is situated in an
abandoned flood- plain river channel, and often it has lake-like
expanses. Here kliuch is sometimes translated as "spring
creek" J
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called "Ryba-mamka" [mother.of fishes]. There were^almost no
fish in the Georgiev Kliûch; on the night of Séptembér 24 only
23 autumn keta were passed through an experimental trap-net.
In following days the number of fish running was only a few
tens. On the Khor.Rivér at this time about 60-100 fish wéré
being caught at each fishing site.,.

The temperature of the water in Georgiev Kliuch at.-the
time of Emeliânov's visit, that is, at the end ofSeptémber,
remained between the range 6.4 and 7.0°C, and in the tributary
"Ryba-mamka" it varied from 7.6 to 13.0°Cé In the Georgiev-
Kliuch one nest was opened and the number of eggs laid in it
was counted; 921 were counted, of..which 49 were dead. The
nest had been dug to a depth of 34 cm. Eméliânov observes
that the Georgiev Kliuch, and especially the tributary.
"Ryba,-mamka",.was grown up with water vegetation over much'of
its extent and requires cleaning out.

Ernellânov also observed among,the spawnirig males and
females of autumn keta a marked increase in the size of the
gall bladder (30 x 20 mm). The*hind pôrtion of the intestines
were full of blue-green fluid. Emelïânov makes the suggestion
that an increased secretion•of bile is associated with the
great loss of fat by the fish up to the moment of spawning.

The report of A. A. Lovetskaïâ (1934, 25) gives some
information concerning work done on the Amur salmon in 1933.
Work was conducted at the fishery of Nizhniâl_^ Gavân from
August 27 to September 17. This fishery is on the lower Amur,
171 km from the town of Nikolaevsk, on the right bank'of the
Amur, at the foot of some bald hills [or, small volcanoes].
Into the left bank of the Amur flows the tributary Ukhtinskaiâ
which is joined to Lake Udyl. Both banks of the Amur are
mountainous in the region of Nizhniàià Gavan, Thé right bank
has a large shoal which extends far down the Amur.

In the 1933 season the kolkhozes caught 141,795 kg
(38,681 pieces) of autumn keta, of.,which 7461 kg (1864 piéces)
belonged to the goslov [?state fisheries], while 52% were the
share of the kolkhozes. The catch of the kolkhozes in 1932
was 27,354 pieces of keta, while a one-man share of the catch
[ulov edinolichnovo sektora] was 142 pieces. In the 1933 . .
season there were no pink salmon at all. The summer keta also
were represented only by occasional examples; hence.[page 28]
they caught only autumn keta. The first autumn keta appeared.
in the seines August 26, whereas in 1932 it was.August..28,,. By
September 2 the first run began. Three maxima were observed
throughout the keta run: (a) there was a maximum Séptember 2-3
lasting 2 days; (b) one September 10 which lasted only 1 da,y
(at one fishing point several thousand pieces were caught); and
(c) September 14-15. Between these maxima the chums were
caught in small numbers--a few tens or Yiundreds at each fishing
point: the catches of the second run were the.largest, when the
kolkhozes cau g h t 71 ; 9 15 kg (18,254 pieces) or 48.2% of
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the total catch for the season. The third run came next in 
size of landings. The greatest catch per day was 11,989 kg 
(3388 pieces) or 8% of the total catch. The first run was the 
least important. 

In 1932 the run of keta was somewhat delayed: the first 
run began September 11, the second was on September 13, while 
the third (September 19) was rather weak and lasted longer-- 
up to September 22, whereas in 1933 the third run had finished 
September 16; occasional specimens of keta were caught even 
later. The character of the different runs in 1932 was somewhat 
different. Then the largest run was the first, when the 
greatest catch per day was 5358 pieces (19.5% of the total 
catch), the next in size was the second, with 1963 pieces (7.1% 
of the total catch), and the third was very insignificant, its 
greatest catch being 139 pieces (0.5% of the total catch). 

In view of the low level of the water in the Amur in 1933, 
all the chum salmon migrated by way of the channel and the left 
bank, where it is considerably deeper. The catches also show 
this: on the left bank chum salmon were caught by thousands per 
seine, but on the right bank only by tens or rarely by 
hundreds (first and second runs). At the time of the third run 
keta were caught uniformly and in small numbers near both 
banks, single specimens being taken. 

In 1932, in spite of the high water on the Amur, the fish 
also travelled by way of the channel. Near shore few were 
caught, and the plan of the seine fishermen near sh9bre was 
fulfilled to the extent of only 27%. In this (1932') year the 
plan also was not fulfilled: instead of 3700 centners 1492.6 
centners were taken, or 40.3% of the plan. 

The speed of the chum salmon migration is approximately 
57 km per 24 hours. From analysis of the schools of autumn 
keta throughout the course of the fishing season, it was 
discovered that their  's ex  ratio was not constant: at the 
beginning of the run males predominated, towards the end of 
the run the ratio was reversed. On the average, out of 1100 
pieces of keta studied in 1933, 563 specimens were females 
(51.2%) and 537 were males (48.8%). A similar ratio was 
observed in 1932. The size of the female autumn keta, on the 
basis of 440 measured, was as follows for the 1933 fishing 
season. The greatest -length was 76.5 cm, the least was 52 cm, 
and the average was 64.78 cm. 

Male autumn keta (403 specimens) had a maximum length of 
88 cm, a minimum of 49.5 cm, and the average was 68.46 cm. The 
greatest weight of the females was 5.5 kg, the least 1.9 kg, 

[Probably 1933 was intended here.-,W.E,.] 
1 
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average 3.4 kg; and for males the maximum weight was 10 kg,
minimum 1.4 kg, and average 4.3 kg. From a:table of length
frequencies of autumn keta for 1932 wé, see that: tYie maximum-.
,number of females occurred in the size class 63-69 cm; and the
maximum number of males at â size of 67-73 cm,

Comparing the average size of the autumn keta.'of the even-
numbered (1932) and odd-numbered (1933)years, weca,n say that
their size in the even year was somewhât greater than'in the
odd year; this was especially true of the males.

Throughout.the run of the autumn;keta their.size graduâlly
decreased. [page 29] In the first run the maximum number of,
individuals occurréd in th'a 67-68.9 cm,gr:oup,'in the,second run
it was 63-64,.9 cm; and in the :third run the maximum occurred at
the same size (63-64.9 cm),

A decrease in 'the size of autumn keta'during the run was
observed both for males andfemalés; Along^with théir sizé,,
the keta decreased proportionally in weight as the run•
progressed:

First run,. av.*weight' of males,. 5.3 kg,-, - of females, 3.5 kg
Second 11 11 . ^ 11,-, 11, 4.0 kg, 3.4 kg.
Third it If n n if 3.9 kg, ii.. n. 3.1 ^kg

The qualitative compos-ition: of the stock , in respect to
degree of assumption:of breeding dress [brachnyi nariad] also
changes throughout the chum salmon.;run, At the beginning the
percentage of colouréd(')[loshélye] : indi.viduals is not great
(12°0), and the individuals running have only weak traces^of
colour [loshanié]. In the sécond:run-the percentage of-..
coloured fish increases to 29.4/,,and the number of fish with
well developed breeding dress is larger.. In the middle of'the
second run the percentage of c.oloûred-individuals falls off,
and then it increases agâin toward the end of the second run, .
reaching 35.4°0. The third run is like the second run: at the
beginning the percentage of côloured individuals is large, then
it decreases, and toward the.end,-of the run-it again increases.
The cause-of this alte"rnatiôn -is not clear;

An analysis of age data has shown-that chum salrrion attain
sexual maturity and migrate.for spawning at ages;from.2 to 7
years. Th'e s.chools of autumri- keta in. large part cons'ist..:of:
individuals maturing in thefourth.year.of life; these.amount
to 84.6/. The remaining smaller percentages are distributed
among the 2-year-olds (1.7%), 4-year-olds (12.4°0); 5-year-olds
(1.0%) and 6-year-olds (0.3%).,

The average size by ages is as follows:

2-ÿear-olds, 61.4 cm 5-year-o1ds, 74.0 cm
3-year-olds, 65.87 cm 6-year-o1ds, 88.0.cm
4-year-olds, 71.19 cm
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Analysis of the age composition of the autumn keta catches
for males and females separately has shown that the percentage,
of,females in the catches in their fourth year comprises 48.5
out of the total [of 84.6/ which are of this age], and males
comprise 36.1. In this case the females exceed the males.. In
the other age groups there is a preponderance of males over
females; the percentage of males-is relatively large in the
fifth and third years [of life]. Males are heavier than
females in all age groups: mean sizes in cm are as follows::

2 years of age, males, 60.0
3 n n It It 67.7.

4

6. Il
il il

I I
74.1^
78.0
86.0.

females, 62.0
'1 64.2
I I 69.7
" -72.0

The schools of chums runningin 1932 were characterized
by a somewhat different age distribution. The maximum number
of chum salmon ran in the fifth year of life (4 years old--
57.3/) and in the fourth year of life (3 years old--36.7%); in
the third (2 years.old--0.9°0) and sixth (5 years old--5.1%)
years smaller numbers of chums.were running,

[page 30] In a right bank tributary of the Amur, the
Gavan River, salmon formerly entered for spawning; but now
apparently they do not spawn in this river. In the Kenzhu (a
right bank tributary of the Amur) which enters near Bogorodsk,
salmon also enter (mainly autumn keta); at the present time
this small river is badly polluted with sawdust from a sawmill.
Other spawning rivers for salmon are the Ukhta which flows into
the Ukh.ta channel, and the rivers.flowing into Lake Udil,..
though the number of salmon entering.them is not great.

In the same year 1933 a paper was written by
N. V. Milovidova-Dubrovskai.â (1933, 26). This article contains
essential information. The author depicts the biological
characteristics of pink salmon of the.Amur River and. Maritime
Province in the even-numbered and odd-numbered years. Data for
1927, 1929, 1930 and 1931 served as a basis for the article,
data which had been collected at control points along the Amur,
on the Chomi, Khuzi, My, Beshenaiâ, Khilko and Naleô Rivers,"at
Cape Lazarev and Iski, and from the Tumnin River in'the
Maritime-Province. .

The length of the pink.salmon run is subjéct to.fluctua-
tions. - The, time of the fishery for the Amur River begins in
the second half of June [and lasts until] the end of July, with
the.most intensive run in the first 20 days of July.. The-first
pink salmon forerunners appear at the end of May or during the
first'few days of June. In the Tumnin River of the Maritime
Province, which flows into the Bay of Datta,.pink salmon appear
during the last:days of May, and up to-the middle of June they
are sparsely represented in the commercial-catches-of masu -
salmon. The main run is during the first 20 days.of July, and
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about the first of August the pink salmon fishery ends. From
available material for an even-numbered year (.1930)., concerning
the Beshenaiâ and Khilko Rivers,,,a large percentage of the
catches consists of males. In the catches of the estuarine
rivers of Cape Lazarev and the Iski River,.the percentage of.,
males is less than that of females. The My River is an
exception, where the percentage of males agai.n éxceeds the..
percentage of females. The ratio of the sexes in the pink
salmon catches throughout the Amur River system in even-
numbered years (according to available material consisting of
670 specimens) is 49.1% males and 50,9%.femalese The percent-
age sex composition in odd-numbered years-is given only for
the Khuzi River in 1927 and 1929, from which it appears that
the number of females significantly exceeds the percentage of
males, comprising 64.2/ in 1927 and 61.2% in 1929. The sex
ratio in gorbusha catches is not constant, and depends to a
considerable extent on the time of year: at the beginning of
the year males usually predominate; at the peak of the run
(Jûly 14-15) the number of.males and.females is almost the
same, and toward the end of the run females.are significantly
in the majority (about 70%), Male pink salmon-in the Amur
tributaries situated above the town of-Nikolaevsk,.such as the
Beshenaia and Khilko Rivers, have a size greater than 50 cm,
but in the other places where they have been studied, except
the Chomi River, the males are smaller than this.

In odd-numbered years both the males and the females are
larger than in even-numbered years. In absolute figures, the
average size of males in odd-numbered years is 51.6 cm, and.of
the females 49.5 cm, and in.the even-numbered years the males
average 46.2 cm and the fem-ales 44.6 cm. This makes the average
difference 5.4 cm for males. and 4.9 cm for females. Béing,
longer than the females, the males also exceed them in weight.
In odd-numbered years pink salmon weigh more than in even-,
numbered years: 1589 g as compared with 1128 g; for each sex
separately the comparison is: males 1774 g vs. 1208 g, and for
females 1486 g vs-1062 g.. .

[page 31] An analysis of the sex composition of-the.pink
salmon in the Tumnin.River shows that the percentagé of
females exceeds the percentage of males in the odd-numberéd
years by 9.4%, and in the even years by 6.4%;, females predomi-
nate throughout the whole time of the fishery, and:only at the
peak of the run (July 16) is the sex ratio almost the same;'
Here we have not observed any such sequence of changes in sex,
ratio with time of run as is fôund among the Amur gorbusha.
Regarding the length and.weight of the Maritime Province.
gorbusha, males have been larger than females in all.yeârs of
observation; in addition, in odd-numbered years the pink salmon
are larger in size than in the even years. The average.size
and weight of the pink salmon of the Maritime Province in the
Tumnin River in odd-numbered.years is 51.7 cm for males and:
47.5 cm for females, while the males'weigh* 1950 g and females
1516 g; in an even-numbered year (1930) the males were 47.5 cm
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long and weighed 1538 g, and the females were 44.5 cm long and
weighed 1210 g. The main bulk in the catches (74.9%) in an odd-
numbered (1929) year consisted of individuals 1001-2000 g, and
in an even-numbered year (1930) the great bulk (65.3%) were in
the range 1001-1600 go.

It is well known that pink salmon make their spawning
migration in the second year of life, after having remained one
year in the sea. The s.cales of pink salmon do not have clear
winter rings. Outside the winter ring, in a majority of scales,
a narrow ring wi-th-= èlosely_ set sclerites can be detected, or something
that -appears like a band with slightly narrowed scierites.
This circumstance is the reason for postulating that there is
no winter fast in pink salmon. The number of sclerites laid
down. in each period of life of the pink salmon varies
considerably, both in respect to the number in each annulus
and also on the whole scale. The average number of sclerites
laid down in the first summer of life of pink salmon is almost
the same in both sexes: at that time also they are almost the
same for all the different fishing areas. During the winter
period a larger number of sclerites is observed on sçales of the
Maritime Province gorbusha, and during the following vegetative
period (the second summer) there are more, although very few
more, on specimens from the Khuzi River (Amur system). The rate
of growth of pink salmon from the catches of the Khuzi and
Tumnin Rivers is greater in odd-numbered years than in the even-
numbered years. (The rate of growth in the Khuzi River in the
odd-numbered years is 30.1 cm and in the Tumnin 29.6 cm; in
even-numbered years it is 26.1 cm for the Khuzi and 27.5 for
the Tumnin.)

Regarding the rate of growth of pink salmon from the Khuzi
River, as compared with those of the Tumnin River, no marked
differences in increase within the same year have been observed
either for males or for females. The gorbusha of the odd-
numbered years achieve'an average size of 30 cm in their first
year of life (in both rivers), and at the time of sexual
maturity they average 50 cm. In even-numbered years yearling
gorbusha from the Khuzi River have grown 26.2 cm and those from
the Tumnin River 27.5 cm, having achieved in a year and a half
in both waters an average size of 45-46 cm. In making these
comparisons, it is necessary to understand that the growth of
the Amur gorbusha in individual years is subject to some year-
to-year fluctuation, as a result. of which there can be
important differences in the rate of growth of pink salmon of
the two commercial regions being-compared.

In the cat-ch-e.s of the Khuzi River, which enters the Amur
estuary, and of the Bolshaia Diûanka River, which enters into
the closed and brackish portion of Silantev Bay (in the Strait-
of Tartary) a so-called "fingerling annulus!! [malkovoe koltso]
is observed, which reflects the period of life of the young
fish in the estuary; while on the scales of pink salmon from
catches in the Tumnin River, which enters the open water of
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[page 32] Datta Bay, and those from other Maritime Province
rivers, this estuarine annulus is not observed--with rare
exceptions.

From all of the biological.characteristic.s of the Amur and
Maritime Province pink salmon given above, certain conclusions
may be drawn, in my opinion: (1) there is agreement in the
time of maturity in the sexual products of the pink salmon of
the two regions; (2) the males of both populations exceed*thé
females in size, and the former are more variable in size;
(3) the composition of the Amur and Maritime Province pink
salmon catches in even-numbered years is very close in respect
to length; in the odd-numbered years, while their average sizes
are comparatively close, in the Amur catches a large percentage
of heavy specimens is observed; (4) the number of sclerites.
laid down in odd-numbered years by the Amur and the Maritime
Province gorbusha is very close; (5).gorbus.ha of the odd-
numbered years grow more rapidly than gorbusha of the even-
numbered years.

In 1935 and 1936 studies of the Amur salmon were conducted
by I. Q. Baranovsky, N. N. Guseva, I. P. Kozyrev,
V. N. Cherniâvskala and S. P. Shapkin; the material which they
have collected.has been worked over. Migration of the au,tumn
keta at Cape Puir jr, 1935 began August 30 (somewhat later than
in the previous year). Guseva and Cherniâvskai.â (1935, 27),
comparing the run of keta with the wind, show that a northwest
wind is favourable for the approach of chum salmon to the left
coast of the Amur e,tuary. This conclusion seems very.logical,
if we remember that the chum salmon are mostly in the upper
layer of water. The migration -of keta in 1935 lâsted only 23 days, en:dng
September 23. The observers discove'red that: 3-peaks could be
detected in the run. Having inspected a large number of fish
(about 10,000) for the determination of sex ratio, the.authors
present a very informative table showing that at the beginning
of the run males (67%) predominate, and at the end, females
(up to 80/). Thé average size (by length and weight) is also
illustrated by a large body of material (1682 specimens); the
average weight of the males (for the whole fishing season)..was
4.49 kg (the greatest weight was 12.34 kg and the least,was
1.74 kg); the average weight of females was-3.43 kg (maximum
7.01 kg, minimum 1.49 kg). Thus the differencé in weight
between the males and females averaged 1.06 kg. Keta of the
first run had an average weight of 4.38 kg, of the second.
3.63 kg, and of the third 3.16 kg. The average fork length
of males was 69.5 cm, and of females 64.8 cm. Supplementary
material concerning the autumn keta of 1936 is given by
Baranovsky and Kozyrev (1936, 28); fundamentally it supports
the work of Guseva and Chernfâvskaiâ.

S. P. Shapkin (1935, 29), working on the Amur and,the
Nizhnii Gavan, supplemented the information obtained.by
A. A. Lovetskaiâ, The first autumn keta,in the N...Gavan in
1935 were observed on August 25; on the Amur,.a,s in1ts estuary,
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the females in general weré larger than.malesl; the average
'weight of males was 4.01 kg, and of females 3.19 kg,, that is,
fish running up the Amur had a smaller weight than keta studied
in the estuary' The average size:of males was 67-68 cm and of
females was 64 cm. The mean fecundity of.âutumn keta is.given._
by Shapkin as 3034 eggs, and the average weight of^the.ovariès
was 244 g. Shapkin observes in his article that the migration
of keta into the local streams is now very inconsiderable.

I. O.' Baranovsky and I. P. Kozyrev (1936,.28),conducted
observations-at Dzhaore. The run of pink salmon in 1930 was
protracted: from June 5-6 through.August (and later). The
average weight of the males was 1.7 kg and of females l.3 kg;
these'[page 33] figures show 'that,the pink^salmon were large,
but the size of the catch had declined in comparison with other
even-numbered years; in 1932 at Dzhaore 1,027,000 pink salmon
were caught, in 1934 it was 426,147, and in 1936 it was 235,647.
The average fecundity-was,1213 eggs. Later Baranovsky (1937,
30) made,a special study of the pink salmon question., and came
to the conclusion that as a result of the decrease in the catch
of the even-numbered years, the catch of gorbusha in odd- .-.
numbered years was increasing. Summer keta at Dzhaore were
caught during the last days of June; the main run began July 10
and reached its greatest hèight July 17, while about August 10
the run of summer keta ceased. In all, 12,000 pieces of summer
keta were c_aught at Dzhaoré in 1936. The average weight of-the
summer keta males'was 2,73 kg and of the females.2.34 kg; the
males had an average body length of 61 cm, and the females
58 cm, The fecundity of the summer keta was from -1277 to
3075 eggs, average.2051. Spawning of gorbusha and summer keta
was'observed in the My River on July 24 and 25.

I In 1937 TINRO undertook special studies of.salmon spawnirig
on the Iski River. The expedition for the study of the spawning
grounds on.the Iski River, consisting.of the ichthyologist
A. Yao Taranets (1938, 40) and the hydrobiologist
A. V. Ulitcheva worked from August 17 to October lu, 1937. The
Iski is a rathér small.mountain river, about 50 km Long, ,
flowing into Schastiâ Bay, which opens into the Amur estuary on
the northwest. The expédition enumerated and studied the .
spawning grounds of the salmon entering the Iski River-=keta..:
and gorbusha.

T-he spawning grounds of keta and,gorbüsha ira the.basin.. of
the river studied are divided into two.groups.in respect to
their location. Thé first group is situated along the lower
reaches- of the river and in its right tributary,.the Little
Iski, which enters 4-5 km from the mouth of the Big.-Iski. A
large number of gorbûsha and summer and autumn keta run:..into

1[Apparently the reverse was actually intended.=.=W.E,R.]
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the Little Iski; the summer keta which enter the Iski River are. 
fully comparable to the'summer keta of the Amur. • 

- 	• 
The second'group of : spawning grounds is situated.in  the 

upper course of the Iski River, and it is mainly •utumn keta 
which go up to them. The middle,çourse.of the Iski. River is 	' 
not favourable for.spawning because of.its unsuitable bottom . 
(large stone). 	. • 

In 1937 a very abundant run of salmon was observed'on the 
Iski River, causing a great overpopulation  of: the reddsby.the, 
spawners. Nests with deposited eggs. wererepeatedly dug out - 
by spawners which had arrived for spawning later.. A:number of 
nests of keta and.gorbusha were 'opened up  [for  examination]; 
and a number of sample areas were established for estimating 
the density of the,aggs deposited. 

In addition to the observations-on the spawning grounds,* 
the axpedition collected data on the age of the keta (about'' 
400 samples) and on their fecundity. It also madeestimates 
of the number of unspawned eggs retained in the fish, 

The characteristics.of the • pawning grounds .were deter- 	- 
mined for the period of observation, J..n respect ,to.hydro- - 

 biology, hydrology and water chemistry.' A.change in the - - 
chemical composition of the environment was indiéated. The , 
environment changes-in'relation to the intensity .of.  spawning . 
and the influence of the bottom vegetation.. The..buantity of '. . 
dissolved mineral  substances  decreases going downstream, as, 	- 
a result of inflowing tributaries having humic waters and 	• 
changes  resulting from human settlements. The fauna consists 
mainly,of insect larvae.; the dominant .group was the .caddis 
flies. 

Similar biblogical studies of the spaWning grounds of 
salmon were made on the Amur.River also, specifically, in its 
tributary,the Khivanda (430 km above Nikolaevsk)", ,The: 
expedition,included A. G. Smirnov (1938,  39), [page  34] - 
K. P. Stamburskaï sa and A. M. Smirnovs. _In the period from 
August 20, 1937 to January 12, 1938'studies of the region were 
conducted to the extent and - along the lines. indicated.beIaw. 
Brief data were collected for a physiographic description of . 
the lower course of the river, in which region  the principal 
spawning places are situated.• Stamburskara• worked over the 
observations of Dalryba on fluctuations of tha level of, the 	, 
water of Lake Khivands, obtained in' 1937 during thelperiod of 
the movement of the salmbn. The size of the landings' by the 
fishery was determined over .the'course of the last 5 years. • 
Similar information for 3 years was obtained also fôr the 
whole Komsomolsk region. The catches of salmon in the 
Khivanda River sector, village of Nizhneilinovsk,.were compiled, 
with  notes on  how they were'graded as a commercial product;' 
which latter is a basis for judging the degree of maturity .of 
the migrating individuaIs. 
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For the purpose of discovering-peçuliarities of the
salmon`- run, ,and equally for supplementing other samples -of ,
biological series, an observation point was established at the
village of M. Gorky (below thé mouth of the Khivanda River),
which operated from the beginning-to the end of the run^of'these
fish. Analogoùs observations were taken concurrently in the
region of the principal spawning-grounds, wh.ere the salmon
ascending the river-are passed thrôugh speciâl traps. In the
investigations at-the second point special attention was given
to the-condition ôf 'the gonads of the fish, the degree'ôf
their maturity, the distrïbutiôn-of the spawners thrôughoùt the
spawning regions, and finally the 'process of egg deposition
itself. Opening .of ^ nests after fixed intervals of time tôôk
place from the end of October 1937 to the 12th of January 1938.
Sixteen nests in all were examined. From these,,samples were
taken for determination of the initial percentage fertilization
of the 'eggs -and, later, the number 'Of dead eggs (in different
stagès of embryonic devélopment). In the places Where the
nests were opened samples were taken of:the plankton and benthos
for qùalitative éxamination. Analyses of the water for gases
.and dissolved solids were limited by the time available.
Observations on temperatûre were made throughout the season.
The hydrogen ion concentration was determined. The materials
collected.from the.Iski'River and the Khivanda River hav&not
yet been coinpletelÿ worked up.

WORK ON SALMON REPRODUCTION (1925-1933)

If general ichthyological.research work on far-eastern
salmon for a long time id not achieveany broad development,
the same c.annot be said about work concerned with fish manage-
mento Since.1923 I. I. Kuznetsov has uninterruptedly carried
out work on management,.giving much attention to studies of
the biology and ecology of the salmons, their spawning, and the
life of the young salmon--which we have already referred to in
the brief review of hi-s book on the reproduction.of the Amur
and Kamchatka salmons (1928, 9). Later, in 1937, Kuznetsov
published a book (31.) on the reproduction of chum salmon,.,
compiled from articles and papers written by Kuznetsôv himself
and by other people.who have been occupied with the study.of
spawning, spawning grounds and fry. We must dwell a little on
some of Kuznetsov's conclusions.

Data on counts of eggs in nests, and their mortality
there, have led Kuznetsov (1928, 12) to the following conclu-
sions: the number of fertilized.eggs in a redd, among:gorbusha
of the even years (1924 and 1928), was 822 on the average (16
nests were opened,,:in slôw-and fast currents); among sùmmer-
keta there were 2205 eggs (from inspection of 3 nests);
autumn keta, 2428 eggs (from inspection [paqe 35] of 192
nests); spring sockeye, 3079 eggs (60 nests opéned). The-loss
of eggs in spawning of the salmon amounts to: gorbusha,.26.65/;:
summer keta, 14.9%; autumn keta, 15.4%; sockeye, 18.2/.
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The number of dead eggs in a nest depends primarily;on,the
spawning conditions., Mortality.of eggs.on the nest,.inçreases,
when fish must spawn in the same areas. Among gorbûsha spawning
in even years, the mortality of eggs in.individual nests, was up,
to 50-70°0; on the average for 1928 on the Amur, at the start of
the spawning period dead eggs amounted to 16.5%; and on the
Bolshaia River (where the fish had been.put.through to the
number of 1 female per 2 square:metres), at the end of,spawning
the egg mortality was 29.1/. With normal population of.the
spawning grounds the following egg;mortalities were.determined
in the nests: gorbusha in.,1927,_6.7/ (6 nests opened)-; autumn
keta, 5.3% (192 nests openéd); summer keta,,11°0; sockeye, 2.5%;
coho, from 3 to 6.5%.

The mortality of eggs • and fry during the coi.zrse. of the
whole process of development was determi.ned.as f ollows: (a), for
keta on the Bolshafâ River in 1926, 29.6%, and in.1927; 28.8/;,
(b) for sockeye in 1923 and 1926, 16.o.7°o on the average (175
nests opened); and in 1927, 14.6/,(47 nésts,opened);m (c),for
autumn keta (on the.Amur),.on.the basis of 364 nests opened,,
18.4°0.

In the spawning kliuches, which have a weak current,
salmon prefer to make their nests in places where:thëre is an
upwelling of ground water; and the greater such upwelling, the
more successfully does normal development of the éggs take
place. Mortality occurs during low water levéls in winter,
when part of the nests perish from drought or'freezing.

The general mortality in natural reproduction of salmon,
as a fraction of the total"- égg-production, is: '"f"or gorbusha.
in even years, from 40% to 60%; for summer keta, 25.9/; for
autumn keta, 33/;'for ket'a on'thé Bolshaiâ River, 29/; and for
sockeye on the Bolshaia'and'Kamchatka Rivers, 33.58%; on the
average for all the fish citéd; 34.45%.

A check of the riests in the Georgiev kliuches '(Khor-River)
showed that 20.7% were lost from drying out or freezing. If we
take the "rnortality from drought and freezing for,-all nest^s as
15.55°0 on .thé average, then the eggs and fry produced by
natural spawning is 50%, of which 20/ is referable to losses
during spawning, and 30% to mortality.during the process of
development. "

Control Points [Kontrolno-re-gt.ilirui.ûshchie punkty]. 'In
the"1930 season fish management measures,'consi"sted, as - ,
Kuznetsov's (1931,33) work show.s,,of'tYie following: 1) the
work of the Contrôl Points in the protection and stûdy of
natural spawning of salmon; 2) artificial propagation and
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release of young salmon; and 3) experiments in the acclimatiza-
tion..of Kamchatka sockeye on the Amura

Ten-summér Control Pointsfunc-tioned on the Amur in 19^0:'
Beshenafà, Khilko,. Lake 0rë1,-Khuzi,. My, Fomi, Uda,.Im,.Iski
and Naleo; and there were 9 autumn Points, on the Rivers
'Beshenaiâ, Naleo, Aniûi, Bidzhan, Bolshaià canal, Georgiev:
Kliùch,.Tsangali, Tatibe KliUch, and.Chichiveiza; in addition
to the Amur; there.were 2 Points on the Bolsha,ià River.'(on.
Kamchatka) in the region of Oka!-an and Karimaï Kliûches;,
2 Points on the Okhota River; one Point on the D û-anka-River
(Maritime Province) and 2 Points in the basin [page 36] of the
Kam,chatka River: on the Nikôlka. and Andri-anovka Rivers^ -In
all, 26 Points fun.ctioned along - our f ar-eastern coast..' .:

In relation to the geographic location of these Points,..
the rurs of salmon in 1930 at different Points were observed at
different,periods of time. The earliest run was the masu run
in the Nikolaevsk region; the start.of the run.in,the lower .
river wa:s during May 20-29,.and it continued to the individual
rivers up to July 8; the end of the run.:.occurred from:about
Julÿ. 15 up to August 8... .,

The.run.of gorbusha began approximately on the same days,
but.wàs.more protracted at several Points (up to August 30).

,The run of summer ketà started much later, beginning
June 20-29, and,its end coincided with the<end.of the pink
salmon.run.

The number of fish put up to the spawning grounds-in the
variousstreams of.the Amur was very large;in comparison with..'.
previous.years (the period-from 1925'to 1929). In all,.the
following numbers of fish were.,let past the Amur Points:
.2535 masu, 3,097,208 gorbusha, and.571,432 summer keta:
Regarding.the autumn keta it:may be.said that, in spite of
their massive run up the Amur, they arrived in very.limited
numbers on the spawning grounds of the principal.spawning
rivers. In comparisonwith 1926, which is the biggest year for..
the population of the spawning grounds, in.1930 only 7/ of the,:
number of autumn keta spawned, or 6692 pieces; of this number
males were 3187 and;females were 3505 pieces. We should.ôbserve
that,the deficiency.of.autumn keta in the Amur tributaries^and
the Ussuri was caused,.in-I. I. Kuznetsov's opinion, by over-
fishing in.the-Amur:near the approâches to th,e spawning:groùnds.,
and also by the.low level of the,water in.the Amur River wh,ich,.;
.persisted throughout the whole chum salmon run< .The,Amgun.. .
River was: an exception,among the Amur.tributaries, for there
the autumn keta arrived on their spawning grounds in.numbers..
sufficient for the reproduction of the stock. At other passage
points, su'ch as the.Diuanka,_Okhota, Bolshaiâ,.Kamchatka,
Nikolka and Ushki^Rivers, Lake Aglikit, Gromova Kliùçh,
Karimaï Kliuch and.0kaï.àn Kliûch, more chum salmon were let,
through.
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. An especially large number of pink salmon (izp-to 190,000
pieces) was let into the Diüanka River;,at the other points
where keta, sockeye:andc:oho wére"let past, the number of"-
gorbusha passing was limited to hundreds and-nevér exceedéd
10,000.

Fish.hatcheri-es-.,in 1930,' In 1930, when,a Fish-cultural-
Bureau:.was established at the Pacific Institute of Fisheries
and Oceanography, 3 fish^.hatcheries came under the supervision
of the Institute: the"Sakhâlin hatchery:on the Tym River; the
Amur hatchéry,on the Bira River (Lake Tëploe) and the Kamchatka
hatchery on Laké Ushki. The Sakhalin hatchery was discoritinued,
as it'didnot meet.-the requirements-of fish-cultural prâctice,
and in its"place a new one was constructed at the Adatymov
Kliuches, having a capacity " of 10 million eggs

The Amur and Kamchatka. hatcheries are located close^to
nursery areas in- which artificially -fertilized eggs: in Atk"ins
trays [ramki] are reared directlÿ-on the bottom of the unfrozen
springs, in special sections of the bott'om marked out by-
horizontal timbers. The Ushki fish rearing station-is,rated'at
20 million 'eggs of sockeye, chums and cohô.

At Lake Tëploe at that time 3 nurseries were constructed
with a total capacity of 20 million autumn keta eggs, but prior
to 1930 only one nursery;-c,arrying:10 million'eggs; had béen
completed. -In 1930 during the entiré,run of chum salmon of
Lake T^ploe [page 37] 12,103,432 eggs were collected, of which
6,987,556 were laid down in nursery No. 1, 3,139,763 in
nursery No. 2 and 1,976,113 in nursery 'No. 3.. The mortality of
the eggs was large:-In the first nursery it-was 17.5°0, in the
second 31.5%, and in the third 51%-.- The increased mortality-in
the two latter-nurseries was the"result of"technicalimperfec-
tions: the right volume-'of flow ,of water was riot" available, and
rearing was done on imperfect trays,"from which the eggs'
spilled out onto the bottom-in two layers. Of the total number
of fertilized.eggs in-,the nurseries of the hâtchery,.an average
of 26.8% perished. The -mortâlity of the hatched,fry of the,
chum:salmon was not great--about-5/...

With a view to establishing-a new'cômmercial'fish in these
spawning waters experiments were made,'in 1930 in transporting
Kamchatka sockéye'to the Amur- River. About 27` million sockeye.
eggs were collected,;'these were''transportèd in-isothérmal.boxes
and Atkins apparatuses., In â11, 1;504,233!eggs were delivéred"
to the Tëploe.hatchery,:and of the total.number of eggs
collected only.1,073,730fry were.released, or-43/"of the
collection.

Thus the count of fry-hatched'from the eggs shows that in.
the season 193^0/'31 a-total of 9,447,453 eggs ôf -ke-ta ârid -
sockeÿe were hatched.'.However the.totâl-riumber of young salmôn
of the various species, including the estimate of :the number of,
young which went out past the control points and those which
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were released from the Tëploe hatchery,.is.as follows (in
pi.eces)l.:

1).gorbusha 895,891,320 4) autumn keta, 15,832,287

2) masu 2,036,500 5) sockeye 26,150,555.
3) summer keta. 333,731,448 6).coho 4,943,025

Total 1,,278,585,135

There should be an accounting made of the results of the
experiment in acclimatizing sockeye on the Amur, up to the
present time,.even.though Kuznet,sovJ1937, 31) has already
report.ed on a;part of this experimènt,:as have other, workers,
for.example N. N.. Be.lov (Belov's article is in theÀrkhiv
TINRO,'No.42, 1931)_.

Studies on the Amur in 1931. From the observations made
in 1931 by Kuznetsov on the Naleo.River and Korenev
Kliuèh, the following was discovered.

Korenev Spring Creek enters"the Naleo River from the right
sideo The channel of the creek,is narrow and meandering; it
has 'a 'rather 'low bank, and in it's lower reaches the bott'om is:
covered by large boulders and'stones. In winter the kliüch
freezes. According to,th'e observations of fish -cultural tech-
nic"iâns, in the season:1930 only about 700 autumn keta entered
the Naleo River; and, theÿ spawned for the most part in `the
region of the "Labazy", about half aRilometer below the mouth
of Korenev Spring Creeko_The Labazy are*the principal spàwnïng
grounds for autumn churn salmon in the Naleo River; above and
below them only occasional individuals spawn.

The enumeration of autumn keta in the Naleo River in 1931
showed that about 800 fish arrived-for spawning, in spite.of the
tremeridous 'run of this fish :all _along the Amur: In,even-numbered
years'gorbusha enter the Naleo River in large numbers. Summer
keta; masu, and in-odd'-numbered years gorbusha, enter the Naleo
River in limited numbérs.. Data on the count of. these fish in,the
Naleo River from 1925 to 1931 , have shown that from 6 to 315
summer keta have entér-ed; from 39 to 1593 masu, and.from 494 to
2963 gorbusha (in odd=nûmbered years). Gorbus.ha,. masu and summer
kéta begin to lay their eggs [page 38].first about 4-5.km above
the mouth of the Naleo. Because of. the unavâilability.of the
eggs of local=fish to the hatchery, the.work of the hatcher.y.on
the Naleo River must be.concerned eithér with'acclimat.izing
Kamchatka salmon (sockeye, coho and chinook) on the Amur,:or
with the rearing in the hatchery of,Amur salmon which have been
transferred as eggs from-other spawning tributaries.

Observations on the_Beshenaiâ River showed that the river
has become very shallow, which is associated, Kuz.n.etsov
believes, with the systematic cütting of the forest and .

'[These figures evidently'are the totals fôr qui-te a
number of years, since 26 million sockeye are included.]
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floating the logs downstream. In thé tributarieethere was 
either almost no water at all or it flowed in them as tiny . . 
almost dried out rivulets. .There are no non-freezing aprin:g: 
creeks in the lower course Of the Beshenàià River. The 'tribu-• 
taries are situated far from its mouth. -  - 

Along the Beshenaià River there are important spawning 
grounds of summer keta, which come therein some years in 
numbers up to 100,000. These spawning grounds are exceeded in 
importance only by those  of  thej.Jd  River 	In . vieW of thiS' 
fact, and also because it'is 'possible .to construct'a:hatchery..• 
close to the mouth of the river, and - lecause of the faVourable . 
conditions for transporting . éggs froM other . speWning rivers, 
Kuznetsov prOposed that as quickly  as possible  a . fish hatChery 
should be constructed on the Beshenaià River, where there is . 
an opportunity for mass rearing of masu, summer and autUmn keta, 
and in the odd-numbered years pink salmon. 	- 

On the journey up the Sutari River the . Talyi Spring Creek 
was examined. It4s situated on.the left side of the Sutari 
River 35 km above its confluence with the Kuldur River, and 
approximately 50 km from Lake TUploe. The.length of the creek., 
is 7 km, its breadth is from 4 to 6 m. In 1930,there.were no 
autumn keta at all in Talyi Spring . Creek,  andin  1931 they__ 
entered the kliuch in inconsiderable numbers. FiVe kilometres 
below the mouth of Talyi .  Creek the Tunguzka SPring Creek entra' 
the Sutàrï River; its length is about  10 km: Thia . creek does 
not freeze for a distance of. 2,5 km above its mouth, but above . 

 that it dries'out or freezes. The autuMn keta,in- this creek are 
even fewer than in Talyi Creek., from 1000 to 2000 autumn kéta 
enter both creeks (in years of good•runa). 

• 
In his article, I, I. Kuznetsov Indicates that the Khor 

s River. occupies firt,place among the spaWning tributaries.of 
the Amur system in its size  and the  ebundence : of the autumn 
keta which enter it. -Numerous.tributeries, flow . into the'Khor.., 
River, which at high water can scarcely be distinguished from 
the main channel  of the  Khor in strength:of current and the-
extent of the overflowof the water,..but at  low water 'a large, 
number of them dry.out . in  their , upper reaches. When the water 
in the tributaries Tises, keta begin to run into them, to rest 
in their numerous deep . holes,'-end to spawn. A continuous 	: 
system of spawning tributaries and spring creeks begina below 
the"village of Svi-atogorfà, in whose neighbourhood.the 	" • 
Kaplunovsky KlIuch. rises; according to unofficial.information; 

- in this part of thé Khor River up to:10,000-12;000 autumn keta 
are fished  out 	deep holes and spring creeka every year. 
In the deep holes they catch fish - which are not 'yet mature, but 
in the kliuches'almoSt all , that are taken have ripe:sexual- 
products: 	Oheck.of the fish has  ben made in Privalov Spring 
Creek and on the Bolshafà tributary; whidh are sitilatred - aboilt 
12-15 km apart. The estimates.of keta-at-thesecontrol points 
gave the followingresults,(in pieceS).. • 
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1925 ... 1000 1929 .. 640
1926 ..0 700 1930 ... 440
1927 ... 2400 1931 ... 7000
1928 ..0 578

[page-39] The splitting• iap of the channel of the Khor.
River takes place also about 25-30-km above Bicheva.,. in the
region of Yurilo•-Tsangal-i Spring Creek, -The fish here spawn- môre_
abundantly than in the region of Georgiev Spring Creek. But
the region of the Yumo-Tsang-al i Kliuch is hard to get to,
especially in summer time, when there frequently are floods on
the Khor River; therefore Kuznetsov considered it most practi-
cal to construct a fish hatchery in-the region of Georgiev
Spring Creek.

Studies in the Maritime Province in 1931. In 1931,
I, I. Kuznetsov ( 1932, 35 ) inspected the Môngurai River in
order to seléct a place for the construction of a hatchery.
The information about the Mongurai River, obtained by his
personal observations and enquiries among the local.population',
revealed the following facts.

The Mongural River is subject to very high floods, in
which the current becomes so strong that meadowsand ploughed
fields are washed out down to the gravel, to a depth of
70-100 cm. After_a flood the river in many places has occupied
new ôverflow channels. At low water, sand bank's•in the Mongural
River bègin approximately 2 km from the mouth; travel by boat
is not possible fàrther upst.ream,

'Chum-,,pink and coho salmonenter the Mongurai River,
According to the local people, about 10,000 of these fish enter
the river. Throughout the whole extent of the river, salmon
are fished intensively by the local inhabitant^s..

In view,of the fr^equent. and extreme fluctuations in water
level and the weak -gradient of the terrain in which the Tëplyi
Kliuch fl:ôws, conditions for construction of a fish hatchery on
the river with adirect gravity feed of the watèr system are
not favourable.

The Suifun River was also inspected. Kuznetsov learned
.that all`' the left tributaries of the Suifun freeze, and are
either completely uninhabited by salinon or else the entry of
salmbn into them is very limitedo -'Among kl,iuches,that seldom
freeze; the author'indicates that one of these exists on the,
right-bank tributary of the Suifun, the Chukhvon River, and
there is one-in the Suifun itself in the neigtibourhoôd of the
village of Borisovka (situated,l2 km fromthe town of
Voroshilov); in addition, there is-another such kliuch on the
Sandagoù River in the-region of the village of Nezhino.
Inspection of these kliuches showed.that they were notsuitable
for construction of a fish hatchery. On the Suifùn^River 5 km
above Bbrisovka, there is a side-channel that-is used for
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spawning, called the Khambalabe. Thi-s.:channel does not freeze
and has rather transparent water,. which comes,from the main
channel of the Suifuno But when there is even a small rise in
the water lev.el the kliuch is drowned and the water becomes
muddy. In the upper and lower parts of the"Khamba:l.abe çhannel
the bo.ttom'is gravelly, but in the middle c.ourse the bdttom is.
covered with a thick_layer of-mud,-. Th.e*,s.pawning area is not
great,

The.right.tributaries-of the Suifun River-in the région
•below and above the.Sanda.gou River--First Brook, Second Brook,
Elduga and others-.-are tundra,stréams and,for a considerable
distancé from the mouth they-are inundated dûring big.floods'..
Chum salmon enter these streams in small numbers. Kuznetsov
comes to.the conc].us-ion,that,these'streams.could be used;only
as secondary.points for fish-culture purpôses'...

Studies.in Kâmchatka -in 1930. In 1930,..in connect'ion-with
the project to construct two fish hatcheries in the Kamcha_tka.
River basin, I. I. Kuznetsov was sent. by the Pacific Fisheries
Institute to reconnoitre the Kamchàtkâ River from [page 40.] a
fish-cultura.l point of view.;:the,résults ^of.this reconnaissance
were pr.esented in a report (Kuznetsov,.1-931, 34).

On the lst of,,August the -fish-cultural expedition,set out^.:
on the Riv.er Nikolka. At the mouth of-the Big:ând.Little
Nikolka no live fish were observed. A few spawning,soc,keye.were
encountered only at a distance of. 7-8 km from the mouth of "the
Big Nikolka. Spawned-out sockeye were encountered very seldom.
Kuznetsov.believes that the'run=of sockeye here was many.times
less than"in.1929.

While visiting.the Milkovo_Inspection Point,,.it was,found:;
that the maximum number of females with running eggs occurred
toward the end of the run; at the beginning of.the.run.there
were considerably fewer. At this Point. 700 sockeye.,were
measured and examined in 5 days,.from the.25th;-:t.o the,29th of.
July. Out of 382^female sockeye,_those.with running eggs.'
amounted to 57 piéces (15%), and out of 333,males.the mature
ones amounted to 154 pieces (46%).

Coho salmon, according to information^of the local
inhabitants, are caught mainly in the region of..,-Verkhnekamchatsk
in th.e.main channel of the Kamchatka River, which at this point.
does not freeze. Abou't 50% of all-the fish.-are...caught in
Stage V of maturity.

On the journey from.the village of.Milkovo.to the village,
of Pushchino a gr.eat deficiency: of sock.eÿe in, ,1930. was.oobservéd:,
and there was an intensive fishery.for these fish using barrier
nets [zapory].,:From data.collected in.1929 at the village of
Sharoma; during,thé period 1925.tô.1929.from 13,740.to 40,858 .
-sockeye were caüght in the barrier nets.. In the region of
Pushchino a systematic deficiency of sockeye was observed; in
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1930, according to the testimony of the local inhabitants, onlÿ
about 3000 sôckeye were,caught altogether. According to the
official statistics, from 1925 to 1929 on the average about
16,000,pieces were caught yearly.

In all the other kliuches and brooks seen dûring our:.joùrney
inadequate numbers of fish for more than one year had frequently
occurred; the fish arrive-here for spawning in quite small
groups. These.kl.iuches and brooks flow through a region having
a very slight gradiént< The most,favourablè point;for
artificialrearing of fish was found in the region of Verkhne-
kamchatsko In the Verkhnekamchatsk.region a large concentration
of spawnin_g coho was,foundo Not far from this village there
are two rivers, the Andriânovka and the Kovycha, which all
species of salmon enter in.large numbers every yearo In-the
Kovycha River chinook salmon.enter in largest numb.ers, while in
the Andriànovka it is sockeye.

The.Andriânovka River, which is a left-bank.tribûtary,
enters the Kamchatka River by two mouths which are 2 km.apart,
The Kovycha River enters the Kamchatka on.the right bank, at:a.
.point several hundred metres upstream from 'the mouth, of the
Andriànovka-. Both rivers-have a very fast current, and in, the
wintertime they become very.shallowo. There ar.e some,good non-
f-reézing.kliuches at a considerable distance from the Kamchatka
River; they are not very large, and in winter they become very
shallow, so that in some parts they freeze to;the bottom and
dry up.e .

The Eleninsk kliuch-was sel.ected for construction of a
hatçhery. It enters the Poperechnaia River on the left side,
appxoximately 500 m from its moutha Eleninsk kliuch has
numerous,underground springso

A journey up the Kirgànika River to the Mokhovaiâ River
and the kliuches adjacent to it--Kakhanok, Toplochnyi and
others, situated 8-12 km from the village of Kirganik--madé
possible the following observations. On the Mokhova'ia River,
Perfilev Kliuch, and the Kakhanok.and Toplochnyï Kliuches,
which usually are well seeded.by salmon,, sôçkeye spawning
scarcely occurred at all in 1930 [page 41]; only near .the
mouth of the Mokhovaià River and in the Kakhanok and.Toplochnyi
Kliuches were a few sockeye and chums observede

%Finally, Kuznetsov chàracterizes the results of the.above
expeditionin a,series of short_conclusions,:,and he indicates
the principal measures which are necessary for the management
of the salmon fishery on the Kamchatka.River, Kuznetsov shows
that the catastrophic decline of sockeye on the Kamchatka
River requires the.most serious consideration of;the..fate of
this fish. In 1929 the spawning grounds of-.the Bolshai.a River
bas,in were 20/ filled on the average, and in 1930 only_5/.
One of the principal causes of the catastrophiç reduction in
these stocks is the extremely intensive fishery for sockeye by
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Japanese vessels before they enter the mouth of the'river.
Kuznetsov.believes that it-is impossible to reestablish the.,
stocks of these two-year-classes using.ju-st one artificial fish-
cultural station; what is necessary is to take measures for..
.getting the sockeye to the spawning grounds, and for the
protection of spawning.

To preserve and reestablish natural-stocks of salmon on:'-
the Kamchâtka River, sockeye above all, Kuznets.ov proposes:
a) to restrict-the fishery fôr.'sockéyé in the. sea before they
enter the river, b) to irlcrease the escapeinent -of sockeye to
the spawning grounds by putting strict quotas on the fishery'in
the proestuariné regions, c) to increase thé protectiori of all
spawning grounds in the Kamchat'k'â River.basin and d) to
encourage the use of other less valuable kinds-of fish for
feeding sledge dogs.

Studies in Kamchatka in 1931. Survey of,the spawning
grounds of the Kamchatka River,va'lley at the time it was full
of sockeye during the 1931 season was carried out under the
auspices of Dalryba and under the leadérship of V. A". Agafonov
(1932, 36). In the upper part of thé Kamchatka River 18 rivers
and kliuches"weré inspected. The^insp"ection showed that some
very good spawnirig areas.were very weakly.occûpied'by sockeÿe
in 1931, on the average only to'the extent of 14-15°0.

The Greshnai.â River, which enters the Kamchatka about
15 km from the village of Pushchino, has clean transparent
water and gravelly bottom; its depth is up to 10 cm in the
riffles and up to 1 m in-the pools. The whole area in the
river from its mouth to its source is a spawning area. Sock'eye
used to play an important, rolé in the system of spawning grounds
of the Greshnaiâ River, but gradually"thé number of sockeye
entering.to spawn in this river has decreased. In 1931 its
spawning area was filled to the extent of not more than 25/.of
capacity.

The Malaiâ Kliukvennaia River has transparent cold water,
with a rapid current; the bottom`is-of gravel and in places
sand; spawning grounds occupÿ-approximately 60% of the total
area of the rivér." Thé:spawning groûnds of sockeye were
occupied to the extent of'riot more thân, about 15/.

The Bolsha â Kliukvennaia River is broad and has a slow
current; its bot-tom is gravel covered by sand and mûd. The
spawning area's are situâted only in,.thé upper parts of the
river--in kliuchés; while in the-middle course of the river -
sockeye were not observed. '

The Polôvinnyi Kliuch has a rapid"current; clear trans-
parent water, and a.clean gravel b.ottoin. "The wholé extent of
the kliuch is a spawnTng.ground. -Irr 1931 it was ôccupiéd to
not less than 70% of,capacity.
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The Nakazov Kliuçh, whosè length .does-not exceed 2 km;
also has transparent w4-te-r-, . a swift currerrt and gravel bottom.
The whole area of the kiiuc,h is a-spawning bed; in 1931 it-was
approximately 50% filled-i.'

The Pervaîa River; situated 4 km'from the village of
Verkhnekamchatsk, has.exçell'ent spawni'r.ig areas. This river has
a rapid current', cleân'[pâge 42] transparent water, and a clean
gravel "bottom. Thé br:ead-th- Of the river is 3 to 6. m-, its
depth frôm 0.6 to 1 m. The spawning-area. was about 40/ full--,

The Zhùpan^a Rivèr hasa strictly gravel bottom, without
any sand or mud; and clean transparent water. The run of.
sôckeye in it in 1931 was very inconsiderablee

The Sigachik River which enters the Kamchatka River nèar
the village-of Milkovo, is rather shal.low with -a swift current
and â gravèl bottom. In 1931 very few sockeye-entèred it; its
a.pawn.ing area was n.ôt môre than 10/,occûpied.

The Karakovaia Rivèr,is a tributary of-the Kozyrevka; its.
up.per portions have a grâwel bottom and clear wâter. The local
people.asserted that â very few sockeye,;chum9 chinook'and coho
salmon enter this river.. In-.1931'there were no sockeye-at all;
uti.lization of the spawning.,groùnds by the chinooks ainoûnted•.tc
no.more than 1%, and by chums about 3%.

The Krutoberègovaia [St'eepbank] River.has transparent
watér with a current speed of 4.km/hr9 and adepth from 16 cm
to'10 m. The.bottom is of grav:e.l and sando According to local
informants, sock.eye, chinooks, chùms and.cohoes entered this
river.

The Kirpich-Sokarin side-channel, which is up to 5 m'wide
and 2,5 m 'deep, has a gravel bottom., transparèntwater and
medium current speed^ Only two spécimens of sockeye were found.
The Kirpich-Sokarin Riv,er is.üp'to 8_m wide and 3 m dee.p. The
water is transparènt.p and the bottom clean gravél; the current
is of moderate-speed. The -spawning àreas of this -river wérè
not more than'20% fi1led in 1931:'According to the local
people, in previous years fish*had 'entered the Kirpich-S-okarin
River and its sidè-channel in greàt nûmbers,.

The..:Bystraia River, is' atribûtarÿ of' the Ko_z.yrévkà .. From
testimony of. the.:inhâbitants of the village of -Srednekamchâtsk,
large ' nurnbérs . Of :.sockeye, and other salmon used to' enter the
mouth of the.*Bystraia River. In 1931 sockeye and all other
salmon were completely absent,from 'tYie .Bystraia'e

The kliuch which enters the Kamchatka River bélow
Srédnekamc,hâtsk'is up to 3 m wide4nd about' 5 km:longo Îts
current is slow. The bottom in the lower-portion is'sandy, and
in the middle. and upper portions gravelly. At the,head of.the
kliùch the sp.awning groûnd wasapproximatel-y 15% filled.
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At the end of his account, V. G. Agafonov states that 
salmon are captured in the spawning rivers; that sockeye are 
fished out for dog food; that.in  some places there are weirs 
across the whole river; and that at the time of the salmon run 
rafting of logs downriver takes place. 

In a report by fishery manager A. P. Penzikov (1932, 37), 
he gives observations made in 1931 on the Bolshara River and 
on the Okann and KarimaI kliuches. Among these observations 
there is valuable information on the biology of the salmon. 
Hatching of sockeye and coho fry was observed after 139-147 
days; the percentage of the eggs which died in the nests' was 
not large (5-6%). The run of chinook salmon in the Bolshaiâ 
River in 1931 began May. 24, most were caught from June 20  t ' a 

 June 25, and by July 20 the run was over. The spring run of 
sockeye began to enter the Bolshafl River May 29; pink-salmon 
ran from the beginning of 'July, and the main migration fell in 
the period August 1-8; in 1931 the run of pink salmon into the 
Bolshan River was greater than expectation; cohoes began to 
enter August 17, but there was no large run. According to 
Penzikov's information, the fish entered the spaimning grounds 
in poor condition(?) [ryba na nerestilishcha zashla plokho]. 
The downstream migration of young [page  43] pinks in the 
Bolshail River in 1931 was observed from the end of. May to 
June 10-11 , 

In 1930, 1931 and 1932, A. Pavlov (1933, 38) did 5ome work 
at the Control Station on Gromov Kliuch and on-the Ulkhana 
River, and inspected the stocks which arrived on the following 
spawning grounds: the Kanai and G6rfâchan Rivers, the Bakirka 
side-channel, the Romkin Kliuch, the Mankevich River, the 
Pavlov Kliuch, the Naakchen side-channel, and the Unchan, 
Niâryn Bolshan and Nnryn Malenkai% Rivers, the Mashchichan 
side-channel, the Bumon, Muryldià and Nashanku Rivers, Lake 
Namanuir and the Nnrykhan, Geramdandil and Samutkich Rivers. 
All these rivers are tributaries of the Kukhtul - River. Inasmuch 
as we have little information concerning conditions in these 
rivers,  I.  will present extracts from Pavlov's account. 

The Kara i River is 37 km long, 10 m broad;it has its 
origin in 3 kliuches in a volcano which is a continuation of 
the "Medveshn Golovn [bear's head] volcano. In places the 
Kanal River does not freeze; some of these open leads are 
200-250 m long. Pavlov explains the presence of the open 
reaches -by the existence of s?rings, Cohoes are the principal 
salmon that spawn in the Kanal River (up to 25,000-30,000 
individuals); chum salmon enter it in small numbers. The 
spawning grounds. , etend over a 'distance of. 20, km','  

The Gornchara River is 15 km long; its breadth averages 
7-8 m. The bottom of the river is of fine gravel, strongly 
silted and grown up with moss and grasse Spawning grOunds are 
situated in three places where the vegetation is not so 
luxuriant. Pavlov believes that if improvement measure were 
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undertaken it would.beVos-sible to increase the spawning area.
Few fish enter the Goriachàlâ River--up to 2000-3000.

The Bàkirka side-channel is 10 km long, and averages'15 m
broad, The bottom is of fine gravel. In places where springs
enter, there are unfrôzen reachesa The Bakirka channel is a
gôod:spàwning ground for chum salmon.a The fish enter,'it:in
large numbers.

The Romkin Kliuch is up to 5 km long and averages 10 m
broado It empties into a sidemchannel close to the Bakirka
channel. The kliuch is badly silted and,grown up with moss
and grass,.and fish can,spawn only in its lower reâches. Chum
salmôn enter this kliuch to the number of 100-150 individuals.

Gromov KA.iuch is a tributary of the KukhtLii River. '-It is,
7 km long and-its channel averages 10 nm widea The current is.
slow. When the water level is 0019 m [on the gauge] the vôlume
of flow is 0.2385 m3/sec, and at the 0,29 m level it is.0.4068
m3/sec. The bottom of the kliuch i's of fine gr.av.el, much
silted up in.-places, and almost continuously.grown tzp.with
àqttatic vegetation and mcisses o The . b.anks of Gromov Kliuçh are
rather high and ,precipitôuso. As a rule the kliuch does not
freeze at all in its lower course.. The.spawning area of the
kliiach is Only about one-third used'b.y spawning fish,.because
in many.pl.acès'the fish cannot clean out the channel, which is
abundantly grown up with,.water vegetationa If improvement
measur_és were carried out the.fish coûld utili.ze the whole
spawning area of the kliucho At the mouth of_Gromov side-
channel.chum. salmon appéared on, AugUst .6, in 1930, and they.
éntered the kliuch onAugust 7a The main migration of the-fish
was'on September,l.l (when 273 males and 229 =females were passed
through)-and the migration ended September 19. The main
migration"of the fish oçcurred when there had been ân.inc.rease
in watér level.In all, 3580 chums were put through the,fence,
of which 1902 were males and-1678 females; there. were 33 pink
salmon, -including 23 males and. 10 females. Determinati,on -of
their sta-ge of. sexual maturity showed that the chums began to
enter Gromov Kliuch in stage IV [page 44] of development:of,the
sexual prôducts e Cleaning of the n'est'. sites by. the fish_ began
August 14, and the.last nesting pair was.observed:October 6,
The avérâge fecundity of the chums was 2437 eggs, based on
64 courits.

On July 15.,Pavlov captured fingerling chum.salino.n•in the..
Kukhtui River-whiçh were up.to 6 cm long, and in Gromov K.li:uch-
on July 20 he observed-£ingerlings which had not yet emerg,ed-.
from the gravel, and which still had large yolk sa*cso

Thé.whôle extent.ôf the Mankevich River was at one time
used for.spawning, but as a result of•its drying out, the.fish
nowadays..enter only the.lower, kliuchY in,numbers up to. 500
indi.viduâls.
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The Ulkhan River is the largest'spawning river of-the
Okhotsk region. It is 58 km long, and 25 m wide in its lower
course, while in its middle and upper reaches it becomes as
much as 150 m wide in places. The Ulkhâri River'has.its source
at the Soi volcano, and for 3'-4 km.:it runs along as, .an incon-
siderable little kliuch, then unites:with two kli.uchés which
are 40-50 m long each. From the place, where the'three'kliûches
combine,,the Ulkhan River runs for 25-27, km among volcanoes of
no great height. The bottom of the river here is of mud;
throughout the remaining course of the river its bottom is of
fine gravel.

When it rains hard the Ulkhan River overflows its banks
and floods the tundra for 005-1 km_, Then if the river freezes
great.layers of ice are observed covering the banks for up to
2 km. In its upper course the Ulkhan River freeze-up is late
and 'the spring break-up is early, while at a distance offrom
14-16 km from the mouth it freezes right.to the bottom.

The Ulkhan River has 4 mouthsa Fish enter it onlÿ^by way
of the two middle onesa, At the time of high water there'is an
obstruction by trees which interferes with the migration'of the
fishe The spawning ground.s on the Ulkhan Ri.ver extend ôver a
distance of. 30 km, average 45-48 m broad.and occupy an area,of
1,440,000 m2.

In 1931 fish on the spawning grounds of the Ulkhan`Rivér
were 10u11 times scarcer than in 1930o..In 1930 an approximate
census of chum salmon showed 205 million spawned-out'fish,
while in 1931 244,094churns were passed through a wéir.. Also
put through the weir. were 7156 cohoes and 212 pink salmon;. in
addition, Dolly 1(arden,char, kundzha [Salvelinus léucomaénis]9
grayling, pestra [probâbly Salmo m kiss and'lâmpreys were
foünd on the spawning grounds of'the Ulkhân:River. According.
to;the local Tungus 'and Yakut -inhabitants, th^e"run of' fish is
greater in the even-humbered year.sa The stârt;ôf the chum
salmon run in the-Ulkhan-River was on Jûly 13.

Thrée peaks in the chum salmon migration were observedé
During the first run--Julÿ. 28, 29 and 30-=100,95.0 chums and
125 pink salmon were put through; in the second peak on
August 7, 17,191 chum salmon, 4 coho`es and3 pink salmon
passed; the third peak occurred on August 15, 16 and 17,'.when.
77,271 chums and 156 cohoes went upstream. The main run^of
cohoes began during-the:last day.s of.August and continued to
the middle of September. The end of the ruri was September 18.

Pavlov noted that the main rûns of fish occùrred at the
time of a rise in the water level,.but when the flood was very
great, the fish were swept down with the cûrrént.. The time of
emergence of young fish from the nests,was not observed. Up
to the time of downstream migration Pavlov observed young fish
along the backwaters in the middle cûrrént of the river, wheré
there is much mud, wa,ter vegetation and even mosquito larvae,
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The downstream migration,of the fish_began:June 27, The
pe.ak,of the downstream migration was from June;.30 to July-.5,
:On July 8 the run had ceased,.but resumed.--again July 10. From
July 15 to 20 ther.è.was a second mass mig-ration,,somewhat.
smaller [page 45-1 than the first.. On July 25 the downstream
migration of yông fish finished for goodo Accordi:ng toa.n
approximate estimate, during the whole time 937:,50.0,000young
fish went downstreamo

The young .fish-whiçh went downstrearri.ûp to July 8 differed
from: thôse observed from July 10 through 28 in : weight 'and 'in,
length. Pavlov suggésts that du'ring the first interval.the
young chum salmon went dow6stream, and during:the.'second the
cohoes.. Among predators on -ÿQ.ung salmon th^ere were observed_ '
Do11y Varden char, round whitefish, grayling, spôtfin; sculpins
[Çôttus.poecilops], gulls, and several kinds of ducks,

The average fecundity of.the chum salmon taken in the^
Ulkhan River in 1931 was.2461 eggs (from 46 determinations);'
and the average fecundity of.pink•^salmon.of the 1932'run was
1569 eggs (from 13 determinations.):

In order to estimate egg mortality, in the spring of 1931
after the emergence of the fry Pavlov opened the nests over an
area of. 2 square metres and found 21 dead eggso This irisignifi-
cant egg mortality is explained by Pavlov by the fact.that on
the Ulkhan River spawning grounds the gravel is completely
clean and well fl.ushed by the water; in addition,.on these
spawning grounds the water never freezes.. Pavlov's report
shows that.he •tôok hydrorneteorological observations from July 1
to November 1, 1931.0'

Pavlov. K1.iuch, is sitùated opposite the mouth of the Ulkhan
River. The kliuch-is ne.arly 3'km long and avèra.ges 8 m in
width;• The. bottom is of clean gravel o In wintèr. the kliùch
never ,freezp2s at all. The spawning area of the kliù^h amounts
to 10-12 km [pèrhaps this should.be.10,000-12,000.m --WaEoR.].
Chum salmon 'entèr it. forspawning to the number ôf,500Q-6000.

The Naakch.en side-channel is of exa:ctly the same-typé as
,the Bakirkà ^çhànnel. The bottom is of fine gravel.,' In places
small 's.pring 'crèeks flow. into it. The length of the channel is
2.5 km and its width is up to 1.2 m; Up to 4000 chum sâlmôn
ent-er it.

The Bolshaiâ Niâryn River is about 26 km long and averages
8 m broad. The spawning*-grounds xtend'ovèr 15 km, and occupy
an, a,r.ea of about 40 km2 [40,000 m^?]'.. About 15,000-20ÿ000
cohoes enter this river for. spawning.

Th'e Malai.â Niârÿn.River is about 11 km long and 8'm broad.
Its source is in the tund-rao Spawning grounds extend''for a
length of 4-km; the spawning area amounts to 12 km2 [12y000 m2?].
Only -cohoes spawn here, to the number of up to 8000 individuals.
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The Mashchichan side-channel is l km long, and up to 10 m
broad. The bottom.is of clean gravel. In places wher&kliuches
enter there are open leads-during the wintér. Chum and coho
salmon spawn in the-Mashchichan cYiannel-.in the number of up to
6000 individuals.

In the mouth of the Bumon River there are some small
coho spawning beds which are used by only a féw hundred cohoes.
The Nl.âpkos side-channel-is 4 km long and 10-12 m in average
width. The bottom:is.fine gravel> Chum salmon and cohoes
spawn in this chann.el to the number_of up to 6000 individuals.

The Samutkich River is about 24 km long and 8 m wide-. In
its middle and lower course there are.spawning,grounds for,
chums and cohoes, of which up to:30,000 individuals énter,..

The information collected by fishery guardians concerning
the numérous previously unstudied rivers and streams unfortunately
have not been published, and, to a large.extent have not yet
been reviewed, but.they constitute valuable primary data for
evaluating spawning conditions and they will be of•great
assistance in completing these evaluations.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF SALMON INVESTIGAT-ION-S-

ON KAMCHATKA [page 46.]

Starting in 1.9329 studies of salmon in the.Kamchatka
region by the Pacific Fisheries Insti`tut.e were broadened>
Three observation points were.established, at Ust-Kamchatsk,.
Bolsheretsk and Kikhchik. Material was collected by,

Lovetskalâ at Ust-Kamchatsk and by V. B, Bool at
Bolsheretsk,,describing,thé.compo'sition of the migràting
schools of sock,eye, pinks,..,çhums and, coho, and in, addition
studies.of sockeye.-spawning grounds wérè undertaken at Lake,,
Kuril; the latter stùdies. w'ere çonti.nued,.in.1933.:and-havé been
described in the book by-Eo M,.Krokhin and Fét.Vo;Krogius (1937,
41). A. S. Baranenkova in 1932 examined Lakes Nac.hikin and
Sokoch in theupper waters of the Bolshaiâ River; and Paratunka
Lake in,-the Avachin Bay.watershedo As indicated in the report
of the Kamchatka Divis,ion-.fôr 1932; M. V. Zheltenkova was able
to carry. ôûtsùccéssfùlly,^experiments on acçeleratèdmaturation
of the gonàds ,of soçkèye àt the. Ushkov Fish Hatchery, by means
of subcutaneous injection--of gravidana [possibly an,extract
prepared. from mature fish--WeEoR, ] 6 In 1932 the workers of the
division had noted the presence,.of schools of young keta
feeding in Kamchatka,Bay (in 1933 the age of these fish was
determined as 2,.3:and,4 years), It was established that there
are three raçes.of sockeye.in the.basin of the Kamchatka River.
Studies of coho in wi.ntèr,showed that bythe beginning of
December.more-than 90% of the çoho had already laid their eggs,
but that the.spawned-.out,fish:remain alive for a long time, and
food was;,observed in thé- stômachs of some of.. these fish,

In 1933, in addition to continuing the work of 1932, the
y.oung salmon were studied,. A report by A. S. Baranerikova
(.19,34, 42) was published in the he_ctographed publicati,on Rybnoe
Khoziâistvo Kamchatki, No. 2, 1934à The author gave a morpho-
logical description of the young>of.sockeye, coho, keta and
gorbushao. This work has,outstanding interest,and can serve as
a basis for:further studies in this field6..The author.showed
that the. princi.pal,meristic characters (for example, the number
of gill_r.akers) in.the young in general coincide,s with the
number of rakers in the mature fisho Studies of yoûng..sockeye,
(from Kamchatka rivers) showed that the young migrate downstream
to the sea in their first, second, tYi.ird and,(verÿ rarely)
fourth year; the largest percentage mi-grate,in .the second year.
Young coho migrate to, sea when, they are one year old, on the
averageo Chum Salmon leave- the.rive . r shortly_,af-ter abs'orbing
the yolk sac, rarely as.fing_erlings;,pink,salmon move downstream
"as soon as they bégin to swim freely.P; y,oung chinook: salmon--
remain in f.resh water sometimes more than 3 years:o,;_ Tkie time_ of
downstream migration of the young salmon frequently coincides
.with the period of the.spring high water,:although migrating
individual.s.are_.encouritered right.up to autumn; thefirst young
to migrate àre the pink and chum salmon, In this work a
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description isgivén of'the physical and chemical.çharacter--
istics of the places whére the young fish stay up to the time
they migrate to sea; and the question.of the feeding and growth
of the young is discussed.`

In 1933 an experiment was. carried out in marking young
sockeye.(by"cûtting off the adipose and léft ventral fins);
the size of the marked individuals varied from 8.5 to.18 cm.
5127 young fish were marked in this way, and.--,,in . addition 100
young were mar-ked"with metal tags.'

In 1933-a Worker of the Kamchatka Division [of TINRO]
V. I. Gribanov (1933; 43), put together a préliminarÿ review
of the fishing industry-b£ Kamchatkâ including.informatiôn on
the history of.the Kamchatka fishery"-and''.-the current 'conditiôn
of the fishing and processing industries>-:

[page 47] In 1934 an experiment:was made in catching
salmon at sea wi^thdri.ft nets (near the west coâst of Kamchatka);
the présence of sockéy-é was"discovered more than 561miles from
the coast (15--20 days before the beginning-of the sockeye run
in the river), Hydrologicâl investigations were conductéd in
the same"region and at the same time (by P..A. Moiseev).

At Nachikin Lake studies"wéré made of the physical and
chemical conditions on the spawning grounds 6fthé spring and
the summer_ sockeye: spawning of thè"former took" place in' rivers,
and of the latter in lakes and kliuches.:'The work on the
Bolshaiâ and Paratunka Rivers was continûed, and . the "£irst
experiment was performed in-acclünatizing sôckeye'in frésh
waters; also, work was continued"ôn-the study of young-salmon
(the results were utilized in the article byA. S". Baranenkova
mentioned above).

In 1934 F. V. Krogius; Z.,E, Bool and A."S. Bâranenkôva
(1934, 44) prepared:an account of the bi,ôlogy of the salmon of
Kamchatka based on.materials-of the Kamchâtka Division,'tôgether
with certain data concerning'the"fisheryo In 1931" 565,000
centners of salmon were. cau"ght along the east coast of Kamchâtka,
and in 1932 '487,000 centners;.along:the West coast'the catch
was 1,015,000.centnérs in 1931 and:1,798,000 in 19.32, Pink
salmon were most important in:the'çatches; wh-il,e côhôes and
chinooks were last,'

On the west c'oast more pink salrrion wére,câügYit in even "
years; and on.the east côast in odd years, but the:west coast
catches greatly exceeded those of, tYie "east. The "" pink salmon of
large runs are smaller than those.of smâll ruris. In the. even,
years" pink salmon ascend"to the very uppermost portions.of
rivers and brook.s, while in odd yéars'they,spawri only in-the
lower portions.

In Kamchatka waters,'in'"addition,to thesummer chum'sâlmon,
autumn chums and thé so=called,H;monako!l are distinguished; the
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latter are smaller in size than the first two  kinds, and enter 
the rivers earlier. The Oliutorsk region is especially rich in 
chum salmon, and there too the weight of the chums is greatest. 
In the northern portions of the west coast of Kamchatka chums 
have a small average weight. 

There are several races of sockeye which differ princi-
pally in their time of migration to the spawning ,grounds: 
(a) spring sockeye enter the mouth of the Bolsha l a River in 
May and June, and spawn in the tributaries of Lake Nachikin 
from the end of June to the beginning of August; (h) summer 
sockeye spawn in lakes, where springs enter; (c) the azabach,  
which has a later time of migration (at the end of September); 
(d) the arabach,  which has small eggs and is smaller than 
ordinary sockeye in body size. In northern regions sockeye 
are usually of larger size. 

There is interesting information on the rate of growth • of 
sockeye. The young migrate out of the river in different years 
of their life: some in the first year, some in the second, and 
some in the third. The fish which go to sea in the first summer 
reach 20-25 cm at the start of their second year of life; while 
fish which remain in the river up to 1.2 years of age are only 
8-10 cm long at the end of their first year of life (in finsh 
water); nevertheless at 4-5 years of age both types are of  • 
approximately the same length. It is mentioned that young 
sockeye of the Kikhchin and Bolsheretsk regions go to  • sea 
earlier than those from the Ozernaia River. As a rule the 
catches of sockeye on the west coast of Kamchatka are greatest 
in the Ozernovsk region, while on the east coast they are most 
numerous near Ust-Kamchatsk. The most favourable spawning 
grounds for sockeye are those which have an emergence of ground 
water with a temperature of 5-6 00 and with a weakly acid 
reaction (pH = 6.6) and a considerable content of 002; the 
bottom is usually of gravel with some mixture of sand. Mortality 
of sockeye eggs in the nests is high [page  48] averaging about 
37% (of the eggs deposited), and varies from 5 , to 100%. Young 
sockeye 3-4 cm long are covered with scales having 2-3 sclerites. 

The coho goes up to spawn from its second to its fifth 
year, but mainly in its third year, and spawns from September 
to January. On the east coast of Kamchatka summer cohoes  and 
autumn cohoes  are distinguished; the former spawn principally in 
October, and the latter in November and December. 

Spawning of cohoes takes place in kliuches and rivers, 
partly in the same sectors where chums and sockeye also spawn; 
by digging out_the nests of these latter fish the cohoes cause 
great damage. The fecundity of the chinook salmon averages 
8100 eggs. Young chinooks remain in the rivers 1 or 2 years, 
more rarely 3-4 years. In Kamchatka, chinook salmon provide 
only inconsiderable catches in comparison with the other salmons; 
they are most frequently encountered in the Kamchatka River and 
the Bolshan River. Chinooks go up to spawn at 5 years of age 
(rarely 7) [v vozraste 5 (redko 7) let]. 
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Since 1935.special investigations of the:spawning grounds
of the bàsin of the Paratunka River have been und-ertaken,

- - In-1936 the Kamchatka,Branch'[of TINRO] established.
5 observation points along the west and east côasts:of Kamchatka;
at these points biological and commercial data concerning salmon
are collected continuously. In that year the times of migra-
tion of salmon -in the Ozernovsk reg;ion.-were .as follows:

Beginning of the run End.of the fun

Pinks June 5-10, September-.25-30
Sockeye Jun.e 20-25 . Sept "ember25-30
Chums May 1-5 September 1-5
Coho . July 5-10 September 25-30

At the Bolsheretsk Observation Point observations were
made on the spawning and devel:opment.ofthe egg's. In 1936
F. V. Krogius and E. M, Krokhin'compl.eted-a work on the biol:ogy
and abundance of the-sockeye stock in the Paratunka River basin.
In their article these authors (1936, 45) come to numerôus
conclusions, and it is not out of place to mention the.môre-
important ones here. The places where sock'eÿe spawn in thé
Paratunka basin are Lakes Dalneé and Blizhnee-.. In winter these
lakes do not become very cold (at depths of about5"m they do
not cool below 20C; in summer the upper-layer.s become:warmed to
160 and higher, and in -the .lower.layers--at a depth of 40 m--
throughout the whole summe.x temperatures.less than 40'are
maintained). In.the Paratunka basin sockeye arrive.first* at
Lake Dal.nee -(£rom the end of May- to the-end of Âugust).; later:
they enter Lake_Blizhnee (from the middle:of June to the middle
of September); the azabach migrate inJuly and.August. It is
reported that -the sockeye usually enter- â' river which is
characterized by the higher temperature and the more a.lkàline
,reaction. From the time of t.h e entry of sockeye-into a. lake
up:to the time-of'spâwning one to two mônths elap.se;^thé:àzabach
enter a.kliuch'in breeding colour and:immediatel.y begin.to spawn.

As typiçal hydrochemical.characteristics for spawning
grounds of sockeye the authors citè.a free C02 content-of about
10 mg per litre, and pH from 6.6 to 6.8'. ^ In_ 1935 there were
4.7 square metres.of..spawning-àréa per-femalé. The age'composi-
tion of the spawning. so'ckeye is n-ot. the. sa.m'e in- different-.
years: sometimes the 4-year-old group predominates•, 'sometimés
the 3-year-old group, Young sockeye, after,absorbing.their
yolk sacs, feed on insect larvâe and âdul-"ts, The:aûthors
separate the azabach [page•49].as a sepârate form; as L. $'. Berg
had previously -done (the âzabach ha's, làrger .f,ins''ând a shorter
caudal peduncle).

Supplementing the work of'Krogiûs and,Krok^hin"on Lake'
Paratunka are the investigations of-Gorogodsky ând Orlova
(1934, 46); who-have presented-:a detailed account which:-inc,lûdes
very important data on the biology ôf the sockeÿe: Their.



Tablé 7. [pag.e 49] Catch of pink salmon by regions, as
pércèntage of the total catch,

Name 6-year
of the-region 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935. average

Îcha 19.8 3.6 17.4 4,8 21,8 1;8 11.5

West Kamchatka 63,7 46.7 79..0 27.8 71.6 6097. 58.3

East Kamchatka 0.4 1.5 0.6 1.0 0.4 0.6 06.7

Karagin 7.5 34.6 2.6 39.3 2.9 30.6 19:7

Oliutoxka-Anadyr 866 13.6 0.5 27.1 2.3 7.4 9;8
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account also contains information on young cohoes; especially
useful is their working up of material on the food of Young
cohoes (255 digestive tracts). Bottom fauna and various
insects (adult and larval) predominated in their food, and in
addition small pieces of fish flesh and fish éggs were found in
the digestive tracts of the young fish. The downstream
migration of young cohoes to the sea takes place from the end
of June to the beginning of October; the main migration is
from August 1 to September 25. The main body of cohoes goes
down at the age of 1 and 1+, when'they are about 11 cm long;
a certain number of 2-year-old fish also migrate,'at an average
size of 11=15 cm.

In 1937 R. S. Semko (1937, 47) wrote a work on the biology
of the Kamchatka pink salmon; this work is a very.cômplete
account of the results pf previous investigations, and of
materials collected by the author himself. During the 5-yéar
period from 1931 to 1935 the Kamcha-tka fishery produced an
average annual catch of up to 85.5 million salmon, of which
pink salmon comprised more than 70%. The author's table of thé
distribution of the Kamchatka. pink salmon catch among the
various fishery regions is given in our Table 7,'whcre the
catch of each region is expressed as a percentage of the totk
catch of this fish.

The Table gives a picture not only of the distribution of
the catches, but also of the distribution of. the commercial
stocks of pinks„ Semko, after reviewing the pink salmon catches
for over 28 years (1909 through 1936) comes to the conclusion
that the alternation of catches (larger catches in even-numbered
years and smaller in odd-numbered years) in we.st Kamchatka can
be considered to have its beginning in 1913^, since prior to
that time large catches were obtained in the.odd-numbered years
(1909, 1911, 1913,...1917). He points out that along the west
coast in recent years there has again been an increase in the
catches of the odd=numbered years.

Fluctuations in the catches have also occurred in east
Kamchatka. He gives new information concerning the times of
the run of pink salmon during the years 1931-19356 In the
stomachs of marine pink salmon there are found herring, capelin
and crustaceans. The age of pink salmon entering the river is
determined by Semko, as by other investigators,, as two years
(on the basis of materials from the Bolsheretsk,.[page 50]
Kikhchin, Ust-Kamchatsk and Korf sectors), The size of pink
salmon depends on whether the fish are more numerous or less
numerous in a particular year; in years of abundant runs the
pink salmon are smaller in length and in weight--the difference
in average size in particular years (1927-1932) can amount to
11,5 cmb In even-numbered years (up to 1934) the average
length of the pink salmon was 45.9 cm and in odd-numbered years

1 [This is evidently a misprint"for 1918,--W.E.Ro]
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it was 51,9 ctn. The author presents a great deal of material
on the çôndition of pink salmon at different times and in
different sectôrs. StLidy of average weight and condition'
factor brings the authnt to the, conclusion that.different
rivers there are inhabited by stocks of pink salmôn that differ
in respect to condition [weight at a given length]. The
article also giveb information on hydrochemical conditions in
the Bolshafa Rivèr estuary and on the spawning gr.ound.s.

The author's information concerning the mass mortality of
pink'salmon ,in 1932 and '1934, immediately prior to spawning,
dèserves careful attention; he identifies the cause of this
inortality as the fact that when pinks fillsmall streams in
massive numbers.it is possible for a marked decline in the
oxygen content of the water.to occur, Pink salmon spawn in
most places where the current speed is between 0-03, and 0.5
rn%sec; large individuals can also spawn in swifter currents
(0.6-0.,8 and even up to 1 m/sec), The spawning grounds of
pink salmon must be adequately supplied,with,o.xygén, must not
have too high,a free carbon dioxide c'ontent (most often 4 to
5 mg/litre and.pH'not less than 7.0); emergence of. ground,. `
waters on the spawning grounds Of pink.salmon is not.essential
and is even superfluous,, The.àbsolute,fecundity-of pink salmon
on the average is 1454 eggs (1169 in evèn years, 1656 in.odd
years). In 1934, spawning near the source of.the Plotnikova
River lasted from the.beginning of.August to the middle of
September, while in the Bolshaia,River in. the same year
spawning did not begin until Se tember 3-6 and lasted to the
end of September (Dvinin's data^. The article includes
observations by V. V. Âzbeleva. on thè spawning process in-pink
salmon; The average length of.young.pink salmon obtained in.
the river at the.timé of.downstream migration was 3à'2 cm, with
an average weight.of 0.21 g., Copepoda and-a cômparative'ly small
number of Çhironomidae wé:re 'foûnd in the digestive tracts. of
the young fish migrating downriver.

Here we may recall certain other'work.s done by the.,,
Kamchatka Division,- althoizgh in part they have already been
utilized in other communications from the same Division, The
following works are of interest: E. A..Lovetskaiâ's.(1933,,48)
account of her observations on the salmon of the Bol.shaià
River; P. Â. Dvinin's ('1935, 49) account of observations he'
made on the lower reaches of this same Bolshaiâ River; a report
by.P. A,'Dvin-in and R. S. Semko (1936, 50) çoncerning hydro-
logical and hydrochemical studies at the time of-the salmon
migration in the regions off the mouth ôf'the. river and at the
entranè'e,tô it; an article by E. M. Krakhin (19,35,,. 51),
concèrning work done at Lake Kronotsk, where he.discovered an
indigenoùs,form of sockeye; V. I. Gribanov's (1937, 52) général
accoùnt of the work of the.Kamchatka Division in 1936;-and
oth^er: s .

The investigations of'_sockeye on the Kamchatka River,
begun by M. P. Somov'and previoûsly by I. I. Kùznetsov, have
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been continued with great success by F.. V. Krogius, E. M. Krokhin
and other workers of the -Kamch-atk& D-i.uision-: for ex-ample
R. S. Semko (1935, 54) made a study'of- the-racial composition
of the sockeye of Lake Nachikin.-

It is well known that in 1929 there was â-catastrophic
failure of the sockeye in the Kamchatka River basin. M. P. Somov
has published an article ,in which this question is iven
scientific scrutiny. Somov's conclusions (1930, 95? are of
great interest. The author studied the âge [paqe.51]'composi-
tion of sockeye in•1926, 1927, 1928 and 1929, and came to the
conclusion that in the years before 1929 the main mass of* the
sockeye catches consisted'of fisYi entering the. river in the 5th
year of their life; in the first 3 yéârs mentioned 5th-year
fish [piâtiletnie ryby] averaged 65% (4th-year fish--2%,
6-th year--25%, 7th-year--8%), while in 1929..the principal age-
group in the catches were the 6th-year fish'(71%), while-
5th-year fish amounted to only 13%, 4th-year 2%, and.7th=year
14/. Somov recognizes the cause of the décline of the sockeye
catch in 1929 in the spawning conditions in 1924, when the
migration of sockeye was less than average and few fish arrived
on the spawnibg grounds., Later Somôv.(.1930, 53) again returned
to this same question of the condition of the sockeye stocks,
calling attention to a method of estimating the numerical
composition of a run of sockeye.

A lârge and very fundamental work by E. M. Krôkhin and
F. V. Krogius has been devoted to the study of sockeye spawning
in the basin of Lake Kuril. These investigators have published
the detailed materials (1937; 41) on ecological conditions
during spawning and egg development, and conditions of life for
the young sockeye. In.this they have given a physical and
geographical sketch of Lake Kuril, have accumulated data on the
temperature, transparency and hydrochémical characteristics
of the lake, have described the spawning grounds in detail (in
kliuches, rivers and lakes); they have given an account of the
abundance of spawried-out fish and the number of. eggs per unit
spawning area; they have accumulated observations on 'soçkeye
fry and fingerlings, and have also given an analysis of age
and growth, the weight of the fish and the -sex-ratio, and have
determined the fecundi-ty of the sockéye. .

The conclusions of thes,e authors deserve very great
attention, as does their comparison with data on sockeye in
other places and particularly with materials.concérning other
species of Pacific salmons-. We may observe with much satis-
faction that the comprehensive program of study of Pacific
salmons which was planned in 1932 at a scientific conference
in Moscow'is beginning to be realïzed in the works of the
Kamchatkâ'Division of TINRO. Let us"tâke a look at some of the
conclusions of these authors, which are extremely important for
understanding the biology of sockeye. ".S.pawning grounds of
sockeye in the basin of the 0zernaiâ River are situated
(1) in the littoral region of lâk`es., (2) in'small streams
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entering a lake, (3) in kliuches which empty into the-tribu-
taries of a lake, (4) in the outlet of the Ozernall River, in
the upper 4 km of the rivere" The total are^ of-all the
spawning grounds was determined as 322,000 m-, of which-moré
than half is in the lake littoral, while the smallest spawning
area is that in the kliuches. Sockeye spawning lasts from the
beginning of October to the end of December. In 1932 about
240,000 females spawned, or 480,000 of both sexes combined
(on the basis of a 6-fold turnover of spawning fish in the
lake, in its outlet, and in rivers, and a 4-fold turnover in
the kliuches)o Per unit area, a greater number of fish laid
their eggs in the spawning grounds of the kliuches, where on
the average 3200 eggs were enumerated per square me^re, whereas
in the lake spawning grounds it was 2010 eggs per m, and in
the outlet spawning grounds of the Oz ernaià Rive.r 2458 per m2;
the average degree of utilization was 2230 per m . These
figures led the authors to believe that the spawning grounds
of Kuril Lake in 1.932 were overpopulated with fish, for they,
conidered (following I. I. Kuznetsov) that an area of 2^_to,
3 m is necessa:.,y for one spawning female, whereas on the Kuril
spawning grounds each femal.e had only 1.4 m2, The greatest_ egg
mortality was observed in. the kliuches (39-40%), in the lake it
was 30%, and in [.2a e 52] the outlet river 37%; average
mortality was 35.7j^ The eggs died principally at the beginning
of development when their nes-c was worked over again by later-
spawning females, and also from unfavourable environmental
conditions> Very few eggs died in the later stages of develop-
ment or during the period of emergence of the fry.

The waters of the spawning sectors contained larger than
usual quantities of oxygen and free carbon dioxide; -their
active reaction was 7..2•-6.3o Eggs are buried to a depth of
10-40 cmo The eggs do not all develop at the same rate in a
nest, and the larvae hatch on different dayso One curious
phenomenon was observed: the sockeye spawning in the kliuches
were smaller than those spawning in the lake, although they
were of the same age. The average absolute fecundity of the
sockeye was 3750 eggs< Young sockeye usually remain 1 year in
fresh water and then leave for the sea, but a part of the
young stay in fresh water for 2 years; in general, -the young
sockeye of the Ozernaia River basin remain longer in fresh
water than sockeye of other regionso The sockeye came back to
spawn principally in their 5-th year of life [na 5-m godu
zhiznij, but part of them returned in their 4th or 6th year;
in 1932 fish in the 6th year predominated. Sockeye grow most
intensively in their first year of life in the sea; generally
speaking, in the authors' opinion the rate of growth of sockeye
of the Ozernaiâ basin must be regarded as goodo

In 1937 a book by these same investigators appeared--
Krokhin and Krogius (1937, 55)--concerning the spawning beds
of salmon in the Bolshaiâ River basino This work contains a
physical and geographical description of the Bolshaia River,
gives the hydrochemical characteristics of numerous rivers and
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brooks, describes the spawning grounds of the salmon, and
contains information on the biology of the salmon, Since this
work has been published I will not dwell here on its contents.;
the important conclusions from this work will be used bel.ow.in
the description of the spawning,of the individual salmon'species..

STUDY OF SALMON AT SEA

In studying salmon stocks it is impossible to avoid
problems of the life of the salmon at sea. This is j'ust as
important a job as the study of spawning grounds and young
salmon; but it has been attacked by the Pacific Institute on a
wholly inadequate scale because of the very great technical
efforts which are needed in such researcheso But nevertheless
the Pacific Institute in 1933 began independent studies of
salmon in the sea when an experimental salmon fishéry was begun
off the west coast of Kamchatka (the Yavina River region) and
also off the east coasta M. L. Alperovich and I. I. Rassokhin
(1934, 56) were among those who worked with the west Kamchatka
group. Since the fishery was conducted with floating gill nets
under extremely unfavourable conditions, during July 17-19 ônlÿ
2 specimens of pink salmon, 12 sockeye and 7.chums were caught.
The experiment did not succeed; but we know that at the same
time the Japanese fishing industry was carrying on a-commercial
salmon fishery in this region; their fishing was conducted in
July with fixed and floating gill nets just outside the 3-mile
coastal zone, approximately at a depth of 20 m; the nets were
set out in gangs several kilometres long.

Off the east coast of Kamchatka drift-net fishing for
salmon was done from August 18 to 30, but without result,
apparently because the salmon had already entered the mouths of
the rivers by that time.

[page 53] In the same year (1933) experimental salmon
fishing with floating gill nets was conducted in the Maritime
Province and in Sakhalin Gulf; this has been reported in an
article by N. V. Dubrovskaiâ-Milovidova (1933, 57). The purpose
of these experiments was to discover the routes by which salmon
approach the coast near the rivers and to see what prospects
there were for commercial gill-net fisheries in these régions.
Fishing was done with cotton and linen nets of 12/12 twine and
65-70 mm mesh; the length of the nets along the cork line was
31 m and their depth was either 100 or 50 meshes. The work
began with a drift on August 31, when the commercial fishery
for autumn keta started. The earliest of the autumn keta had
begun to run at the beginning of the second half of August.
During the night of August 29-30 the keta began to run in
schools. The first catch was made at Nizhnii Prongeo

The first effective drift was made 14 miles from Ud
Island. The depth was 25.67 to 27 m; watér temperatures where
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the net was set were 10.3° at 5 m and 5.0° at 10 m, while where 
the net was lifted temperatures were 10 9  at 5 m and 6.8° at 
10 m. The net drifted [oblov proizvodilsia] 1.8 km in the 
course of 24 hours and 30 minutes. There was no catch. 

Additional fishing was conducted in the Sea of Okhotsk, in 
the region of the northeastern part of the tip of Sakhalin 
Island, from which direction, according to hypotheses put forth 
in the literature, chum salmon must come to the Amur River. A 
second drift was made on the traverse from Cape Marin along 
the Sakhalin coast to the Amur estuary, where several experi-
mental catches were made. At the time of the second drift 3 
female chum salmon were captured in the nets, of which 2 had 
approached from the ocean side 3-4 m below the cork line and 
were in stage 3 of maturity, while one of them approached it 
from the opposite side. The  depth was 34.8 m, the wind SE, wind 
force Beaufort 4, current NNE, and water temperature was 14.5° 
at 5 m, 6.6° at 10 m, and 2.2 0  at 15 m. 

After this they moved closer to the coast in the direction 
of Ush Island (Balkal Bay) where 4 chum salmon were taken at 
depths of 3 and 5 m. The temperature at the place the net was 
emptied was 14.5 0  at 5 m. Judging by the quantity caught, the 
fish were not moving in a definite direction, since 2 individ-
uals entered the net from the sea side and 2 from the estuary 
side. The size of the catch, and also the way in which the 
fish entered the net suggests  that  the fish caught were 
"wanderers" [bluzbdanshchie], that is, for some reason or 
other they did not form a part of a migrating school. In this 
region, from Baikal Bay up to the Amur estuary, the main mass 
of autumn keta move close to the shore, and at a majority of the 
fishing stations they are fished with drag seines 500-700 
sajenes long [1170-1490 m]. 

The place the 4th drift was made was a little southwest 
of the third one. The depth was 22.0-23.6 m; and the surface 
current here, which judging by its colour was fresh Amur River 
water, was toward the southeast; while the current deeper down 
was of Okhotsk Sea water moving in a direction opposite to the 
other. The water temperature here indicated the presence of a 
cold current at no great depth (it was 10.5° at 5 m, 8.7° at 
10 m and 2.99  at 15 m). The catch of this drift consisted of 
6 chum salmon: 4 came from the sea side and were entangled 
1.5 m below the cork line and about mid-way along the net, 
while 2 came from the estuary side and were caught at 0.5 m 
and 1 m depth; the majority of females among them were in 
stages III and III-IV of maturity. This dispersed character 
[of the catch] reflects an absence of accumulations of fish in 
the region fished. 

Finally, the last drift was carried out along the west 
coast, in the region of the Kol River; the depth was 18-20 m, 
water temperature was 10.7° at 5 m, 9.7° at 10 m, and 5.8° at 
15 m. When the net was hauled it contained 9 chum salmon, of 
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which 6 came from the sea side and 3,from [page 54] the shore
side, [they were usually] at a depth'of 2-205 m below the cork
line, only one being near the lead lineo The chums caught'-were
in stagesIII-IV and IV of maturity, which indicates that thesé
fish had been delayed and would have to proceed into the river
without remaining in the region off its mouth. The sizes of the
fish caught varied f.rom 5400 to 67 cm and their weight from.
1900 to 4450 g; the maximum length of the females was 6-7 cm and
weight 4450 g, and for males it was 63.0 cm and 3500 g; the
minimum length for females was 58 cm and weight 2610 g, while
for males it was 54 cm and, 1900 g<, The individuals studied
were almost all in their 5th year [4-letki]; those in their
4th and 6th year were almost absent.

This expedition did not solve the question of how schools
of autumn keta approach the estuary, and did not make
[sufficient] observations on temperature and currents. From
published data it is known that Amur River water_, after
discharging into the Sakhalin Gulf, is directed to the coast
of Sakhalin and constitutes a brackish warm current in the
upper layers of water, while at the same time in the layers
near the bottom there is a cold current carrying water from
distant parts of Sakhalin Gulf and the Sea of Okhotsk into the
Amur estuary. Temperature data at different levels were taken
at the places drifts were made; these confirm this picture and
show that the limits of the warm current lie at a depth of
about 15 m and of the cold current from that level and deeper.
This is apparent from the table of water temperatures at various
depths which is published in the article.

Judging by the drifts, the movement of the upper layers of
water (Amur water) in the southeastern part of Sakhalin Gulf
is in a NE direction, while in the eastern part it is NNE.
Concerning the water of the western shore of Sakhalin^Gulf
which Brazhnikov designated as water of an !'.Arctic Sea
character", we can say that it must occur north,of the Kol
River, for in the drift described a higher temperature was
observedo The direction of the currents here is much influenced
by the wind and the strength of the tidal currents.

In characterizing the main mass of chum salmon going to
spawn, we must observe that the fish have remained close to
shore, as shown by the nature of the catches during the time of
the drift. Judging by the state of maturity of the sexual
products (III-IV), all of the chums must lay their eggs during
the current year. The size, weight and age of the chum salmon
is given by the author in a table.

From the article by M. L. Alperovich (1935, 58) we can
extract information on the relation of the migration of 'Salmon
in the sea to hydrological factors. .

To study the biology of salmon in the open part of the
Sea of Okhotsk an expedition was conducted in 1934 on the
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trawler "Lebed". Work at sea was performed at various distances
from the coast (up to 100 miles-) and comprised a-series of
observations concerning the fishery and biology, as well"as
hydrology. The conclusions concerning hydrology were as
follows: the distribution of salinity made it clear that the
coastal region of west Kamchatka was significantly influenced
by fresh river waters (Bolshaiâ and 0zernai,a Rivers); this
influence was apparent mainly in the surface layer (and not
farther than 20 miles from the coast) where the salinity was
markedly lower than normal; at 15-20 miles from the coast the.
salinity again rose to 32.7°/0o. The same observations made
it clear that the main mass of river water is directed to the
right after entering the sea and moves northward at no great
distance from [page 55] the coast; while the band of water in
immediate contact with the coast has a somewhat higher salinity
because of the more intensive mixing with lower-lying layers
caused by the surf and tidal currents. Brackish water (below
32°/00) extends to a depth of 20-25 m in the coastal zone, while
in the sea it goes only to 5-10 m.

To characterize the fishery and to make biological observa-
tions three series of observations were made. The first series
was between the mouths of the Bolshaiâ and Koshegochek Rivers;
the second traverse was on a line out from the Koshegochek
River--vertical series being taken at distances of 5, 10 and
15 miles from the coast; the third vertical series was made off
the mouth of the Bolshaiâ River 100 miles from the coast in
order to shed light on the question on how far out in the sea
salmon are encountered. Experimental fishing at different
depths showed that the fish remained in the upper layers of
water. Fishing at night gave bet-ter results than by day.
Usually the nets were set before sunset and were lifted àfter
sunrise.

An analysis of the catches of useful fishes along the
cross-section showed that near the Koshegochek River catches
increase with proximity to the coast, while farther north the
fish remain farther from the coast. The migration of sockeye
is determined by fresh waters: the hydrological map of the
region shows that a current of water discharged by the Ozernafà
River is directed northward parallel to the coast up to the
Koshegochek River, where it turns northwestward. It may be
supposed that the sockeye enter the brackish stream and move
along the latter in a southerly direction. From observations
on sockeye migration, consequently, it is clear that their
approach to the coast is confined to the region between
Koshegochek and Opala, where we should expect the schools going
to the Bolshaïâ River to separate from those going to the
Ozernaia. Age analysis of sockeye catches this year showed
that the Bolshai% River catches were mainly of 5th-year fish
[4-letki] which had spent 1 year in the river, while 4th-year
fish were lacking completely; while sockeye of the 0zernaia
River were mainly in their 4th year [3-letki] with 1 river
annulus. We must observe that at the time of these investiga-
tions pink salmon were encountered 100 miles from the coast.
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The Pacific Fisheries Institute in 1935 studied the^hydro-
meteorological and hydrochemical conditions of the migration of
salmon in the regions off the mouths of rivers and during their
entry into the rivers; this work was done by sci-entists-of the
Kamchatka Division P. A. Dvinin and R. S^ Semko (1936; 50.)during
July and August in the region northward from the mouth of the-.
Bolsha^.â River on the west coast of Kamchatkao The migratiôn;
of pink salmon (in July) occurred at temperatures from.8,6q :
to 12o4°C, average 9e7°o According to some data (1936, 84),.
the best run of salmon near the west coast of Kamchatka occurs
at 10-130 water temperature. The expedition did not discover
any regular advance of the fish along,the coast and decided
that the fish approach the river from the seao

Southeast winds were most favourable to the approach of
salmon to the shore°, maximum catches at the time of the main
run coincided with southeast winds in a majority of instances.

An extremely curious phenomenon was observed9 which shows
clearly th.at he oxygen content of the river water decreases
markedly at times of massive runs into the river when the fish
are concentrated into dense schools, as actually happeried for
pink salmon at the time of the main runo This phenomenon is
most characte.r..istically developed in the lower courses of
rivers; where fisr^ collect in tremendous numberso Along with
the decrease in oxygen [.page 56] the carbon dioxide content
increases in such circumstances, and the pH is shifted toward
aci.dity o

In 1936 in the Niorzhovaia Bay (in Kronotsk Gulf on the
east coast of Kamchatka) experimental fishing for salmon was
carried out in the open sea by the Kamchatka Division of TINROo
Pink salmon, sockeye, cohoes and chums were caught in the net-s.
Under commercial conditions salmon comprise 45% of the total
catch of all fishes, but since no considerable rivers of any
sort flow into Kronotsk Gulf the author considers that all this
region does not offer great prospects for the development of a
salmon fishery; although in the sea salmon fishing is
successful even there (as shown by the Japanese salmon fishery
at sea in the northern part of Kronotsk Gulf). Sockeye here
run from the first days of June to the middle of Aûgust;
cohoes from the middle of August to the middle of September and
later; and keta from June through September,

These very scattered observations represent the sum total
of all the results of our studies of salmon in the seaa

In dealing with questions of the conservation of fish
stocks, TINRO must include among its other investigations such
projects as a study of the effects of log-driving on rivers on
the fish and the fishery, the effects of hydroelectric con-'
structions, and so ono In the past 10 years the Institute has
given some attention to one of these objectivés. Thus, in 1932
a member of the staff of the Kamchatka Division of TINRO,
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Zheltenkova (1932, 59), studied the effect of log-driving in
the Ust-Kamchatsk fishery region, where large scale ûtilization
of the forests began in 1929>* In her article the author makes
some practical proposals for the regulation of log-driving in
the interests of the fishing industry, but it must be said,
.without prejudice, that the question of the effect of log-
driving remains almost wholly uninvestigated, although numerous
observations by fish guardians indicate a harmful effect of
log-driving on salmon stocks.

In concluding this section of this work I must remark
that TINRO dûring the 13 years of its.'existence _has added
extensive materials to the story of the investigation of Pacific
salmons; among these materials.are many new facts which will be
most useful in the further devélopment of these investigations.

A large part of the activity of the Institute during this
period was directed toward.a preliminary census of salmon
stocks and toward the accumulation of data concerning salmon
biology. Without such a census and without these-data it*is
impossible to come anywhere close to s solution of the most
important question before us--what is the state of the salmon
stock?
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II.. THE PRESENT STATE OF OUR.KNOWLEDGE OF FAR-

EASTERN SALMONS AND SOME CONSIDERATIONS

CONCERNING THEIR STOCKS [page 57]

1. PINK SALMON (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha Wâlb.)

It is not yet.10 years that pink salmon have occupi,ed
first plac'e among the species taken by the Soviet far-ea'stern
fishing industry. During recent dec:ad,es pink salmon.have made.
up more than half the total catch of salmon of the .Far East in
even-numbered years; in odd-numbered years pinks occupy second
place, chums_being first. Later we will,show that veryI
recently pink salmon in some sectors ofour industry have fallen
off somewha.t in the even-numbered years,,and at the sarn.e time
have increased in the odd-numbered years. Catches of. pink
salmon in certain individual years are very.high: in,1932 the
pinks lânded in all sectors apparently exceeded 1o5.million
centners, or more than 150 million pieces (1.86,358,000 pieces
were:lânded in 1934; and we must not forget that 50 million
additional salmon were caught in our waters [this evidently
refers to Japanese landings--WoE.R.]). These are large
figure,s; nevertheless9 for a long time there has beèn deep-,
s.eated uneasiness in the industry about failure of the pink
salmon in the odd-numbered.years in the most important.fishing
regions--Nikolaevsk and West Kamchatka (in very,recent years
in the.Wést Kamchatka region the largest catches have shifted
to the odd4numbered years);. Naturally these fluctuations in
catches have made it difficult to plan operations in the
fis.hery. -The causes of this biological phenomenon have proved
.pûzzling so far, though.apparently studies on gorbusha have had
more attention than those on other species of salmon; however,
our knowledge of the pink salmon is gradually increasing and
bécoming more meâningful,.thé rate of progress being,determined
by .the various kinds of circumstances which now accelera:te,.and
now slow up,. scierrtific worko.

Raciàl.studies of pink. salmon. Some rather important
results have been achieved-in the study of,pink salmon, races..
.We now.can say that pink salmon living in the waters of the
wes.t coast of_Kamch.atka differ from the pink salmon whichare
found in the Amur estuary and rivero The Amur gorbusha are
smaller than.those of Kamchatka; the averàge-.length,of Amur
g.orbusha is 44 cm, and of West.Kamchatka o.n.es is 49 çm (from
material taken in even-numbered years)o There are differ.ences.
in other.characteristics also; hence the Amur gorbusha have
been separated.off..as a special race.Oncorhynchus.gôrbuscha
natio,amurensis ('Pravdin., 1932, 16).

The discovery of.differences between the Amur and west
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Kamchatka gorbusha became possible becausé préviôûsly (1929,
from materials collected in 1926) a suitable.description of the
west Kamchatka (specificâlly,BolsYiaià River)..pink salmon had
been made (Pravdin, 1929, 14), as the type of Oncorhynchus
_qorbuscha (W>). This description became the standard by which
comparisons of pink salmon from other places were made: it
should be observed that the Pacific Institute occupies a leading
position in the study of pink salmon.

Racial study of pink salmbn, as of other salmons, willin
the long run provide an answer to the question of the locali-
zation of pink salmon stocks, something which is [page 58]
extremely important-f.rom the commercial point of view. In the
-work of N. M. Mi.lovidcva-Dubrovsk-siâ (1937, 60). on the Maritime
Province pink salmon I also found valuable materials on this
same -racial problem, although..-the author herself, is not inclined
to separate the Maritime Provincè pink salmon as a distinct
biological race. We may'notice that in the Mari•time Province,
in contrast to the Amur; greater quantities of pink salmon
appear in the odd-numbered years. This suggests that the
Maritime Province gorbusha may possibly comprise part,of the
stock which is caught near the Island of Hokkaido, where larger
catches of gorbusha are takén inodd-numbéred years, as -
indicated by information obtained in Hakodate and published in
1932 (16). It is possible that two' comp.orients of the run of.
gorbusha from the region of Hokkaido come to the Maritime
Province; one part, the smal.ler'one; directs itself toward the
rivers of the southern Maritime Province, whil,e the other,,
larger, one goes to the rivers of the. northern Maritime Province.
At least it seems correct to say that all of the p'ink salmon
which enter the Amur estuary-arrive from the southern parts of
the Sea of Japan adjacent to Korea, because ['in streams] along
the eastern shores of Korea there are at present no pink sàlrnon;
any referencesto Koreân pink salmon there require confirmation, for
masu salmon do occur=there, which are easy to confuse with pïnks.

The racial study of pink salmon necessitated special',-
studies of thé methodology of thi:s-question (Pravdin, 1929; 14;
1936, 61) Determination of length in the manner used by Smitt
(1886, 62) [from tip:of snout.to fork of tail], which up to now
has been used by all ichthyologists working on salmon systematics,
apparently can be'replaced by.a simpler length, one-which on the
whole will lead to more accurate results. The reason, for my
proposal is that the' body length of salmon with which cômpari-'
sons of the size of the other.parts of,the body -is made*, ,and
which is accepted by-all ichthyologists as fundamental, is a,-'
quantity that becomes-greatlÿ changed at the time of the spawning
migration of the 'fish', so that if one and the same fish were' to
be measured first in the sea^befôre the beginningof the
spawning migration, then latér during migration.or on the
spawning grounds; there is no question that many of the figures
for its morphometric characters would be diff.erent; actually
they are less in the latter case, since we are relating them to
a measure of body length which weknow increases because of the
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marked lengthening of the body that results from the growth of 
the premaxillaries and other bones of the skull. If, however, 
the standard length for comparison for morphometric characters 
be taken as length of the trunk [tulovishche] (length od), 
defined as the distance from the gill aperture to the end of 
the scale covering, then results are obtained which are more in 
accord with reality, and all biometric work takes far less 
time since many relationships based on the Smitt length will 
disappear. 

In order to change over to the new method, it is necessary 
to initiate it by a broad discussion among ichthyologists and, 
in the event this method is accepted, for all to change over to 
it. The American authors Davidson and Shostrom in 1936 (63), • 

citing our work, have already accepted length of the trunk of 
pink salmon as their standard length. 

In racial studies of pink salmon and also of other 
representatives of the genus Oncorhynchus--and  for that matter 
representatives of Salmo as well--it is in my opinion essential 
to use the length of the trunk as the standard length; and the 
.same length can have a decisive importance in the study of the 
"condition" of Pacific salmon, which is usually done with the 
aid of the condition factor calculated from Fulton's formula 
which makes use of [page  59] the Smitt body length; this length 
should be replaced by the length of the trunk. 

cannot in any way agree with the views of those investi-
gators who believe that they must restrict themselves mainly or 
even entirely to meristic characters only, in studying races of 
fish. Many such [meristic] characters, which are rather 
unvarying within the limits of so comparatively high a taxonomic 
categoryas a sùbspecies, cannot serve to outline [obespechit 
polnotu] the racial characteristics of fish. Species changes 
and species formation in fish most frequently involve morpho-
metric characters which, being more changeable, for that reason 
more easily reflect environmental conditions and the influence 
of biological factors; consequently, the delineation of some 
particular group of fish as a small local form involves the 
study of morphometric characters primarily. This kind of work 
presents special difficulties (a large mass of material is 
required, there is need for extensive aulication of the 
statistics gf variability [variatsionnaia sistematika], we must 
take into consideration changes in morphometric char'acters with 
sex and age, and so on), but the results can yield interesting 
conclusions which are very important not only for theoretical 
ichthyology, but also for the fishing industry. If we were to 
succeed in showing that pink salmon have local forms [formy] or 
simply local stocks [stada] (and this apparently is so) then we 
would have taken a long step forward in studying the condition 
of the pink salmon stocks [zapasy]. It is understood, of 
course, that the study of racial composition in pink salmon 
cannot be limited to biometric characters alone; along with the 
study of morphological differences there must go a study of 
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biological.characteristics, and we must take into consideration
age, sex and maturity changes; without this,..the errors of
previous investigators can be repéated, as for example the
descri tion of a chinook-like pink salmon (Salmo tschawyts,chi-
formisT which Smitt made when he failed to take-into considera--
tion the changes in the fish accompanying maturity.

We have dwelt somewhat on qiaest-ions of methodology in the
study of pink salmon because many people are working on these
problems, and because the racial question in*.pink salmon stocks
is very much to the fore at present, when before our very eyes
such phenomena occur as the alternation of good and poor
catches, and when it is necessâry tô make.rapid decisions in
respect to measures for management and regulatio.n of a.fishery.
The same racial- quest:ions are of first rate importance also in
the study.of all other far-eastern salmons of the same genus;
chums, sockeye, cohoes, masu and even chinooks. Consequently
the work of the Pacific Institute in the study of races of pink
salmon has alre"ady yielded these'results: the:west Kamchatka
pink salmon are distinct, the Amur pink salmon are di.stinct,
and there is some reason to recognize the distinctness of the
Maritime Province stock of pinks.

The racial question also occupies a conspicuous role in
the work of Americans who study this problem by marking pink
salmon in order to define local stocks associated with
particular rivers (Pr.itchard,`Davidson and others).;

Length of life, rate of growth, and food of pink'salmon.
Amongthe problems of pink salmon biology,.the question of
their length of life and rate of growth must be considered
fundamental, for the length of lifé of the pink salmon is
regarded as a basic element-.,of:the^m-ethod-'of managing its
stocks.

The long-disputed'question of the length of life of-the
pink salmon is now solved, it would seem., correctly.and finally.
Study of the age of Pacific pink salmon was begun by Gilbert
(1912, 79) [page 60.] and Marukawa (1917), who concluded that the
life cycle of pinks was restricted to 1.5-2 years in all. Among
Soviet ichthyologists the following have come to the same
conclusion: M. M. Tikhy ( 1926.., l5) for,the west Kamchatka
gorbusha, I. F. Pravdin(1932, 16) for the Amur and west
Kamchatka go-rbusha, , N. V. Dubrovska^.â ( 1934, 64) for the
Maritime Province gorbusha, and R. S. Semko'(1937, 47) again for.'
the west Kamchatka gorbüshâ. On'the^basis-of a review of the
truly colossal amount of material on the question of age of
gorbusha, I accept as incontestable the conclusion that pink
salmon spend-a summer and*a.winter in the sea, and:return to
the river for spawning at-the middle of their second siammer,,
All the other material on.:âge of pink salmon, collected by the.
Pacific Fishery Institute:over 12 years ( 1925-1936) in differént
regions of the Soviet Far East, leads to exactly the same.
conclusion. We ma y now put behind us the gr.eat argument about
the age of the pin s.
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. In this connection, there is s_till an,other- piece. of
.evide,nce, more.acc-eptable to everyone,- which also indicates;a
2-year life çycle,among pink salmono .A lar_gerun ôf^ p.ink,
salmon to the.spawning grounds, good cônditions:,f,or-reproductiori,
f,avourable development of the eggs and d,.ownstream,m_igration of
the young, result.s in,a new dense run of pinks in the same.-
river in the second subsequent year. Fish;management work
carried out by.Io I. Kuznetsovsho.ws the same^thing.o

Some experiments done by the Americans are particul,arly
conclusive,. In .1913 and 1915 e.ggs of pink salmon (at the.e.yed
stage) were taken from the Pacific coast and,were tran.sported
to hatcheries in the Néw England states; in the following
spring pink fry were. hâ:tched from the transported egg.s,; and
were liberated along the coast andin the,rive.rso In the..summers
of J915 and 1917, that is in the second, year of l.ife, a gr,e,a.t
quantity,of mature pink.s returned to. spawn in those same rivers
where they had been released as:young .(Davidson, 1934, 78)e:.
These experiments confirm the.2-year life, cycle.o.f thé pink:
salmon and indicate a strongly developed;instinct of.retùrn to
the_-samè place, where they spent.the..first days of, their, l.ife.
(at the fry stage),, that is, to,the nativé.'rivero

However, we do not yet have the final materials,::which
would answer the question whether all individuals without
exception,.which.are hatched in a:particular;year and escape to
the sea, invariably rèturn. to the river in ;the ,sec.ond, .y.e.âr,;,,,
May it,not be possiblé.that for,one reason or.another.oçcà.siomal
individual pink.salmon remain longer in the sea,? -,Thi-s.;questiôn
remains becàuse of the fact. that_in any large quantity ôf.pi,nk
salmon scales there occur (although in quite negligible.,.numbers)
scales on which the exact agè,c.an.be determined w,ith:gr.eat;.
difficulty. Naturally this .is of int.erest,;not so mûch from, •.the. .
practical point of view as theoretically, because even if
occasional individuals were.to reach their^3rd;.or 4th years,
this..would not in.,ariy.way change the general conclu.sion,about,
the 2-year life.cyçle of the gorbusha," which is thus the most
rapidly maturing salmon of the genus. .

The scales, which are the best;means.for..d,etermining-age
in.pink salmon, show that the young pinks quickly,go.out into
ocean waters without -remaining in the ;river; in.-cases,, wYie.ré,
the river in which the pink.salmon hatched has an éstuary,.the
young remai,n in the region off the mouth of the river, and
their scales frequently have a special annulus-put down..in these
estuarine waters (.Pravdin, 1932, 16); in rivers whose inouths
open directly,to the sea,-the ouung gorbusha.do.not-[pà-9e 61]
have such an.estuarine-.annulus (Dubrovskai6,^19.34, 64; Semko,
1937, 40)0. Néve.rt.heless we may say that..in these c,ases:àlsô
the young pinks, after migration down the river, rèmain for.,
some time in.the sea close to the.,.river; Pritchard,,(1932, 80)
has also men.ti:oned this accessory.,annulusa. .
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The scal`es also show that the west Kamchatka, Amur and
Maritime Province-pink salmon, after going to sea,:.grow-quickly
in their first summer and do not.stop.growing even in the
winter--'a time when, it would seem, we might have expected'
their growth to be much retardéd, for two reasons: a).as the
result of the lower water température in the winter, and
b) as a result of the diversion of the energy.of the organism
to the elaboration of the sex products, that is, in preparation
for spawning. Obviously a main factor in the rapid gr.owth of
pink salmon, besides the general nature of their organic
constitution, is the food which they eat and rapidity with
which they digest it.

About the food of pink salmon we know very little; howéver
there is-no doubt that pinks eat a great quantity of live food,
among which are included the kind most similarto thems'élves,
that is, fish. In the stomach contents of young pink salmon
swimming out of thé river,. which are.quite small,in size (3-5 cm)
it is easy to find abundant food in the form of insect larvae.
According to American data (Chamberlain, 1907, 65) young pink
salmon remain some time in the c,oastal zone, in brackish marine
waters, and there eat insect larvae, crustaceans, and even young
fish, although at that time they are themselves only about 4 to
12 cm long.

The indicatiôn that young pink salmon infresh water feed
only occasiônally (65)--in itself of-highest,interest--
-nevertheless requires th a at this fact be confirmed by
âdditional. material. In the work of TINRO we have as yet no
observations on the food of young pink salmon during the first
days of their life. Some gorbüsha (age 8-9 months, 22 cm)
studied by Dubrovskaiâ (1934, 64) had 11stomâchs full of

-amphipods with a small admixture of tiny fish".

At the time of-their marine migration to the spawning
grounds pink salmon appârently also feed heavily (Golovanov,
1931, 85; Pravdin, 1932, 16; Milovidova-Dubrovskaiâ, 1937, 60);'.
therefore, rate of growth of the migrating pink salmon apparently
either does not decrease at all, or decreases only slightly, up
to the very moment of their entry into fresh water.: Pritchard
(1932, 80) had evidence-that pink'salmon feed little at
migration time; but these observations apparently were made on
migrators that wére,close to`spawningo

We may consider that the rate of growth.of the Maritime
Province gorbusha goes as. follows: in the first summer th'ey
reach 24 cm on the average, duririg winter the body-increases by
3 cm, and in their"last (spawning) year they increase 21 cm;
that is, up to the beginning-of spawning time they have reached
an averagé length of 48-cm-(Milovidova-Dubrovskaî'â., 1937,60).
At the close of the first summer the spend in thelsea,the Amur
pink salmon (at an age of 8-9 months^ have reached 23 cm; in
the first winter spent in the sea they grow 10 cm, and up to
June-July, that is, after a year.and a half of life, they have



reàcYièd 40-44 cm (Pràvdin,' 1932, 16). These two sets of figures
are rather close, and differ only in the amount of winter
growth; it is possible [page 62] that this is a difference in
the method of identifying thewinter ring; what is of interest
heré is that the pink salmon doés grow in..winter,.

Size of pink salmona Observations on the sizes of pink
salmon of the strong and weak runs show that:in years of large
stocks the`gorbusha of west Kamchatka and the Amur are' smaller
than'in years of small stocks. In the even-nûmberéd years (up
to 1934')_ the wèst Kamchatk'a pink salmon had a body length of
46 cm on the average, whilethôse of the'odd-nûmbered years
were 52 cm (Semko 1937, 47). In 1928 the average size of the,
pink salmon in the Amur estuary.(néar Cape Dzhaore) was 42 cm,-
and'their average weight was 1kg (Pravdin 1932,,16). In the
TINRO data there are many examples of this samé phenomenon,
which we are as yét unable to explain^

*If a décrease occurs in the stock of pink salmon in the
dominant even-numbered years;the size of the fish increases.
This is well analyse.d in the works of I. 0. Baranovsky,(1936,
30) and I. P. Kozyrev. They observéd the pink sàlmon"at Cape
Dzhaore 'in an even year (1936) and compared their,dat,a with
ours from the very same sector. A large difference appearéd:`
in 1936 the pinks_ had an average length of'48 cm and an average
weight of 1.5 kg; in 1928 the average length was 42 cm and the,
average weight 1 kg. These conclusions for 1928 and 1936 are
baséd on a large mass of-material, and they fully illustrate
the statement made above. In 1926 the catch of-pink salmon in
the Amur estuâry was especially heavy (more than 14 million-
pieces were caught); the spawning streams of the Dzhaore sector
produced a large quantity of pink salmon fry, and in 1928 there
was again a*heavy run of pink salmon to their native rivers.
The stock of pink salmon in 1936 was the progeny ofspawners
that laid their eggs in 1934, in which year comparatively few
adults reached the spawning streârns and the-Commercial catch
was lëss than in 1932; the pink salmon of the évèn year 1936
were of large size and the quantity Of them caught at-Dzhaore
was comparatively small; in 1932 the catch of pink salmon at
Dzhabre was more than 1 million pieces, whereas in 1936 it was
about 250,000 pieces. For the Maritime Province pink salmon
there is information contradicting the situation just
déscribedc there, when there are big catchés, which is in the.
odd-numbered years, the pink salmon are larger--the average
we'ight of Maritime Province pinks in even years is about
1.4 kg, and in odd years it is 1.7 kg. Hènce to solve the
prôblem of the_size changes of pink salmon in different years
two conclusiôns'suggest themselves: in the first-pla-ce, only
observations made over a period of years,i.n one and the same,
region,.can suppl-y the necessary results, and in' the second
place,'it is urgently necessary to make concùrrent`studies of
the spawning.grounds and of the marine part of the lif.e.of the
pink salmon.
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In 1-937 A. Pritchard (1937, 89) published some work in .
which it can be seen that the.size of the pink salmon was
different in different years.

Reproduction of pink salmon. Investigations of the'
spawning grounds, begun by I. I. Kuznetsov;in 1923'and
continued down to the present,.have permitted us to assemble an
important body of material on the biology of the pink salmon.
We now know how long the process of.spawning lasts in pink
salmon, we know how,the.pink.salmon lays its eggs in the redd,
we know the number of eggs..it lays (at.our.In,stitute.there is
an especially large body of material or . the .f ecùnditÿ of the
pink salmon), but we still do not know.everything about the
ecology of spawning.or the physiology of the development of the
eggs. The studies of Kuznetsov and other fish managers are '
very informative; they show that.the density of'seed.ing of the
spawning grounds in different years varies, and that with,a
normal-seeding (one female per 2 square metres of spawning
grounds) the-eggs.i.n the redds die [onl.y] in small numbers (for
the Amur [page 63] gorbusha it is 6-7%); when there,is.over-,
population of.the spawning grounds by spawners.so that, more
than 10-15 females spawn. pér square metre, the.mortality of
eggs in the nests rises to 50-70% and more. And here the
significant point is not the accuracy of these figures,. but the
evidence that natural reproduction has different degrees of
eff ectiveness under different conditions. It is in the '
interests of man, who uses the pink salmon, to give.it assist-
ance in increasing its progeny. We have the data from a survey
of the more important characteristics of the spawning grounds
of pink salmon for the west coâst of Kamchatka, the.Amur basin,
the region of Okhotsko-Aiânsk, as was described earlier.

The publication by TINRO of the book by E. M. Krokhin and
F, V. Krogius (1937, 55) on the salmon spawning.grounds of the
Bolshaiâ River basin adds considerably to our knowledge of this
question. According to the above authors' data, spawningof
pink salmon occurs primarily in rivers with a:current speed'
from 0.3 to..0.6 m[per second],,where there is relatively high
oxygen content, low CO concentration,, a'nd a pH not lower than
7.0. In these authors? opinion pink salmon do-not.ascend into
spring streams [kliüchi] for spawning !'because of their water,
chemistr (high concentration of free carbon dioxide and acid
reaction^, and also because of their insignificant current
speed".

The most important features of the spawning have been
described by many observers, and in general these descriptions
do not disagree. In the Maritime Province the;,pink salmôn are
running from the first days of June (ôr even earlier), and in
the northern parts of. the Maritime Province (for .example the-
Tumnin River) pinks may be encountered up to the middle of
August; the spawning of pink.salmon.in the Maritime Province
takes place in August and ends at the middl-e of Septémber. In
the Amur estuary the run of pink.sa.lmon is from the beginning,
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of June:. to the end of Jùly, and spawning is from the end of July
to the middle of September.. : The: run of pink salmon in; the . ,, .
Shantar Sea is in June, July and August; in the.Sea of Okhotsk
it is in June,and July; in Taui Bay'it is:in.;Tuly; in Gizhigin.
Bay, in July and.August; in Penzhin Bay,-,in July-and Augûst: :
Along the west. coast of Kamchatka pink salmon.run f.rorri the first
days of July to.t.hé middle of August or l.ater,.that.is.,
appreciably later than in thé Amur estuary; àlo.ng thé east
coast of Kamchatka pink.salmon are sc.arce, and their run lacks
.any time of.large concentration of fish. In the- region..of
.Karagin Island the run of,pink salmon is in,June, July and
August; in 0l1-ùtorka Bay it is from the end of June to.the
middle of August; and in Anadyr Bay it is in July;and Augu.st..^,.

To utilize,these times for:the study of migration of pink
salmon we neëd more extended information (over a period of
severalyears),, wh.ich-must be collectedsimultaneously in many
sectors. -

On. the. marine life of pink salmon.,- Little. h,as as yet- beén
done in respeçt.to the conditions' of life of pink salmon in the
sea. I mentioned.abo.ve the available materials; no important
conclusions can be drawn from them. An experiment.was.,made.in
fishing for salmon in the sea (in 1933 and 1934), bût it too
did not gi.ve much information. However such.important a.spects
of the biology of the:;pink 'salmon. as its.fbod during. the marine.
stage of_its life, and,its migra,tions,.urgently require the
initiation of serious investigations.

.N. V. Milovâ.dova-Dubrovskafâ.:(1934., 64),. taking advantàge
of.the.accidental capture in-the Maritime Province r.egion, in
thè,Svetlaiâ Bay.(November 1931), of several, specimens of.:young
pink salmon (in the fingerling.:stage)^ made a number of observa-
tions on them, -The size`of thes.e.-pink salmon, which were,.
furnished to our;Institute [page 641.in the winter.of 1,932,
varied.from.20 to 22.5 cm; and,avéraged 21.2 cm.;, their.vertebrae
numbered;69-70; gill_rakers onthe first arch 30-31; and
branchiostegal rays.11-12. The scales had from.l3:to.16
scler,ites, môst often_ 14. The beginning..of th,e.deposition,.of,
the,sclerités, in the-author9s opinion; coincided^with:..the,.
marine, life of.-these fish> In addition Milovidova:
remarks that,in.mature.Maritime Province pink_salmon, river
sclérites.are ab,sent !1with rare-exceptions". In 1932:the
Pacific Fishery Research Institute performed an intéresting.,.
experiment (unfortunately on a very small'scale) in marking
young pink salmon,.(400 specimens) "by attaching^to..the--right
gill-,côv.er.a;thin,oval silver tag about a cen-timetre 1ongll::;:
The size of,.the marked individuals (December 14,.-1932)-.was from
24^ to 29 cm; average.. 26;. 6. cm .( from 25 -. specimèns:) 9 and.their . .
weight*was from 110 to 200 g, average 153 g.(from:25,specimens),.
In,1932-ÿoung pink salmon*were observed (during the first half
of November) in Nelrna,:Bay.and also.,60 miles..southward - of ,-the
Island of -:Furugelm -(in :the southern- Maritime .Province. qpposite
Pos'eta.Bay) in the sardine fisherÿ,. in floating gill nets
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fishing at a depth..of 3-4 m below the surface of the water. In
the stomach of one of these pink salmon Amphipoda were foûnd,
along with a small admixture of remains,of a*small fish.

In another work (1937, 60) N. V. Milovidova-gives more
concrete data on the. biology of and.fishery for ,the Maritime
Province pink-salmono The figures for the Maritime Province
pink salmon catches given in.this work show thât more pink
salmon are-caught there in the odd-numbered years, but it
should be pointed'out that Milovidova's figurés diff"er a great
deal from those shown in=Table 3;.however.in our table too it
is indicated that i'n the Maritime Province the small catches of
pink salmon occur in the even-numbered•years. ^The runof pinks
in the Maritime Province begins toward the end of June'or even^
earlier and lasts to the end of July and later; the most
:intensive run is in the first half of Jûne. Among the Maritime
Province rivers, the one of most-importancefor pink salmon
catches is the Tumnin River, which flows into;the Bay of Dattâ
(Strait of Tartary). Spawning in the Tumnin River takes place
in August and ends about the middle of September. The average
sizes are from 46.cm (in evén years) to 49 cm (in odd'yea.rs);
the average weight.is from 1.4 kg in"evén years to-1.7*kg in
odd. With an increase of 1 cm in the length of the fish, the
weight,increases by 97 g.

Whither do the pink salmon from.our rivers travel, and
whénce do they return to our rivers? Wé'do not, yet,know
precisely. In 1928 a"pink salmon was caught in the Amur".
estuary bearing'a,Japanese -tag; according to Japânese infôrma-
-tion this pink was released off'the coast of-northeastern
Korea. If this"info-rmation is correct, then the pink salmon
taken in the estuary came back to its native home.from the
southern part of the Sea of Japan. We know that in Japan for"'
more than 10 years they have been busy with studies.on the
marine migrations of tYie salmons; inclûding pink salmôn., During
this timeonly a few marked pinks have been takén in Soviet
waters (in the Maritime,Province,in the Strait of Tartâry, and
off Kamchatka). At-one time A. N:-Derzhavin (1933, 74)-pût"
:forward the hypothesis that.-"the pink salmon of our Maritime
Province in . the. main perforrn^ th'eir spawning imigration from f âr
to the south, from Korean waters at least, and they,traverse a
much greater distance in'the sea than in-the ascent of their
spawning rivers". 'If this is really true, .then obviously no
one can^say that thé:question of the marine migrations of pink
salmon°has already been solvedo "

I mentioned above that we have data indicating-a"*
synchronization of-the dominant and weak catches-,of pink.salmon
in our Maritime.Province and in-Hokkaido. Does this not
indicate that the Maritime Provinc,e:[page 65] pink salmon may
be closer"tô the Hokkaido pinks than to the Amur'pinks? If,
however; an Amur pink salmon stock feeds.off Korea, thenit is
impossible to believe that,the.mass migration of this pink^
salmon along our Maritime Province in even-numbered yeârs would
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not be observed by our industry; actually the reverse is 
observed: in even-numbered years in the Maritime Province, as I 
have already said, pink salmon are scarcer than in odd-numbered 
years. And moreover it remains unclearwhether, as a rule, 
there are any pink salmon in Korea. 

In his list of fishes of Korea, T. Mon i (1928, 77), with 
reference to pink salmon, gives the locality Joshin (this port 
is situated on the continent south of the Tumen-Ula River, not 
on the Korean peninsula). In a later work (1935, 94) the same 
author says that pink salmon are encountered along the northern 
coast of Konkyodo (Konkyodo also is situated on the continent) 
and in the Tumen-Ula River. We will be close to the truth if 
we assume that in Pacific waters there are a number of 
subdivisions in the grouping of the pink salmon stocks. But it 
is necessary to undertake a study of, the migrations of pink 
salmon, and to undertake it immediately, inasmuch as the 
development of a marine salmon fishery is a most urgent 
objective. 

In America work in.marking salmon has been carried out for 
. many years .. Pritchard has published several articles on this 
matter (1932,  80)'; 'and in the work of Davidson (1934,78) 
experiments in marking young pink salmon: . are desCribed, _ 

Experiments.were performed.,in,the State of Washington in: 
1930 and in Alaska in 1931. In the first experiment 36,000 fry 
were marked, taken from the troughs'of:a fish hatchery where 
the fry .  had been hatched artificially.. The operation of . 
.marking consisted in.the removal_of th dorsal and adipose fins. 
In the other experiment 50,000 fry'were captured.as they were 
naturally migrating.downstream, and they were marked by the 
same method, with only.this:difference, that'here the marking 
was done» at.night rather than during the : day,.in order to give 
the fry a chance to continue their migration by night. It was 
found that the dorsal fin regenerates more often than the 
adipose. ..Davidson comes to the conclusion that the.pink 
salmon return_to the river in the second year of their life, 
and he does.  not agree with the view  ,of Pritchard (1932, 80, 
that pink:salmon on returning to fresh water can continue a 
long distance past their native river. In spite of individual 
exceptions I.do notipelieve there, is any:evidence that pink 
salmon marked in our waters have been caught by our fishermen 
anywhere else in-.quantities sufficient to draw any well, founded 
conclusions. In - comparison with other representatives of the 
genus Oncorhynchus, pink salmon occupya tremendous distribution 
range, whictÈfrom..south to ; north extends from korea, or at 
least from the southern limits of the Soviet Maritirhe Provincè, 
right to - the bleak ity.waters of. Bering Strait, and they:even 
pass through it and along the north Coast of Asia to  the Lena 
River;.while from east to:west they extend from  the  Amur River 
to California. :Only the.churrusalmon somewhat exce.eds the pink 
in this respect. We may readily imagine that the Pink salmon 
in the south are not exactly the same kind of fish as those in 
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the north, and that the pink salmon in the east and in.the we.st
are not identical (heré I have in mind local :stocks of pink:
salmon). Such a conclusion cannot,be.used as..a--refutation of
the observed fact of distant migrations which are known for.
some fish (the Atlantic salmon makes a journey of up to 3000 km
on its way to spawn); occasional individuals of.pin:k salmon may
.have a very long migration path but, on the whole, possibly
gorbusha stocks do not move as far away from:their native rivers,
as many of us suppose. In connexion with all this, it.is
impossible to 'exclude the influence [page 66].of-hydrological
factors on the distribution of.pink salmonTan-d also of other_
fishes)..

The size of the gorbusha stocks. 'Concerning the present
condition of pink salmon stocks, we may..say that these stocks
are large, and that formerly they were even larger. Up to 1915
pink salmon were caught only in.sucYi numbers âs the.fishermen
could captùre,,thât'is,,exploitatiori was restricted not by.the
size of the stocks but by the-limitations of.the fishery. In
the Nikolaevsk'region 7.5 million pink salmon were caught in
1912 and on Kamchatka 18.5 million--which is only l12. times more
than on the Amur, although the Kamchatka gorbusha stocks at
that time were, naturally, no:less than they âre today when, on
the coasts of Kamchatka and iri,its rivers, the pink salmon.
landed by the Soviet industry alone averages about'60 million
pieces a year; in individual even-numbered years more than a
hundred million Kamchatka;gorbusha,have been caught.

In the book by P. A. Pushkov (1912,-66) some interesting
data are given concerning the catches of pink salmon by
individual regions; these data differ a'great deal from th.e
quantities givén in our table"s.

Beginning in 1915, a very marked insufficiency.of pink
salmon in the Nikdaevsk region began to occur in the odd-;
numbered years, but in very recent years;.particularly in
1936, this insufficiency has begun.to-weaken in comparison
with the even-numbered years: catches in the.even.years in the
Nikolaevsk "region have fallen off:, and the iandings.of pink
salmon in the odd years are increasing (Baranovsky, 1936, 30).
0n Kamchatka, where the principal pink-salmon industries are.
along the west coast; the-decrease^in-the catches in the-odd-
numbered years began in 1923,,thàt is, considerably later,.,
than on the Amur. In the Maritime Province for.moré::than 10
years now it has been observed- that ca-tches:in,the odd-
numbered yèars surpass the éven'yeârs'. In the.Karagin region,
as in the Maritime Provin,cé, since 1931 the catches of.pink-
salmon have increased strongly in the odd-numbered:years...In
the rest of our regions there are no marked differences,in the
fluctuations in the cat`ch,of-pink salmon of the even-numbered
and odd-numbered years; although it^is true that:there is some
basis for'speaking of a prédominance of the even-numbéred
years'during the present-cycle of_'catches; only in:the.northern
regions of the Bering Sea, as in the Karagin region,.can we
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Tablè 8. [page 66] Catches of pink salmon
in 1912 (in thousands of.pieces).

Nikolaevsk region (Amur River
and estuary,.and Sakhalin) 7,661

Maritime Province 429

Okhotsk region 110

West Kamchatka 17,979

East Kamchatka 572

Total 26,751
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observe a superiority of the catches of the odd-numbered years
over the even-numbered years. On the Island of Hokkaido the
alternation of catches is similar to our Maritime. Province, and
in central Alaska it is like western Kâmchatka, while in the
State of Washington more pink salmon are taken in the odd-
numbered years. In the works of American i.nvestigators (for
example, Pritchard) there are numerical data indicating the
yearly fluctuations in catches of pink salmon by:separate
regions and rivers of British Columbia: in some regions the
fluctization is extremely pronounced, in others it is weak, and
in still others, the alternation of catches'does not fall in
the same years as in neighbouring regions. In general, however,
it may be said [page 67] that in northern British Columbia the
larger stock of pink salmon migrates in the even-numbered years,
while in the southern parts it is in the odd-numbered years.

Thus there is no evidence that poor pink salmon years.
occur concurrently throughout all regions of the fishery, and
equally there is no evidence of a strict, so-called zakonomernaiâ,
stability of the small landings.- As the fishing industry
develops the catches increase. From these figures we may
conclude that more fish are caught where the stocks are larger.
But possibly the reverse is also true: there are still some
places completely unutilized by the fishery, but which have rich
fish supplies.

Should we say that in the Nikolaevsk fishery region the
stocks of pink salmon have been completely fished out?
Obviously not, In the even-numbered years, the present-day
catches greatly exceed the pre-war even-year c.atches, although
these catches do exhibit a tendency to decrease. As for the
poor catches of the odd-nUmbered years, we now have data which
lead us to believe that the decrease in catches in the odd-
numbered years is being checked: it is obvious that it declined
not only because of the action of the fishery, but also from
other causes, whose actual nature we do not know as yet.

Let us take a look at these two groups of causes which
affect gorbusha stocks:. the first group may be called bio-
ecological causes, and the other group, causes which are the
result of man's activityo

The principal biological peculiarities of the pink salmon
consist of the facts that it lays its eggs only once in its
life, the young gorbusha migrate t,o sea very rapidly, they
attain sexual maturity as early as their second year of life
and all return for spawning simultaneously, in the same stage.
In a word, the pink salmon never finds itself in a dispersed
condition: all the young fish leave the river in the very first
days of their life, not leaving behind any reserve members of
that generation; and the pinks also come in to spawn without
leaving any reserve in the sea (with the possible exception of
occasional individuals, concerning which we made some conjec-
tures earlier). As the result of this, as it is easy to
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imagine, when there is any kind of catastrophe(for exampleeass 
mortality of the young.in  the river.or:in the-sea, or a . 
mortality of the mature:fish). one generation of pink salmon is 
left without reserves; .and:this lbss cannot be coMpensated by 

 the  fish of another_age for .these do not:eXist. ..Hence it is_ 
:clear that  the  size of the Tun, under such conditions,: must, 
vary abruptly. But in nature apparently.it does not happen 
that any individual year-class of pink salmon.has been-
dompletely exterminated, and therefore it is possible .(and this 
is - infact observed) to re-establish the:progeny:of.a reduced 
stock from the surviving individuals of the same-generation. 

From the catch statistics (and in.these matters:we must 
use.statistics mainly) it is impossible to.find an.example 
where in_a given year pink salmon absolutely did not return at 
all to their usual places. The fluctuation of the 'catches in 
the Nikolaevsk fishery region is very sharply developed; but in 
the odd-numbered years there is a certain catch of pink salmon 
even herè;:hundreds of thousands of pieces are caught,,and a 
considerable quantity Of pink salmon enter the river and spawn 
every.oddnumbered year. A small number of pink-salmon,:after 
reaching the spawning rivers- in a particular.year--when there. 
have been favourable spawning conditions and good growth of the 
fish in the sea-can increase to a Marked degree. Everycine - 
knows how rapidly stocks of domestic animals-increase [page 68] 
if these  animais  have broad opportunities for reproduction and 
feeding. This rule has the same importance in the.life of 
water  animais  too. 

Where then do the pink.salmon encounter conditions which . 
are importantly unfavourable for them:.in the sea or in the 
river? As yet we .must confine ourselves to hypotheses. 
Mortality:of the pink salmon in the sea is possible; but it is 
difficult to imagine that-this mortality--for example resulting 
from a mass epidemic--could simultaneously affect so wide  an 

 area as the whole of the Sea of Okhotsk and the neighbouring 
portions of the ocean itself;  in  that event we Should have to 
suppose that the stock of the area indicated must have some 	. 
sort of common-feeding: centre. ,It is also hard to.imagine that 
there are ever years when there is s complete absence of food, 
[polnan beskormitsa]. for pink salmon in the sea-7from ehat was 
said earlier: . it is apparent that.pinks.do  not exhibit any 
strict selectivity  in their.feeding since they feed on insects, 
crustaceans and fish. Butat the same time the possibility of 
an insufficiency .of food for pink salmon iS indicated by the:. 
observation that pinks of the big years are small in size, while 
those of off years are larger. 

This matter requires a more searching 'investigation than 
has yet.been made, -  either by us or by:others, although we do 
have some  information on the ecology of the spawning, We may 
now regard it as adequatelY demonstrated (I. I. Kuznetsov has , 
worked in this field more than anyone) that neither a sparse 
nor an:overabundant population on the spaWning grounds makes 
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for a large year-class of pinks. When there are few spawners
on the grounds it is impossible to expect.a really large stock.
of gorbusha to return there a year latér; whilewhen there is
overpopulâtion of the spawning grounds, :studies by man}i people
and in many places have shown that there is a tremendous..mortal-
ity of the eggs,-and under these conditions too it isimpossibie
to expect a large yéar-class.of pink salmon. In the event ôf
overpopulation of the spawning grounds, the:eggs laid by one
species of fish--in our case pink salmon--can perish in
colossal quantities as a result of the utilization of-these
same places for spawning by other fishes, after which the
exposed eggs of the pinks may to a large degree be eaten up by
other fishes (these facts too are known); in addition to all
this, eggs can perish from unfavourablé physical conditions on
the spawning grounds--decrease in the oxygen content in the
water, overflow of the water,:a changeover of the water from
alkaline to acid, and so on,

. The,numerous factors just mentioned, which affect the:fate
of developing eggs, do not, of course, include all such.-factors:
in addition, apparently a number of others are also involved.
These as yet unstudied factors appearto be of..a:mor.e general
nature, and can exert their influence.:simultaneously over the
spawning grounds of a broad region; for example, there are
hydrometeorological factors: greater or less atmospheric
precipitation, good or poor food supply in the gravel waters of
the spawning grounds, a severe freezeup in' the winter, and s.o on.

The effects of man's activity are more easily studied,
understood, and modified. Too great a catch of the fish'
migrating toward, or already in,,a spawning river, and removal •
of the fish on the spawning beds themselves--all-this'acts not
to increase and save the stocks, but to devâstate them. There
is conclusive evidence of this in the management of our
fisheries, and in American and Japanese exper.ience.

Davidson (1934, 78) in studying this.verjr same question of.
fluctuations in pink salmon landings [page 69] in Alaska, says.
that the fluctuations in the catches take, place not only as ',a
consequence of. changes in natural conditions in the places which
pink salmon inhabit (rivers and seas), but also, and to a much
greater degree, as a consequence of fluctuati:ons-in.the
intensity of the c.ommercial fishery, which occurs at the-time
of the migration of the fish from the oceane Incidentally, we
may recall that in 1924 a law was-introduced in Alaska,
according to which not less than 500 of- the mature salmon had
to be permitted to ascend to the spawning ground=so Anothér,
pink salmon investigator, Pritchard in British Columbia,
locates the causes^of fluctuations in catches exclusively in
natural conditions, because:the quantityof fishing.geâr in a
majority of cases remains the same, or, even decreases [in .a poor
year],

Man, who uses fish stocks, cani do:much to assist them by
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means of artificial propagation, by cooperation with the natural
reproduction of the fish, and by having a rational fishery--all
this is well known: but unfortunately in applying this knowledge
we have as yet made very little progresso It is not my purpose
here to.analyze this activity, but it must be said that when a
marked depletion of pink salmon occurred in the odd-numbered
years (on the Amur and in western Kamchatka), it appeared that
the fishery was the least to blame; its causes were different,
as is evident from what was said above. If anyone makes a
special study of the fluctuations in gorbusha stocks, he will
find many references indicating that these fluctuations also
occurred during times long past, when the commercial fishery-:,
for gorbusha did not exist.

Thus, in general, it can be said that pink salmon stocks
remain at a very high level. The annual average contemporary
catch of pinks (over a ten-year period), which is about one
million centners, should not be considered the upper limit.
There is no reason to regard the future with pessimism, or
imagine that some day we will find ourselves without pink
salmon, the more so as the ways in which these stocks can be
managed, to increase their size, have already been outlined in

a fairly clear mannero

Concluding our consideration of the pink salmon, it is of
some value to make an analogy between the fluctuations of its
stocks and the fluctuations of other fishes whose biology has
been more studied. It is well known that among fishes in which
there is a rapid attainment of sexual maturity, that is, of
capacity for reproduction, there frequently occur discontinuities
(the so-called biotic cycles [volny zhizni]) in the quantitative
condition of the stock. The lake smelt, which has the capacity
of reproducing at one year of age, not infrequently completely
"fails", as the fishermen put it--its catches drop sharply.
The main cause of the decline of the smelt is unfavourable

spawning'conditionso The vendace [Coregonus albula] begins to
mature in its third or even its second year; it.s stocks also
are subject to strong fluctuations. The same may be said of
herring and some other fishes. But in the final analysis it is
precisely these fishes whose stocks exist in abundance and are
the principal commercial species in many waters, greatly
exceeding in numbers the other fishes which live in the same
body of water. We may also observe that the three groups of
fish just named do not have a long life history (the smelt
lives, on the average, 2-3 years; the vend.ace up to 9 years;
and many herring live no more than 6-8 years).

Among fishes with a long life history and late attainment
of sexual maturity, for example among the sturgeons, these
abrupt natural fluctuations in abundance are not observed; the
unsuccessful spawning of one year can be compensated at a
subsequent spawning of the same adult fish [page 70] in the

following yearso These same observations also indicate that
among the late-maturing fish a colossal nûmber die both from
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natural causes and from the fishery, before they reach the time
of their first reproduction; while rapidly maturing fish, like
the pink salmon, under normal conditions apparently suffer
relatively little mortality up to the moment of.the spawning.
migration; in this we recognize one of the favourable aspects
of pink salmon biology, one which gives assurance thât pink
salmon stocks will be large and that, with intelligent utiliza-
tion, theycan be inexhaustible. The testimony of the catches
being made indicates this; for in the Far East'the following
quantities of pink salmon have been taken: 1935, 1233.2
thousand centners; 1936, 994.5;`1937, 1474.2; 1938, 1273.8;
1939, 1546.1--that is, the catch of pink salmon is increasing.

Distribution of the pink salmon stocks by individual
re ions. The quantitative distribution of the pink salmon
stocks in the various regions can be judged from Table 9,.taken
from the work of N. V. Milovidova-Dubrovskai'à (1937, 60). This
table shows that the main region of abundance of pink salmon
continues to be west Kamchatka, and next is Nikolaevsk and
Sakhalin together, then Karagin and Oliutorka, and after them
the Maritime Province; catches of pink salmon are unusually
sparse in east Kamchatka and the.Anadyr, and are weak in the.
Okhotsk region, although in the latter the pink salmon catch
has already more than once achieved significant proportions.

From this we may outline the hypothetical distribution of
the basic stocks of pink salmon; the Japan Sea stock is
distributed in the Maritime Province and along the coast of
Hokkaido; the Amur stocks are found in the Amur estuary and
along the coasts of Salçhalin; the west Kamchatka stocks are
found along the wholé,,*coast of Kamchatka; the Karagin stock is
in Karagin and Oliùtorka Bays. For further information
concerning the questions posed here about the distribution and
size of the pink salmon stocks, we must make a determined
effort to study the regions lying close to the Kuril Island
chain and the regions which lie close to the Aleutian chain,
which may possibly serve as natural limits for the principal
pink salmon stocks.

2. CHUM SALMON (Oncorhynchus keta Walbo) [page 71]

In size of catch chum salmon occupy second place among
the salmons of the Far East, and in years of reduced pink
salmon catches the chums occupy first place. The average
yearly catch of chums for the 9-year period 1925-34 was almost
800,000 centners (783,350 centners, I. I. Kuznetsov, 1937, 31)
or more than 30 million pieces (1928-1936 according to the new
data of Dalryba [Far-eastern Fisheries Administration]),

Chum salmon, like pinks, exhibit fluctuations in catches,
although the scale of this fluctuation is different among the
chums. For autumn keta, the fisheries statistics. support the
conclusion that catches for many years, approximately from



Table 9. [page 70] Number of pink salmon caught by regions and years (in thousands of
centners).

Region

Maritime Province

Nikolaevsk

Sakhalin

Okhotsk

Gizhiga

I c ha

West Kamchatka

East Kamchatka

Karagin

01i.ûtorka -Navagin

Anadyr

.1926 1927 1928 1929

7.5 57.2 13.8 93,6

116.5

0.4 5.3

9.2 0.4 19.7 1.0

2.3 0.2 4.1 0.1

206.7 70.8 239.5 21.8

964.6 247.0 773.2 57.4

0.05 - 0.2 0.8

11.0 5.7 63.6 49.7

9.5 3.8 9.3 30.1

193-0 1931 1932 1933 1934

56.4 89.6 27.39 39.99 16.5

73.2 0.3 ,: :: 75.49° 0.39 53.4

28.2 9.9 27.8 5.87 39.7

26.8 v3.5 48.6 14.4 76.1

2.7 0.16 6.29 0.55 23.0

209.9 20.95 213.8 37.17 218.1

703.4 283.5 987.79 201.17 791.5

5.2 7.2 3.97 3.0 14.7

64.95 154.0 29.36 175.5 40.8

71.5 66.8 3.2

0.25 0.68 0.2
132.0 14.5

Total 1382.75 385.0 1240.3 - 1245.5 637.0 1429.7 610.04 1283.3
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1911, have declined gradually (with ups and downs), although in
individual years considerably increased catches are also
observed; 1931 was a particularly rich year for the catch of
autumn keta (more than 10 million pieces).

The catches of summer keta have varied more. In pre-war::,
times more summer keta were caught than autumn keta in the
Nikolaevsk region, but a rapid decline in the catch began in
1914, and in 1916 the summer keta landings in the Nikolaevsk
region was only a twentieth of,the catch of autumn keta. The
depletion of summer keta continued even farther, and as a
result, in 1925 a complete fishing closure on summer keta was
instituted for 5 years. During the present period it is
evident that the stocks of summer keta on the Amur are
increasing, as may be seen from the figures in Table 10
(Kuznetsov, 1937, 35).

The recently published book by I. I. Kuznetsov (1937, 31)--
"The chum salmon and its production"--contains very valuable
information concerning the life, the fishery and culture of keta
salmono To a large extent this information was obtained by the
author during the period of his scientific.work'ât the Pacific
Fisheries Research Institute; but Kuznetsov also utilized other
materials available at this Institute, thus the book presents
conclusions based on scientific data and at the same time
provides a review of the work done on chum salmon at the Pacific
Research Institute. Thus our objective here has been made easy
by Kuznetsov's work., and I will dwell primarily on the questions
which are of greatest importance to the study of keta stocks,
using both the information presented by Kuznetsov and other
materials at our Institute.

Racial studies of chum salmon. For a long time it has
been customary to separate two commercial groupsof chum salmon:
the summer keta and the autumn keta. These were discussed long
ago by Krasheninnikov, Steller andothers,.and".also by all the
authors who have written about chum salmon in more recent times
(Brazhnikov, Soldatov, Kuznetsov, Navozov-Lavrov, Berg and
others)o In 1932 L. S. Berg (7) [page 72] separated the summer
keta as a discrete group, making it the basic"type form of this
species. This separation must be considered correct, although
very little has yet been done to study summer k.eta. Morpho-
logical studies have yet to begin--it is known only that the
summer keta is smaller than the autumn keta; but among biologi-
cal differences the following have already been found: summer
keta enter rivers earlier and spawn earlier than autumn keta,
the fecundity of summer keta is less, and the summer keta do
not ascend very far up the Amur River. Summer keta arrive on
the Amur River spawning grounds in July and Augûst," whereas
autumn keta arrive in September and October; the average size
of summer keta on the Amur is 59 cm; and their average weight
is 2.7 kg; autumn keta have an average body length of 77 cm,
and an average weight of 4.6 kg. The fecundity of the s.ummer
keta, on the average, is 2400 eggs, and of the autumn keta it



Table 10. [page 711 Catches of summer keta [in the Nikolaevsk
region].

1926 - 696,380 pieces 1931 - 1,673,216.pieces
1927 - 416,000 fI 1932 - 617 , 578 if
1928 - 88,262 it 1933 - 99,162 11
1929.- 60,479 , " 1934 - 4,576,095 11
1930 - 1,875,650 If

Table 11. [page 72] Rate of growth and yearly length.incre-
ments of Amur chumsalmon (from N.P. Navozov-Lavrov, 1927, 10),

Age 1 2 3 4 5 6

Summer keta

Length of the body, in cm

Males 27.9 43.5 56.1 62.9 70.6 78.0
Females 28.0 42.7 54.6 59.9 67.6 -
Both 27.95 43.10 55.35 61.40 69.10 78.0

Yearly increase, in cm

Males 27.9 15.6 12.6 6.8 4.7
Females 28.0 14.7 .11.9 5.3 3.5
Both 27.95 15.15 12.25 6.05 4.10

Autumn keta

Length of the body, in cm

Males 31.40 50.73 66.03 78.23 84.80 92.33
Females 30.63 48.83 62.80 72.30 77.65 80.20
Both 31.01 49.78 64.21 75.26 81.22 86.26

Average yearly increase, in cm

Males 31.40 19.33 15.27 13.30 8.73 6.37
Females 30.63 18.20 13.63 9.50 8.20 6.30
Both 31.01 18.77 14.46 11.40 8.47 6.33

I
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is 3500. This shows that among keta there are two biological 
groups or races, which possess hereditary characteristics that 
are maintained even under different external conditions. It 
has been observed that during the last 10 years the fecundity 
of keta of the odd-numbered years has been somewhat less than 
in the even-numbered years. 

The summer keta iere subjected to their most thorough 
investigation by N. P. Navozov-Lavrov (1927, 10) from materials 
collected in 1923. This author was the first to establish the 
difference between summer and autumn keta in respect to rate of 
growth (the summer fish in general grow more slowly than the 
autumn fish) and was the first to determine that summer and 
autumn keta in the Amur River migrate at the same age (3-6 
summers [3-6 let = age 2+-5+--W0E.R0] and mainly in the 4th year 
of life). 

[page 73] From Table 11 it is evident that summer keta 
grow more slowly thàn autumn keta (compare the rates of growth 
of summer and autumn keta of both sexes given by Navozov-Lavrov, 
as shown above). More recent studies have shown that the 
principal age-group of autumn keta in the Amur consists of 
individuals 4+ years old [in contrast to the 3+ in 1923--W.E.R.]. 

Information has been collected by the Pacific Research 
Institute concerning the keta of different sectors over a 
period of 13 years, but in no case have there been year-round 
observations. A summary of the data on keta up to 1934 has 
been made by Institute worker E. A. Lovetskara (1935, 67), and 
has been supplemented by I. 0. Baranov and I. P. Kozyrev (1936, 
28), and by I. F. Pravdin (1937). Materials have been 
collected principally in the Amur estuary and the Amur River. 
Particularly abundant material by Lovetskaia supports the con- 
clusions of Navozov-Lavrov concerning the age and growth of chum 
salmon, and gives new reasons (supplementing the conclusions of 
L. S. Berg) for the separation of summer and autumn keta as two 
races: the autumn keta is later in becoming mature as compared 
with the summer keta, and the amplitude of fluctuations in 
length and weight of the body in the summer keta is less 
extreme. In passing, Lovetskaia comes to the conclusion that 
the Okhotsk keta occupy an intermediate position between the 
Amur summer keta and the Amur autumn keta. However on the 
basis of rather scanty data on the keta of the Okhotsk and 
Ayansk regions in articles by V. E. Rozov (1931, 86; 1931, 87; 
1930, 88), V. Pavlov (1933, 38), F. F. Golovanov (1931, 85) and 
P. A. Moiseev (1933, 68) we may conclude that in these regions 
there are two forms of keta, the summer and the autumn. With 
the light fishery of the Okhotsk and Ayansk region, summer keta 
have been able to maintain their stocks better than on the Amur, 
where the Amur summer keta are greatly depressed; therefore the 
difference of the Okhotsk keta [from the Amur] observed by 
Lovetskaia may possibly not be real, since she was using 
material without separating it into summer and autumn types. 
Lovetskaia had at her disposal material from the following 
regions: 
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Summer keta Autumn keta-

Khuzi River B-8idukov Island (Langr)
Naleo River Cape Ozerpakh
Baidukov Island (Langr) Cape Puir
Beshenai-^ River Nizhnjai.â Gavan (on the
Ulcha River AmurRiver)

In determining the age of chum salmon, Lovetskaîa observed
that there was a fingerling annulus on the scale, which
apparently is formed after the time of the residence of the
young fish in the brackish water of the Amur estuary.
Lovetskaia's conclusion must be considered as correct. From
data on sex ratios Lovetskaiâ showed that females somewhat
exceed males in abundance among summer and autumn keta both..
Similar conclusions, as is well known, were reached earlier by
other investigators: V. K. Soldatov (1912, 8), I, I. Kuznetsov
(1928, 9), V. E. Rozov (1926, 69)a Lovetskaiâ9s statements
[page 74] concerning a d"ecrease in size of the summer and
autumn races are interesting. For autumn keta she relates this
phenomenon to the intensive removal of keta of large sizes<
Furthermore Lôvetskaiâ indicates quite correctly that the Amur
summer keta is very close to the west Kamchatka keta in size:
we must remember that, for exàmple, it is principally the
summer form of keta that run in the Bolshaia River (in Kamchatka):
apparently the same summer form occurs in the Anadyr region and
in other placesa

In addition to the summer and autumn forms of chum salmon,
in Kamchatka there is still another form known by the name of
monakoo F. V. Krogius, V. S. Bool and A. S. Baranenkova
(1934, 44) of the Kamchatka branch of TINRO have described the
important characteristics of the monako: it spawns early, has a
larger number of pyloric caeca, and the body form is somewhat
different; the length of monako along the eastern coast of
Kamchatka is 40-60 cm, most frequently about 50 cm, and along
the west coast it is 50 cm; that is, it is smaller than the
[other] chum salmon.

For the various regions of the Far East the author quotes
different values for the average weight of chum salmono

The differences enumerated above indicate that keta are
to be divided into several forms; in addition, within these
forms there are still smaller local groupings of keta, which as
yet largely remain unstudiedo In Lovetskazâ's .(1935, 67)
article it is stated that D. A. Kanevets had observed "two
forms of keta while inspecting the catch of keta in the [Amur]
estuary (at the Puir fishery) during the 1929 fishing season:
a northern or Okhotsk form, dark in colour and found in small
quantities (up to 10°0), and a northeastern or Sakhalin form,
light in colour and silvery".

For racial studies of keta there is no question that it is
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necessary to make biometrical descriptions of the two basic
forms, the summer keta and the autumn keta, using the
characters which were mentioned in connection with thestudy of
races of pink salmon.

Age, rate of growth and food. The age composition o.f kèta
has been most thoroughly studied for the Amur fish. We can
regard it as established that both summer and the autumn keta
enter the river preponderantly in their 4th year of life.
"Individuals which have lived two full years and are in their
third year (trek hl e t k i), and also individuals which have
f ive complete years and are in their sixth (s h e s t i l e t k i) .,.
enter the river to spawn u.sually in very insignificant
numbers" (Navozov-Lavrov, 1927, 10), E. A. Lovetskaiâ,who
examined more than 4000 specimens of scales of Amur keta, comes
to the same conclusion, saying: "the age composition of the,
Amur keta is characterized by a small number of age groups.
Summer and autumn,keta attain sexual maturity and enter the
Amur for spawning in their third, fourth; fifth and six-th years
of life, counting from the time o.f hatching of the fry from the
eggs." (Lovetskaia, 1935, 67). One spécimen of keta
Lovetskaiâ regarded as being in its 7th year; on the basis:of,a
study of the scales of this individual the author-suggests.:the
possibility of return of some of the fish to sea after spawning
(this requires careful verification, since all investigators.=.:
consider that chum salmon, like the other representatives of
this genus, do not live in the sea after spawning and do.not
return for a second spawning, rather, they all die in the
spawning rivers and kliuches).

[]2age 75] The data of Table 12 show that in some years--
in this case the odd-numbered years--a great quantity of young
summer keta (in their 3rd year of life) come back to spawn..

A. S. Babaskin (1926, 12) who engaged in studies on Amur
keta, shows that the summer keta are mainly 3+-year-olds, but
for the autumn keta (samples of 1925) he presents data which
differ markedly from the conclusions of all other people who
have considered this question. According to Babaskin, among
the 1925 autumn keta of the Amur River, specimens in their 4th
year of life amounted to 26.5/, in the 5th 35.8/, and in the
6th 37.7/. However, from Lovetskaiâ's materials we must
conclude that in odd-numbered years fish of the older age-groups
are very few; there is also a great difference between the
results of Lovetskaiâ and Babaskin in their determination of
the average size of the keta of each age group: the sizes
indicated by Babaskin greatly exceed the sizes given by
Lovetskaiâ. Females of summer and autumn keta reach sexual
maturity somewhat earlier than the males, therefore they make a
greater contribution to the younger age-groups, but.the males
(of the autumn and especially of the summer keta) usually exceed
in size females of the same age. I. I. Kuznetsov (1937, 31)
thinks that the normal numerical relationship of the age-groizps
of Amur keta can be represented by the figures shown, in Table 13,
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Table 12. [page 75] Distribution of age groups, in.percentage
(after Lovetskai^67.

Summer keta Autumn keta

Age 2+ 3+ 4+ 5+ 2+ 3+ 4+ 5+

1927 3.6 79.2 15.8 1.4 3.2 79.2 15.3 2.3

1928 - 88.1 11.5 0.7 1.5 67.1 29.5 1.9

1929 60.2 26.6 13.2 - 12.2 73.7 14.1 -

1930 0.6 98.1 1.3 - 1.7 38.7 56.2 3.4

1933 - - - - 1.7 84.6 12..4 1.0

Table 13. [page 75]

Summer keta Autumn keta

Third-year fish (2+) 1.6% 5.25%

Fourth-year fish (3+) 90.7% , 76.03%

Fifth-year fish (4+) 7.25Vo 17.69/

Sixth-year fish (5+) 0.5% 0.97%

Seventh-year fish (6+) - 0.06/
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If such data [as--are - given in Table 1-3]-are obtained year
after year from the same place ( for example from somewhere on an
important fishing river), f rom the average results it will be
possible to determine even the size of the run of fish expected
in the river in question [each year]o For this, systemâtic
investigations of chum salmon ages must be organized at:-the.::
necessary level of effort, ..

The age composition of commercial groups of chum salmon in
individual regions will differ from the age composition of chums
of other regions, and in addition age composition will differ
from year to year in the same lace, In the article by Krogius,
Bool and Baranenkova ( 1934., 44^ [paqe 76] there is an indication
that in the 0zernaiâ and Bolshafâ Rivers ( on Kamchatka) in 1929
chum salmon 4+ years old ( in their 5th year) predominate`d, while
in 1930 fish 3+ years old predominated; and in the Penzhina River
chums 3+ years old predominated both in 1930 and 1931. Yokayama
and Kawakami ( 1932, 70) show that in coastal waters of the
northern part of the Kuril Islands 4th-year [chetyrekhletnie]
fish predominated in 1932 ( 77/), while 3rd-year fish amounted to
only 008°0, 6th-year were 104/ and 5th-year 20o8/e In the Yukon
River ( Alaska) chum salmon migrate at 2, 3, 4 and 5 years [idet
keta na 2, 3, 4 i 5 let] ( according to data of Gilbert, 1922, 71);
age 3+ fish ( in their 4th year)l comprise 3e3%, age 4+ fish 6801°0,
and age 5+ 2806%, that is, the age composition of the Yukon keta
is close,

In the Puir fishery in 1935, material was collected for age,
determination of the autumn keta (No N. Guseva and
Vo K. CherniàvskaZâ); the age determinations, reported by
Zborovskaiâ and Pravdin ( 1937), showed that in this year the
predominant age-group in the fishery were fish in their 5th
year of lif e o

In size of body, as we have already seen, the summer keta
differ from autumn keta, and in addition it has been observed
that there is a difference between the sizes of chums from differ-
ent regions; the largest autumn keta are the Amur ones (average
weight 4,6 kg); after them come the keta from Datta ( 405 kg), the
Sakhalin keta (309 kg), the Okhotsk keta ( 302 kg), the Kamchatka
River keta (302 kg), the Anadyr keta ( 301 kg), the Bolshaia keta
(300 kg), the Icha keta (3e0 kg), keta from Taüisk Gulf (2a9 kg)
and the Amur summer keta (207 kg),

[page 77] The differences mentionéd, although they are
not accurately determined, nevertheless show that in some
places chums are large and in other places small, •A comparison
of size of keta with the distance from their spawning grounds
to the mouth of the river leads only,to the conclusion that
there is some relationship ( the autumn keta, which are larger,
n to the more distaTit Amur spawning grounds, while the summer

ta, which are smaller, go to spawnin g grounds that lie close
to the sea), but it is scarcely possible to see in this any

A

'[This expression [3-letki ( po 4 godu)] shows that Pravdin has
misinterpreted Gilbert's a es, which were 2, 3, 4 and 5 j^ears in
the American nomenclature ^-l+, 2+, 3+ and 4+) In addition, age 2
tl+) chums were not actual y repo ted by Gilbért from the Yukon,but
only from Nanaimo quoting Fraser^, where they were very scarceo-.-W,EoRo]
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Table 14. [page 76] Age-groups among, autumn keta in
1935 [in the Puir fishery].

Males Females

Age No.

Both sexes

No.

2+ 1 0.15 19 2.44 20 1.40

3+ 139 21.44 308 39.54 447 31.30

4+ 288 44.37 347 44.54 635 44.46

5+ 170 26.19 90 11.55 260 18.20

6+ 40 6.16 14 1.80 54 3.80

7+ 6 0.92 - - 6 0.42

8+ 5 0.77 - - 5 0.35

9+ - - 1 0.13 1 0,07

Table 15. [page 76] Age composition of Amur autumn
keta (Dzhaore, N. Pronge and Ozerpakh, in 1935--from
V. K. Cherniâvskaiâ).

Males Females Both sexes

Age No. No. 0
/

3+ 54 23.5 112 33.6 166 29.5

4+ 158 68.7 215 64.6 373 66.3

5+ 18 7.8 6 1.8 24 4.2

a/

0
/

No.

No.

/

0/
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direct connection between the size of the fish and the length
of its migration. Autumn keta migrate up the comparatively
short rivers of Sakhalin and Hokkaido, and they are not-small
fish.

The existence of distinct races of fish among both autumn
and summer keta is the result of many causes, not the least
important being food. In spite of the scanty material on the
food of keta that is available at the Institute, it is never-
theless possible to make the suggestion that at the time of
their spawning migration keta feed as long as they remain in
the sea. Keta taken in the sea near Baidukov Island on
August 27, 1927, contained the remains of food, consisting of
crustaceans. Rozov and Golovanov (1931, 75) have observed
capelin and crab larvae in keta taken at the mouth of the
KukhtulRiver in July and August. In an article by A. Danilova
it is mentioned that chums taken in the Icha marine fisheries
contained in their ali.mentary tracts "capelin, shrimps and
mysids". From published work it is known that keta eat young
cod, and also other fishes, being a true predator while;in
the sea.

V. K. Soldatov (1912, 8) who observed fingerling keta
while they were migrating downstream in the lower Amur River
and after they had gone out into the wide expanse of the Amur
estuary, observed that the fingerlings ate a particularly
large number of mayfly nymphs, and also larvae of mosquitoes
and other insects.

I. I. Kuznetsov (1928, 9) cites his own and P. A. Popov
and V. I. Orav's observations on young keta. In the Bystraïâ
River (on Kamchatka) young keta had already lost their yolk
sacs at the beginning of April. Young summer Amur keta at the
Bolshoi Chkhil fish hatchery hatched from the eggs about
40-49 days after fertilization. At the end of March the young
fish had an average body length of 36 mm. Among h.is observa-
tions on young autumn keta the following statement'is interest-
ing, that "the time of downstream migration of the young fish
after leaving the nest depends, we must suppose, on the food
supply in the body of water, the speed of.its current and
other conditions" (Kuznetsov, 9, page 89). It is too bad that
there have been no investigations on the biology of the
earliest period of the life of young chum salmon.

Migration and reproduction. Chum salmon return from
their marine feeding grounds to rivers for reproduction.- In
the keta migration it is customary to differentiate 3 runs,
called the first, second and third. Materials available,in our
Institute are not sufficient to clarify this phenomenon
completely, but there is no question that the chum salmon
spawning migration can be grouped into stocks characterized by
different age compositions; hence we also observeA-iff.er"ences
in average fish size in the so-called first, second and third
"runs".
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The information concerning chum salmon that was reviewed
in the first part of this article is interesting in that it
provides a general picture of the times of migration of. chum
salmon in dif f erent rivers,"of the times of spawning'; in - --..
addition, we may observe that in some regions two forms of keta
(summer and autumn) are re resented, whereas in others ther.e is
only one. We may [page 78p] regard it as established by numerous
observations that in the Amur the sùmmer keta migration starts
in the first half of July, their heaviest run being from July 7
to August 11, and the end about August 10-30; autumn keta
migrate from the beginning of September, the main run is
September 28 to October 20, and the end is December 10-15
(Kuznetsov, 1937, 31)o In the Okhota River both summer and,
autumn keta unquestionably occur, according to observations of
V. E. Rozov and P. A. Moiseev. In the Tauisk Gulf the principal
run of keta was observed (in 1930) between July 20 and August 16;
so that we must apparently include these chums among the summer
keta. In the Penzhin Gulf keta were migrating (in 1930)
between July 4-6 and August 19; I' postulate that these fish too
belong among the summer keta. In the Icha River in 1929 chum
salmon entered during July.. In the Vorova River a hea.vy run of
keta was observed on July 2 in 1930; in the Kikhchik the main
run was from July 19 to August 5; for the Bolshaià River it was
July 22-24; for the Kamchatka River the main run was July 12 to
October 1(T believe that in the Bolshaià and Kamchatka there
are both summer and autumn keta). In Korf Bay chums migrate
from the end of June to the end of July (apparently they are
summer chums)a The maximum arrival of keta in the Oliûtorka
River was from July 15 to August 15 in 1930. In the Anadyr
there are undoubtedly summer keta (Kaganovsky, 1928, 81).

For their reproduction chum salmon select kliuches, brooks
and side channels where there is ground water and where the
speed of the current is from Ool to 0.3 m/sec (Krokhin and
Krogius, 1937, 55). Such suitable places for keta spawning
occur in abundance throughout the Amur watershed (the Ussuri
and its tributaries, the Bidzhan, Bira, Tunguzka, Aniüi, Belaià,
Yagodnaiâ, Chernaiâ, Khungari, Elbin, Khilka, Tundur, Gorin,
Simasi, Tuchanikha, Ulchi, Khivanda, Beshenaia, Pulsa, Bystraiâ,
Limuri and many others). Similar rivers are not scarce in
other parts of the continent and of Kamchatka. Nevertheless in
some rivers chums go upstream a long way--it is known that
chums have been fished in the very headwaters of the Amur.

Few details are available concerning the time of spawning
of chums, but it is known that the summer chums in the Amur
spawn mainly in August and the autumn chums.mainly in October;
these same times are apparently characteristic for the
similarly-named forms of keta in other regionsa

Judging by the reports brought by Kuznetsov to the Pacific
Institute for Fisheries and Oceanography,,we know that the
fishery management organizations (Dalrybvod and the Control
Stations) have extensive materials from which it would be
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possible to put together a detailed account of the times of 
spawning of chum salmon in different rivers. In the future this 
obviously will have to be done, for such an account will provide 
much-needed information: from it it will be possible to get a 
better picture of the regional distribution of summer and 
autumn keta, something which is very important for the fishery. 

Marine life of chum salmon.  It is known that young chum 
salmon leave the river during their first summer after hatching 
from the egg. A. S. Baranenkova (1934, 42) has given some 
information on young keta obtained from small rivers of east 
and west Kamchatka, although a fuller and more circumstantial 
description of young keta (from the Amur) can be found in 
Soldatov's book (1912, 8). Baranenkova, who examined more than 
2000 specimens of young keta from Kamchatka, comes to the 
conclusion that in Kamchatka Rivers also the young keta do not 
remain over into the following year, but rather migrate to 
marine waters during May and June; but these young fish may be 
encountered in the rivers later also. Baranenkova did not find 
a river annulus on the scales of chum salmon, although there 
were individuals with 1-3 river [page 79] sclerites. Navozov-
Lavrov (1927, 10) counted 9 circuli on young Amur keta; the 
size of these young was 5.2 cm (fork length), 

The size of the downstream-migrating young along the 
Paratunka River was from 29 to 48 mm, average 37.5 mm. 

The marine life of chums has been little studied; a small 
amount of information can be found in the foreign literature, 
where data are given concerning the food of chums and concerning 
their migrations, about which we will say more later. The work 
of the Institute has been limited to only a few experiments on 
catching salmon in the sea, during which chums were caught, 
among others. A fishery for salmon using floating gill nets, 
conducted during 1933 off the west and east coasts of Kamchatka, 
produced only 7 specimens of keta (July 17-19), as far as I can 
tell from the account available (1934, 56). Experimental 
salmon fisheries conducted (also in 1933) near Sakhalin did not 
give any very significant results eithér; but keta were caught 
in small numbers. In the account of this fishing (1934, 57) it 
is stated that the chumsremained close to shore. In 1934 
(1935, 58) the expedition on the "Lebed" obtained some interest-
ing hydrological data, but its ichthyological results were not 
very great. In 1935 the marine fishery off the west coast did 
not provide any chum salmon material. 

Catches and the causes of their fluctuations.  Let us 
consider in more detail the question of the pronounced decline 
in catches of Amur summer keta. Starting in 1909, the catch 
of summer keta considerably exceeded the catch of autumn keta, 
and in occasional years this excess was very great. From 1916 
the catch of summer keta fell off so much that it was possible 
to speak of the complete collapse of the Amur summer keta 
stocks. The decline in the fishery for summer keta continued 
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Table 16. [page 79]

4-year

periods

1903-1906

1907-1910

1911-1914

1915-1918

1919-1922

1923-1926

1927-1930

1931-1934

Average yearly catch, in pieces

Summer Autumn Total

7,547,187

11,330,924

10,263,880

1,686,864

481 , 250

614,033

745,341

1,741,750

6,277,409

6,792,139

5,846,684

2,602,292

2,568,875

4,058,718

5,026,600

7,910,981

13,824,596

18,123,063

16,110,564

4,289,156

3,050,125

4,672,751

6,771,941

9,652,349
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even farther. Therefore measures were introduced to regulate
the exploitation of summer keta, these being directed toward
the restoration of the Amur summer keta stock; These measures
gradually had a favourable effect in re-establishingthe summer
keta stocks, as may be seen in the article bÿ'Kuznetsov (1936,
72) which is on file in the Inst.2tute. Let us look at this
article.

Kuznetsov presents commercial statistics of the average
take of summer keta from 1903 through 1934, which characterize
the condition of the fishery (Table 16).

Table 16 shows that the largest catches of summer and
autumn keta were during the period from 1903 through 1914 (when
they reached 18 million pieces), and the smallest catches were
in the period from 1919 through 1922 (3 million piéces). The
increase in average catch from 1927 through 1934 to 9.6,million
pieces was, in [page 80] Kuznetsov9s opinion, a result of the
following measures: aT the establishment, beginning-in 1924,
of a norml for salmon exploitation; b) abolition of salmon
fishing on the spawning grounds; c) establishment of a cl,osure
on fishing for summer keta in the even years from 1925 through
1929; d) organization of special protection of the spawning
grounds in some of the most im ortant spawning tributaries of
the Amur and Ussuri Rivers; ey the establishment, starting in
1925, of inspection points for the enumeration of salmon
migrating to the spawning grounds and protection of 'their
spawning; and f) artificial propagation of chum salmon.

Kuznetsov shows that the period of re-establishment of
summer keta must be considerably more prolonged than for
autumn keta, since in the period of the maximum decline of the
fishery the stocks of summer keta became depleted 6 times more
than the stocks of autumn keta. In order to speed up the rate
of re-establishment of commercial stocks of summer keta Dalryba
in 1934 established closed times for fishing, in order to permit
a large number of spawners to reach the spawning grounds.

In 1934 the summer keta fishery was closed July 27, as a
result of a check of the catches in the Ozerpakh fishery,
where the catch had sunk from 100,000 pieces per day to 3000
pieces. In all other fisheries together the catch on the last
two days before the closure averaged 123,469 pieces. The catch
of fish by some fisheries shows that the run of summer keta
continued without any interruption right through to the
beginning of the autumn keta run.

On the basis of estimates of the number of adults that
spawned in the neighbourhood of the Control Points in 1931, the

'[Apparently this is not a catch limit, but rather an
attempt to limit the fishery to a certain fraction of the run.
I am not clear how this was accomplished.--W.E.R.]
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run of summer keta in 1935 was expected to be considerably
weaker than in 1934, which was fully confirmed by the event.
Beginning on July 6, 1935, a 24-hour closure of fishing
on gènerâ l ho 1 id ays was established, and at the end of the
main run (July 27) surnmer keta fishing was completely closed.

Kuznetsov observed that the Control Points were of
special importance in the rational utilization of salmon
stocks. In order to make.the results of their work available,
he provides data on the catch and on the number of summer and
autumn keta spawners which passed up to the spawning grounds
[at the Control Points] from 1925 through 1935 (Table 17).

The work done at the Control Points includes the
collection of biological material on natural reproduction of
salmon, and the counting and.protection of the spawning fish in
brooks and kliuches. The work of the Control Points is
organized to solve the following questions:

Is it possible, when there are Control Points on the
spawning grounds, to regulate the fishery so that there is an
escapement of a definite number of spawners to the spawning
grounds, without sacrificing the maximum catch, and in corres-
pondence with the actual size of the usable stock of each of
the various salmons?

Is it possible, from the yearly statistical data of the
catch, and from the percentage utilization of spawning grounds
by spawners, to predict the size of future catches of salmon?

A comparison of the catch figures shown in Table 17 and
those for percentage utilization of the spawning grounds, and
the age composition of the spawners, shows: "that for autumn
keta it is very difficult to discover any direct relationship
between ages of the fish and their catches and the percentage
utilization of the spawning grounds" (I. I. Kuznetsov).
Out of 4 spawning runs of autumn keta (1925 through 1928), the
strongest one in the catch and in intensity of spawning was the
1926 spawning stock. From this, and with a [page 82] 4-year
life cycle of chum salmon, we should have expected in 1930 an
even larger run of autumn chums. However in 1930 there was
only a small increase in catch and very poor utilization of the
spawning grounds in the Iman and Khor Rivers. The greatest
catch of keta was in 1931. Kuznetsov makes the suggestion that:

1) the record high catch of autumn keta in 1931 either reflects
the arrival of a large number of fish in their fifth year of
age, or else favourable conditions for the development of eggs
and fry in 1927-1928; 2) the weak seeding of the spawning
grounds of the Khor and Iman Rivers might be an accidental
result of the excessive keta fishery along the Ussuri.River and
in the mouths of its principal tributaries which took place in
that year, whereas in the system of rivers below the city of
Khabarovsk the fish might have reached their spawning grounds
in considerable numbers.



Table 17e [page 81] Catches and percentage utilization of

Years

Number

of Catch

Control on the Amur

Points in pieces

Autumn keta

Average number

of females

which spawned Percentage

per Point utilization

1925

1926

1927

1928

1929

1930

1931

1932

1933

1934

1935

1936

1937

7 3,096,438 2,217 43.7

7 7,996,914 5,086 100.0

7 5,450,350 2,400 47.1

6 4,781,304 1,149 22.6

8 4,580,435 1,080 21,2

10 8,533,230 875 17.2

9 11,729,342 2,369 46.5

9 7,340,648 4,171 82.0

6 6,069,529 905 17,7

6 6,996,239 3,690 72.5

11 6,756,765 6,614 130.0

10 7,369,626 13,120 258.0

11 6,907,458 20,992 412.3

1The table includes catches from the Rybnovsk region
(west coast of Sakhalin), the number of spawners utilized and
counted at Lake Tëploe, on the Bidzhan River, and at other
points which are not included in Kuznetsov's table because of
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the spawning grounds by salmon on the Âmurl.

Summer keta

o C: C
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Z U ¢ a

43,010

7 696;380 1,568 .5.5

7 392,216 762 2,7

7 108,663 335 1.1

7. 71,887 185' 0;6

10 2,370,250 28,569 100.0

8 2,004,878 2,651 9.3

7 612,942 10,353 36.2

7- 99,739 2,510 8.8

T .5,017,931 21,900 77.0

11 2,445,231 13,915 .48.1,

12 538;013 9,743 34:1

12 277;136 5,826 20.4

14;112;808

43,000

17,398,256

70

Gorbusha

525.: 0,é 3

.12,407. 100.0

435 3.5

72,061 580.8

3,436 27.7

9;564,255 154,860 1248.1

48,317 3,216 26.7

10,028,017. 194,567 1568.2

62,395 8,208 25:8

8,376;570* 23,489 189':3

186,938",- 15;723 -126.7

4,699,563 .139836. 111.5

529,744' .26,572 214.1

the small number of their spawning keta. In addition., for the
period 1925 to 1927 corrections have been made in the number_
of. _ spawriers and in the average number of _f_emal es p,er. Cont:rol
Point, because males had erroneously been èntered [a.s females].
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There is considerably more indication of a relationship
between age of the fish, size of the catch and seeding of the
spawning grounds in the summer keta fishery. Kuznetsov shows
that as a result of the protective measures.introduced by
Dalryba there has been a steady growth in yearly catches and
percentage ûtilization of the spawning.grounds.ofthésé-:_sümmer
fish. Of the 4 spawning groups 1926 to 1929, the.largest for
summer keta was that-of 1926, which returned to the Amur for
spawning in 1930 and produced a.record high utilizâtion-of tYie
spawning grounds. The 1930 year-class returned to the Amur in
1934, and it had increased,to more'than 7 times its size in
1926 in terms of catch, and to 14.5 times in terms of intensity
of spawning. .

Table 17 indicates that on the basis of the count of fish
at the Control Points the spawning potential of the 19,34 adults
was 23.1; less than those of 1930. In actuality, however, we,
must consider that in 1934 more summer keta went to thé'-
spawning grounds than in 1930, as is shown by an almost two-fold
increase in the range of distribution of summer keta in the
Amur, for in 1934 they were even cau.ght along.the.Tunguzka River
in the regioh of Khabarovsk, and up the Ussûri River as far as
the village of Argunskii. , ,

As a result of the regulation of the.jishery in 1931, the
size of the spawning population of summer keta in 1935 was
5 times greater than in 1931. Kuznetsov believed that in 1937
it would be necessary to take measures for the restoration of
the 1933 year-class, which was the;.weâkest of the 4,li.nes
during the period 1929 to 1933.

To examine the possibility of regulating the fishery on
the basis of the work done at the Control.Po,ints,;Kuznetsov
gives general statistics of the catches of summer keta by
5-day periods for 1934 and 1935 and compares, them with the data
on the escapement of fish to the spawning grounds. His table
shows that in 1934 the time of mass capture of: summer.keta by
the fishery in no way corresponds to thé times of massive entry
into the spawning rivers. Up to the closure-of thé-,f-ishery
only about 13% of the total adults had reached the spawning
grounds, and the greater part of these.(30.2/) migrated after.
the cessation of capture of fish by the fisheries. [This
doesn.'t seem to make.sense, but it.is the best I can do.
Possibly "fishery" refers to the estuarine industry, while
'!_fisheries" refers to nets set along the course of.the river
itself.--W.E.R.]

In 1935_ the maximum nùm}?er of summer keta going up to
spawn.coiricided with the most -intensive migration and capture'
by the fisheries. After closûre of fishing tYie^'â.rrival of k.éta
continued more or less at the sâme levél.up to August 20.
Kuznetsov suggests that the coincidence of time of fishing for
summer keta in 1935 with their maximum entry into the spawning
rivers occurred as a result of the 24-hour closures of

r
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commercial fishing for keta on holidays (July 6, 12, 18 and 24).
At the close of his article Kuznetsov comes to the'follôwing
conclusiôns:

[page 83] 1. As a result of the protective mea,surés tâke'n
by Dalrybvod to restore the Amur salmon stocks, there has been
a marked increase in landings of summer and autumn ketâ.

2. The catch of autumn keta has equalled or even exceèded
the record high of the period 1907 to 1910.

3. The maximum catch of summer keta from the Amur was in
1934 whén.*it reached 5,017,931 pieces, and at the same time
gave very good seeding Of the spawning grounds. The 1934
generation must be the ;sourçe of a natural restoration of the
remaining less-numerous year-classes of -suinmér keta.

4. The heavy seeding of spawning grounds of summer keta in
1934 occurred partly as a result of the unpreparedness of the
fishery organizations.for fishing, but for the most part it is
a result of the closure of commercial fishing starting July 27,
at a time whèn the fisheries were still landing an average of
123,469 pieces per day.

5. The establishment in 1935 of 24-hour fishing closures
for summer keta on holidays [po vykhodnym dniâm], and the
,complete closure of fishing from July 27, has hàd a favourable
effect on the escapement.of fish to rivers for egg-laying,

6. In order to re-establish the summer keta of the 1932
and 1933 liries it is necessary to introduce similar fishing
regulations.

7. Observations in 1935 have shown that when there are
24-hour closures of the commercial fishery it is easier to
bring the fishery regulations into rapport with the intensitÿ
of the escapement to the spawning groundso

8. Concurrently with thes.e protective measures it is
necessary to go ahead with artificial propagation of summer
keta on the Ul River. .

The information adduced clearly indicates that the
measures taken to re-establish stocks of summer kèta (and
autumri keta 'as well) have really given favourablé results.
Along with this it is necessary to make even further efforts in
the production of kéta^stockso When reviewing the data on pink
salmon stocks we came to the conclusion that fluctuations of
gorbusha stocks depend to â large degree on natural conditions,
but for chùm salmon we must reach the opposite conclusion:
the summer keta stocks weré depressed by`excessive utilization
in the pre-revolutionary years. Along with the measures taken
to re-'establish.summer ^èta stocks, it is necessarÿ to
introduce also careful ôbservations on the condition of the
autumn keta stocks: .
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Distribution of chum salmon stocks. Thus the summer keta,
according to data in our.Institute, is distributed continuously
along the whole coast of the Sea of Okhotsk and along the.
western shore of the northern part of the Pacific Océan; but
autumn keta are concentrated in the southern part of the Sea of
Okhotsk. On the basis of these data, and also.information,on
the number of keta in individual séctor"s, itseems li.kely.that
the basic stock of autumn keta belongs mostly to the regiôn of
the Kuril chain--and particularly to its southern half. As for
the summer keta, it seems superfluous to try to indicate the
possibilities. It is possible that the summer keta.move
through the Amur estuary and then around the western and
eastern coasts of the same sea [the Sea of Okhotsk]", but never
go very far south. This is suggested by the catches (from
Kuznetsov, 1937, 31): for..the 9 years 1925-1933, the average
catches of keta along the coast of the Sea"of Okhotsk amount to
141,600 centners (18% of the total catch of keta in all régions),
while along the.west. Kamchatka.coast it was 124',,300 centners
(16.2% of the total catch), and in the N"ikolaevsk region it was
230,000 centners (30.5% of the,total catch).. .

Comparativel large catches in the Karagin region (82,200
centners [page 84^ or 10.7%) can be associated„with a separate
stock of summer keta which inhabits the nbrthern part of the
Pacific Ocean.

The question of the distribution of chum salmôn"has*
occupied,the attention of"invéstigators for a long time.
V. K. Brazhnikov (1906, 6) wrote that the keta"arrive in the
Amur from the north; the same thing is accepted by
V. K. Soldatov (1912., 8), but he adds the suggestion that keta
also come from the southern parts of the Sea of'Okhotsk.
Recently in Japan chum salmon have been tagged, and some kind
of report on it has been ublished (Sato, 1938, 73),.
A. N. Derzhavin (1933, 74), on the.,bâsis of Japan'ese tags
obtained from chum salmon, wrote that.the chums of the eastérn
and northern coasts of the Sea of .Okhotsk "fan out far to the
south from their native rivers", and further: "we must suppose
that the Amur keta also have feeding grounds in the Pacific
Ocean near the eastern coast of Japan)and on their spawning
migration they go through the southern Kurilgaps into the.Séâ
of. Okhotsk and then round the coasts of Sakhalin from the east
and north". But in the same article Derzhavin mentions that
in the summer of 1930 some sexuallyimmature,specimens of
autumn keta ("we must regard them,as bei.ng in their:second.or.
third summer of life") were captured in-the Penzhin Gulf"near.
the. mouth of the Penzhin River, and,,on the basis `,of this f"act
suggests that "part of theketa can remain in northernwaters
or, it may be, in the course of their mariné lif,e they perform
a cyclic migration, moving far to the nqrth,in sumrriér and
returning southward when the sea,cools..downll, . .

In the work by Kawakami-and Yokayama (1932, 70.) it is
stated, relative to chum salmon migrations,.that keta frorrm the



coastal waters of the Island of Hokkaido travel to the rivers
of the Maritime Province and the Amur for spawning; they also
indicate that salmon entering rivers tributary to the Sea of
Okhotsk (on Sakhalin, Hokkaido, in the Okhotsk region, the
western coast of Kamchatka, and the Kuril Islands) all migrate
from the Pacific Ocean,

A new work by Sato (1938, 73) which has just recently
appeared gives more results of all the chum tagging experiments
conducted by the Hokkaido Station of the Bureau of Fisheries
of the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, and by commercial
organizations. At different times more than 5000 fish have
been tagged, of which recaptures amounted to more than 400 fish;
but a majority of the fish were tagged close to the coast of
Kamchatka.(1-3 miles from shore), and only a few were tagged
far out at sea. It was found that the migration paths of chum
salmon have many branches and cover a tremendous area. The
stock of chums which approaches Cape Kronotsk in June and July
moves southward along the eastern coast of Kamchatka and goes
around to the western shore, where it travels from south to
north, reaching the central and northern parts of that coast.
I:eta which were off the southeastern coast of Hokkaido in May
and June moved along the Kuril chain and, in part, went to
Sakhalin. In September and October autumn keta from the
southern Kuril Islands and Hokkaido move partly into the Sea of
Okhotsk, partly thr.ough. Laperouse Strait into the Sea of Japan,
and partly along the coast of Hokkaido to the southwest.
However, the marine migrations of chum salmon are far from
being completely clarified.

For the quantitative distribution of keta stocks in the
separate regions of the Soviet Far East up to now we have had
to use the catch statistics presented in Kuznetsov's book
(1937, 31).

[page 86] Table 19, prepared by D. A. Kanevets*from
Dalryba data, although it has the same weaknesses as Table 18
(taken from Kuznetsov), nevertheless reflects in its general
features both the size of the keta catches since the last war
and the contribution of the Amur keta to the landings of this
valuable fish. •

Tables 18 and 19 show that in the period 1925-1939 the
various regions were as follows, in order of their importance
in the keta landings: 1) Nikolaevsk, 2) Okhotsk, 3^ West
Kamchatka, 4) Karagin, 5) Icha, 6) East Kamchatka,. '
7) Olîutorka-Navarin, 8) Anadyr, 9) Gizhiga, 10) Sakhalin,
11) Maritime Province. If however we group the keta catches
into larger commercial regions we obtain the following
picture:

1) Nikolaevsk (together with Sakhalin) 31%

2) West Kamchatka (including Ich.a) 25%
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Table 18. [page  85] Yearly keta catches in thousands ,of 

Landings 

Region 1925 	1926 	1927 	1928 

1. Maritime 
Province 

2. Nikolaevsk and 
west coast 
of Sakhalin 

3. Sakhalin 
(east coast) 

4. Okhotsk 

5. Gizhiga 

6. Icha 

7. West Kamchatka 

8. East Kamchatka 

9. Karagin 

10. Oliutorka-
Navarin 

11. Anadyr  

	

0.5 	1.0 

	

220.7 	148.9 

	

3.5 	4.4 

30.8 	34.7 

MIR 

Number of pieces 	11,990.0 	14,683.9 	15,364.8 	25,160.9 
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, centners (from I. I. Kuznetsov, 1937).

Landings 9-year average

1000's of
1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 centners a/

0.6 1.4 3.0 3.8 17.4 3.2 0.4

135.3 305.2 434.2 262.7 215.2 230.0 30.5

2.5 5.2 8.4 4.5 6.2 4.1 0.5

158.3 212.6 108.2 180.5 170.0 141.6 18.5

20.3 24.3 22.3 33.2 41.6 19.5 2.5

186.6 111.0 62.8 68.4 27.9 70.8 9.2

273.0 156.0 137.0 178.8 57.2 124.3 16.2

27.2 40.0 75.5 35.4 28.2 37.4 4.9

89.9 142.6 142.6 88.9 108.7 82.2 10.7

36.4 32.0 40.8 37.9 38.5 29.2 3.8

22.6 23.2 18.3 21.3 2.8

930.1 1,053.2 1,058.0 812.4 710.9 753.3

28,267.0 36,648.8 32,521.7 27,051.3 22,064.9 23,750.3
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3) East Kamchatka (including Karagin,
Navarin and Anadyr) 22.2/

4) Okhotsko-Ayansk (including Gizhiga) 21%

5) Maritime Province -0.4°0

If the distribution of summer and autumn keta stocks shown
above corresponds more or less to reality, we may say that the
existing Soviet fishery for keta is based primarily on a fishery
for summer keta, not autumn keta; the stocks of summer keta in
the regions of our fisheries.are more numerous than the stocks
of autumn keta. And in spite of the fact that the stocks of
Amur summer keta remain small,, they now have a tendency to
increase. Therefore the efforts made to maintain the stock of
autumn keta must occupy a véry special place, since in all our
fishery regions other than Nikolaevsk the autumn keta do not
exceed the summer keta in abundance.

3. SOCKEYE (Oncorhynchus nerka Walb.)

In the total salmon fishery of the Far East the sockeye
occupies third place, producing an average of 254,000 centners
a year (1925-1934), or 13% of the total salmon catch.

Study of the sockeye, like that of the coho and chinook
salmon, has been conducted by the Kamchatka Branch of the
Institute, inasmuch as these fi, h occupy an important commercial
position in Kamchatka wat,erk.he information given below is
taken from reports which are available in our Institute and
also from recent published data,

Racial composition of sockeye. The main mass of sockeye
are an anadromous group, but there are also lake sockeye.which
never go out to seao Discovery of these lake forms is
described in the works of F. V. Krogius (1937, 41) for Lake
Kuril, by V. E. Rozov (1937, 20) for lakes in the Okhotsk
region and by R. S. Semko (1935, 54) for Lake Nachin. Further,
it is well known in Kamchatka that two forms of sockeye enter
the rivers--a spring and a summer form. The described races of
sockeye are: azabach (L. S. Berg, 1932, 7), arabach (Cuvier and
Valenciennes, 1848) and ovech (D. N. Taliev, 1932, 22). But
scarcely any investigations concerning the racial composition
of sockeye have been published as yet.

The description of the sockeye given by L. S. Berg (1932,
7) refers to spring and summer socke e. The description of the
azabach (Berg, 1932; Kuznetsov, 1928^ is based on the differ-
ence in size of the azabach from the size of the ordinary
sockeye and on the fact that the azabach lays its eggs later
than an ordinary sockeye; thus the azabach is a form analogous
to the autumn keta. About azabach sockeye it is known only
that they differ from typical sockeye in smaller size,



Table 19. [ a e 86] Yearly landings of keta in thousands of centners (from
D. A. Kanevets .-[l centner = 100 kg]

Regions 1934 1935 1936 1937 . 1938 1939

Total for the Far East
Maritime Province
Amur River and its estuary

1065.5 827.8 1289.7 838.2 965.0 866.5
2.3 1.5 2.8 0.8 1.4 1.5

280.3 186.4 218.2 195.7 270.1 267.1

Island of Sakhalin 90.4 67.9 58.4 71.9 67.3 74.9
Okhotsk and Tagil regions 186.5 135.5 157.0 174.6 233.2 116.2
Gizhiga region 49.5 39.7 51.0 54.9 38.4 25.8

Icha 74.4 54.5 135.5 77.3 100.8 16.1
Kikhchik 96.6 55.2 272.2 82.4 49:-3 22.6
Bolsheretsk 46.2 28.8 115.1 23.3 23.3 24.0

East Kamchatka 34.2 101.3 65.7 31.2 35.5 81.2
Karagin 135.0 89.8 97.6 25.8 54.4 67.1
01iûtorka 70.1. 67.2 77.1 89.3 79.2 46.4

Anadyr
Kichiga
Krutogorovo

69.1
- 39.1 11.0 12.1 29.5

- - - - - 25.0
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smaller eggs, and a redder colour of the flesh during the
spawning period,

A complete biometric investigation of the sockeye and its
races should be made. This work was begun by R. S. Semko (1935,
54) for the sockeye of Lake Nachikin, which empties into the
Bolshaiâ River basin on the west coast of Kamchatkao The
spring sockeye in the Bolshaià River ascend during the last
days of May, while the summer sockeye commonly run during the
middle part of July. Spawning of the spring.sockeye takes
place throughôut all July and the first days of August, while
the summer sockeye arrive on the spawning grounds about 15-20
days after the end of spawning of the spring sockeye. The
average fecundity of the spring sockeye is 2380 eggs, and of
the summer sockeye it is 3600. The spring sockeye are smaller
in size (average for males 59 cm, for females 54 cm) than the
summer sockeye (males 61 cm, females 55 cm). R. S. Semko
analyzed the morphological characteristics of the two forms and
gave a description of them. The spring sockeye have a deeper
body; their fins are low and short. F. V. Krogius (1937, 55)
supposes that in the 0zernaiâ River basin there are two races
of sockeye: one spawning in the kliuches and the smaller ,
in si ze, and thë other spawning in the lake. Investigations
of the races of sockeye in the Paratunka River watershed were
made by Krogius (1936, 92).

Age and rate of growth. In the first part of our review
the work of M. P. Somo-%.i ( 1930, 53) was mentioned, who comes to
the conclusion that the sockeye in the^Kamchatka River return-
from the sea usually in their 5th year of life, but,the fact is
that [sometimes] the predominant age-group.there consists of
those in -their 6th year, as occurred in 1929. Younger fish
also take part in the migration, beginning with individuals in
their 4th year. This age variation in the sockeye is closely
related to the degree of utilization of the spawning grounds
[in successive years]. For example, it was known (Kuznetsov,
1928, 9) that in 1924 the run of sockeye to the Kamchatka River
was less than average--the whole catch amounted to 3,800,000
pieces. Few fish read-ed the spawning grounds, and in all the
spawning regions seeding was poor. As a result of these
unfavourable conditions, in 1929 not many fish in their 5th
year of life could come back to the Kamchatka River, and the
catch consisted principally of the next older age group, that
is, fish which were 5 full years of age (in.their [page 88]
6th year) and which were produced by the good seeding of 1923,
when all spawning grounds were filled with spawne.rs. Thus
variations in the age of the commercial stock has an influence
on the size of the catch of sockeye.

Semko (1935, 54) studied the age and rate of growth of
sockeye in the Bolshaiâ River watershed using materials
collected in 1932 and 1934, and obtained the.figures shown in
Table 20 for growth of spring and suinmer sock.eYe in Lake
Nachikin.



Table 20. [page 88]

Spring sockeye, cm Summer sockeye, cm

Age Males Females Males Females

1+ 10.6 10.5 9.2 9.2

2+ 31.0 30.1 28.9 28.0

3+ 47.2 44.2 44.8 42.8

4+ 59.8 55.4 57.8 53.9

5+ 62.2 58.4 62.6 58.2
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The Table gives an indication of the high rate of growth 
of spring and summer sockeye in the first year of life in the 
sea (the 3rd year of life after hatching from the eggs) but in 
general there is no pronounced difference between rates of 
growth of the two forms. 

In addition to variation in the  age composition of 
commercial sockeye of the sort just mentioned, there may. 
possibly also be differences between localities. In the work 
of Krogius, Bool and Baranenkova (1934, 44)-there are some 
interesting data. -  Ln the Anadyr material.there were equal 
numbers of fish of age 4+ and 5t (in 1928), in the Ozernaià 
River age 5+ fish predominated (in 1932), in the Paratunka 
River the majority were. age 3+ (in. 1932). After reviewing 
sockeye growth rates, the above authors correctly indicate that: 
"rate of growth in the sea depends  on the  age at which the 
young fish go down to sea". Fingerlings which migrate down-
stream in their first summer, at a length of 6-8 cm, reach 
20-25 cm after one year in the sea; while the fingerlings which 
remain in fresh water for a year grow to only 8-12 cm there. 
Fingerling sockeye which remain in fresh water  for two years 
have grown to 7-10 cm at the end of the first.year and at the 
end of the second year they are 12-15 cm. But at the time they 
become sexually mature, fish which continued to live in .fresh 
waters for different lengths of time have become more or less 
equal in size. This phenomenon deserves careful study. 

F. V. Krogius (1937, 55),, after studying the age composi-
tion of sockeye in the Bolshaï-a. River watershed (froril samples 
of 1932, 1930 and 1929), says that the age of the sockeye 
caught varies from. 3+to 5+ (and even to 6+) years. "In 1932 the 
fish that predominated weretW years old and had spent two years 
in fresh water, while in 1930 and 1929 it was fish 4+ years old 
with one river year." 

Interesting material concerning the age composition of 
sockeye of Lakes Dalnee and Blizhnee of the Paratunka River 
system is given in a work by Gorogodsky and Orlova (1935, 46). 
In 1932, 1933 and 1934 sockeye entered both of these lakes 
primarily at the age of 3 years (in their 4th year) and having 
one river year; the first age-gnmp predominated (i.e., 3+ with one 
river year). "In Lake Dalnee the age-groups 4+ (with two river 
years) and 5+ (with one river year) run [page  89] in rather 
small numbers, While in Lake Blizhnee they are encountered only 
as occasional individuals; the age-group 2+ (with one river 
year), which is found in Lake Blizhnee, is absent from Lake 
Dalnee." This age grouping of the sockeye is not fixed: 
according to Gorogodsky and Orlova's observations, in 1932 
sockeye ran into Lake Dalnee primarily at age 3+ (with one river 
year), in 1933 fish of age 4+ (with one river year) were more 
numerous, while in 1934 age-group 3+ again predominated. 

The rate of growth of sockeye of Lakes Dalnee and Blizhnee 
is apparently different for different age groups. A more rapid 
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rate was observed among the sockeye.of age 3+ (one river year),
and a smaller rate of growth among those of age 4+ (two river
years). !'Sockeye which were of age 3+ (with one river year)
and 4+ (one river year) achieved their greatest absolute growth
in the second year of their life", that is, after the first
year of their sojourn in the.sea, Sockeye which had lived two
years in the river system when Young made their most rapid
growth in their third year,, also after the first year of sea
life; apparently this rule is applicable also to all other
groups of sockeye. The same author_s indicate that rate of
growth for sockeye of the same age does not remain constant
over a period of years, but shifts each year in one direction
or-the other. In general, the rate of growth of sockeye from
Lake Dalnee was greater than the rate of gr.owth of.sockeye from
Lake Blizhnee, and as a_result sockeye from the former lake are
heavier than those of the latter. o

Spawning of sockeye. T. I. Kuznetsov and other fish
managers have collected information on the spawning grounds and
spawning of sockeye, Kuznetsov (1928, 9) has given an
excellent and detailed description of their spawning (the
arrival of spawners on -the spawning grounds, the .aot of spawning,
covering of the eggs by gravel, dea-th of the spawners, and so
on). A description was also made of the spawning grounds of
sockeye in the Bolshaï.â River watershed. A survey of the
spawning grounds of sockeye in that-same Bolsheretsk region was
conducted by E^ M. Krokhin and F. V. Krogius (1937, 55). The
lake spawning grounds of summer sockeye in Lake Nachikin
(according to Baranenkovals information) amount to 87,000 square
metres.- In 1932 about 50,000 female sockeye laid their eggs
on these spawning grounds. Sockeye lay their eggs in kliuches,
in rivers and in lakes; for the Bolshaia River spawning.grounds
(they amounted to 362,700 m2 in 1933 and 1934) the speed of.the
current was determined as about 0.1 m/séc. Some investigators
have s.tudied,the spawning grounds of sockeye in the Lake Kuril
watershed (1937, 41) where typical spawning areas are found.
From the data obtained from the lake spawning grounds it appears
that the average mortality in the lake is lower than in the
kliuches (35% in lake spawning grounds, 39-40% in kliuches).
The principal cause of egg mortality is digging-over of nests
by later-spawning females. The fry hatch from the eggs in May.

The conclusions concerning hydrochemical conditions on the
spawning grounds are of great interest. Oxygen on the spawning
grounds is less abundant than in places where spawning_does not
-occur; the smallest 02 content was observed on spawning
grounds in the kliuches. On the spawning grounds-pH was also
low (not more than 7.8, and in the kliuches pH was 6.7), but
the CO2 content on the spawning grounds is higher than in the
kliuches> Towards spring the amount of oxygen increased on the
spawning grounds: "this is to be explained by the luxuriant
development of green filamentous vegetation on the spawning
grounds in spring" (Krokhin and Krogius, 1937, 55). [page 90]
But the'pH decreased and the acidity rose, which the authors
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associated with the decomposition of sockeye that died on the
spawning grounds.

In an article by F. F. Golovanov (1931, 85) there are some
interesting observations made by Gromov on the sockeye spawning
grounds in the Kukhtui River watershed (at Lake Olen) on
March 30, 1930. A mass of dead sockeye eggs was observed near
shore at the surface of the gravel, and covered by a water
layer 1-3 cm thick; at the same place there were live sôck'eye
fry with yolk sacs under the stones. Live eggs were also
found. The percentage of dead eggs and fry in the area
examined was 40,5/.. The migration of sockeye (Golovanov, 1931,
85) in the Okhota and Kukhtui Rivers begins at the end of June,
and the principal run is in the middle of July; toward the end
of August the run ends. They enter lakes for spawning (Nek,
Olen, Aglykyt and others). The average fork length of the
sockeye is 60.9 cm, and the average weight is 2.3 kg.
Fecundity is 2142-5184, the average being about 3000 eggs (from
100 specimens).

Young sockey It was mentioned earlier that young sockeye,
unlike young pinks and chums, remain in fresh waters for a
rather long time--from 1 to 3 years, most often 1 year. The
downstream migration of the young occurs at the time the spring
flood is subsiding, at a temperature of about 120 C-, and lasts
up to September. Foerster (1937, 90) indicates a lower tempera-
ture for downstream migration of the young.

Young sockeye 3<5-3.8 cm long do not have scales, but at
a size of 10.2-14.8 cm (one year of age) they have scales with
15-25 sclerites, most often 19. After going down to sea the
young sockeye apparently at first remain near shore, but later
go away from it. The further life of sockeye in the sea is
almost unknown.

The Kamchatka Division of our Institute in 1933 and 1934
marked some young sockeye. In 1934,'20,000 young sockeye
leaving Lake Dalnee were marked by removing part of the right
pelvic fin and all of the adipose fin (Gorogodsky and Orlova,
1936, 46).

An article by Rokudzi Sato (1937, 76) gives information
concerning the sockeye tagging experiments performed by
Japanese scientists. For example, in July and August of 1936
more than a thousand fish were.tagged near Kamchatka, but more
than half of this number were tagged in coastal waters 2-3
miles from shore; inshore marking however does not have any
particular interest for us, since the recapture of those
marked cannot give any information concerning the purely
marine and distant migrations that are of special interest for
us in this connexion.

The conclusions from the sockeye tagging experiments were
these. Sockeye caught in the open sea off Cape Kronotsk mainly

I
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Table 21. [page 91] Catches
of sockeye (in thousands of
centners).

1925 155.8

1926 220.7

1927 234 . 3

1928 385.8

1929 326 é 5

1930 328.6

1931 255.4

1932 234.1

1933 151.9

1934 245.0

1935 108.1

1936 18-3.4

1937 .208.9

1938 251.8

1939 194.5
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go to the Gulf of I<amchatka and into the.Kamchtka River, but a
certain number of sockeye move northward into Karagin Bay and
0liûtoiia Bay, besides which one individual that was recaptured
[and again released?] went from 0liûtsad^a Bay to Karagin Bay;

Some limited experimental work conducted in 1934 on the
vessel "Lebed" (M. L. Alperovich, 1935, 58)^showed that
sockeye movements from soùth to north agree.with the direction
of the flow of fresh water coming from the0zernaià River.
This flow is at first directed northward along the coast, as
far as the Koshegochek River, then the brackish-layer [page 91]
veers to the northwest. In catches of the Bolshaià River
region the sockeye were primarily.4+ years of . age [osbbi 4
1 et] and had spent one year,in fresh water; catches in the
0zernaïâ River showed a preponderance of fish 3+ years of age
and they too had spent one year in frésh water.. Along the west
coast of Kamchatka sockeye were observed more than 56 miles
from shore (15-20 days before the beginning of the sockeye run
in the river). In 1936,in Malygova Bay (in Kronotsk Gulf) the
Kamchatka Division of the Institute carried.out some fishing
for salmon in the sea. The investigators showed that here
sockeye are moving from the first days Of June up to the middle.
of August (see the earlier portion of the book for more accurate
information concerning'the migration times).

Catches and stocks of sockeye. In the total catch of
salmon in the Soviet Far East sockeye amount to 15% on the
average, or 254,000 centriers (for 1925=1934). Information on
the catches of sockeye since that period given by Kuznetsov
(1937, 31) shows that catches of sockeye fluctuated between
152,000 centners in 1933 and 386,000 centners in 1928. Some
periodicity can be observed in these catches--somewhat larger
landings are made in the even years.

In addition, Table 21 shows that in spite of a widespread
utilization of sockeye by the canning industry, the size of the
sockeye catches is not growing, but on the contrary there is a
trend toward decrease in these catches; and this falling off
would be more noticeable if catches per unit of fishing,effort
were used. From this we must concludé that the*stocks of
sockeye 'in Kamchatka waters inspire misgivings concerning their
future prospects, andespeçially for the sockeye which run into
the Kamchatka River. There cannot be any kind of doubt that
the decline in the sockeye stocks is closely related to the
intensification of the Japanese ocean fishing for sockeye on
their spawning migrations; this type of fishing, for example
using marine "stenka", almo.st prevents the fish from entering
their native'river (the Kamchatka River).

The sockeye stocks entering Soviet waters are centered
mainly near the eastern coast of Kamchatka, although sockeye
are found in many other places, and are an object of commercial
fishing in the Okhota-Ayansk"[region], where sockeye sometimes
amount to 40% of the total salmon catch (V. E. Rozov), in the

r
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region of Tauisk Gulf, the Anadyr, and other places. Evidently
the principal feeding grounds of sockeye are along the Aleutian
Islands; it is possible that the 0zernaiâ River race of sockeye
produces stocks that move not only from the eastern coast of
Kamchatka but also from the regionof the Kuril Islands. Thus
for its marine stage of life the sockeye chooses waters of the
southern part of the Bering Sea, for the most.part.

4. COHO (Oncorhynchus kisutch Walb.)

The commercial importance of the coho is not very great--
on the average about 40,000 centners were landed er year
during the period 1925-1934, which is 2% [page 92^ of the total
salmon landings of the Far East. The systematics of the coho
have not been studied, but it is likely that it too would yield
interesting results (for example, in respect to the question of
a lake form of coho). F. F. Golovanov (1931, 85), who
described.the fish in the Okhota and Kukhtui Rivers, says that
in lakes of the middle course of the Okhota River "there are
mature fish, which in colour and form agree with cohoes, but
are small--30-35 cm'. It is possible that this is a lake form
of coho.'1

Cohoes occur mainly along the American coast of, the northern
half of the Pacific Ocean (from Alaska to San Francisco), In
our waters cohoes are found in greater or less abundance along
both the east and west coasts of Kamchatka; they are-also found
along the coast of the Okhotsk Sea. For spawning the cohoes
enter the Kamchatka, Bolshaiâ and other rivers in July, August
and September, commonly at the age of 2+ (that is, in their
third year), but older ages are encountered, up to 5 years.

Spawning and spawning grounds. For spawning cohoes enter
rivers and lakes. According to the investigations of
F. V. Krogius and E. M. Krokhin (1937, 55), in the basin of the
Bolshaïa River cohoes spawn in rivers and.kliuches with a strong
current, although there is information from V. V. Azbelev
(I. I. Kuznetsov, 1928, 9) that coho can also spawn in parts of
rivers quieter than those used for spawning by chum salmon.
Egg deposition by the coho lasts a long time--up to February on
the Bolshaià River, and on the Kamchatka River coho s awning
ends at the middle of March (I. I. Kuznetsov, 1928, 9^.
I. I. Kuznetsov gives figures indicating a large loss of coho
eggs.at spawning time. A number of coho nests examined showed
that, whereas the average fecundity of cohoes is 5000 eggs,
only from 1527 to 3600 eggs were found in.the nests; the loss
of eggs among coho is consid.erably greater than among chums and
sockeye. Mortality of egg.s in the nests among coho is not
great (6.5%) but cases were observed,where all the eggs in a
nest had died. -

.^Young coho. Young coho hatch from the eggs af-ter
approximately 100 days, but there are too few observations on
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this point. The young ordinarily remain in fresh water for one
year, rarely for two years; downstream migration of young coho
is also observed at the fingerling stage, at a size of 3-4 cm.
Young coho moving dowrYstreâm out of the river at the age of '
1 year are 10-16 cm in length, average 13 cm (Baranenkova's data,
1934, 42). Yearling coho which have migrated downstream in the
Paratunka and Avachâ Rivers'spend much of the summer and autumn
months in Avacha Bay; there is a particularly large number of
them in the Petropavlovsk ship basin; the size of these young
fish is 11-12 cm.

Baranenkova also describes the occurrence [vyklevyvanie]
of young coho in Lake Kultuk near the city of Petropavlovsk
throughout the summer and autumn months. Lake Kultuk, a
tributary of the Petropavlovsk ship basin, is polluted. The
bottom of Lake Kultuk isbadly silted, and the'depth of the.
lake is not more than 2 metres. Here young cohoes were caught
by gill nets and by angling in November and December (the^size
of the young fish was 24-38 -cm, and their age was 2 complete,
years and starting a third)>

The food of young cohoes in the Paratunka River included
larvae of chironomids and stoneflies and (rarely) crustaceans;
the size of these young fish was 2-3 cm. In the stomachs of
coho one year of age (length 9-13 cm), taken at the mouth of
the Ozernaia River, insect larvae were found and a few
crustaceans. In a few coho -stomachs young of other [page 93]
species of salmon also occurred. In the stomachs of young coho
moving downstreamin the Dalniâiâ River (age 1 year, length
10-16 cm) various insect larvae were found, eggs of sockeye,
and small pieces of fish (which had fallen into the river from
the floats where fish were being cleaned). In the stomachs of
coho from Lake Kultuk (age 2+ years, length 24-28 cm) Gammarus
and stickleback remains were found. Thus the principal foods
of fingerling and yearling cohoes are insect larvae and mature
insects (with a preponderance of chironomid larvae); 2-year-olds
in the sea eat young fish principally.

An article by A. S. Baranenkova (1934, 42) gives informa-
tion concerning the growth of coho. Young fish taken from the
Paratunka River on May 25--during the spring flood--were 28 to
41 mm long, average 34 mm; the size of the young fish taken in
the Nikolaevsk kliuches on June 18 was 25 to 37 mm, average
30 mm; the average weight of these fish was 0.43 g. Young fish
taken from the Dalriiâi-^ River July 8-12 (age 1 and 1+ years)
were 93 to 150 mm, average 129 mm, and their average weight
was 22 g. Young taken August 21 in the Dalniâiâ River had an
average length of 89 mm (35 to 135 mm). The number of
sclerites on young coho [scales] from the Avachâ region was
9-16 for the first river year and 12-18 for the second river year.

Coho stocks. Coho stocks in Soviet waters are not great
(in comparison for example with chum salmon)', and the lândings
also are not very large (Table 22).
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Table 22. [page 93] [Coho catches,, in centners.]

Years Years

1925 43,800 1933 19,600

1926 34,700 1934 27,700.

1927 44,500 1935 30,500

1928 41,800 1936 101,500

1929 .37,400 1937 65,600

1930 83,900 1938 54,300

1931 34,500 1939 37,100

1932 27,900

Table 23. [page 93] Coho landings (from A. W. Derzhavin)
[in thousands of centners]N.

Regions

West East
Years Okhotsk Kamchatka Kamchatka Total

1925 0.3 (.0.1/) 4.8 (10.4%) 41.1 (49.5%) 46.2

1926 0.5 (1.2%) 13.2 ' (33.1%) 26.2 (65.7%) 39.9
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The contribution of individual regions •to coho landings is 
indicated in Table 23, which shows catches in thousands of 
centners and percentages. 

After 1926 the catch of cohoes considerably exceeded these 
figures: in 1930, 83,900 centners of cohoes were landed. But 
the general status of the coho catch was still small, partly because 
of the nature of the fishery--the coho migration is late, at a 
time when commercial fishing activity in Kamchatka has already 
slacked off. It might seem that there should be great 
opportunities for further increase [page 94] of coho catches 
however this is not so. In general coho stocks, in American 
waters as well as in Soviet waters, are not very great. 
Obviously there must be reasons which prevent great multiplica-
tion of the coho. Nevertheless the catch of coho can be 
increased, especially on the Kamchatka and Bolshaia Rivers. 
The principal accumulations of cohoes apparently occur along 
the eastern coast of south Kamchatka. 

5. CHINOOK SALMON (Oncorhynchus tschawytscha Walb.) 

The chinook salmon occupies a very minor position among 
Soviet fisheries: average annual landing of chinooks (1925-1934) 
was 8400 centners, although there is evidence that chinook 
landings amount to 150,000 pieces, which at an average weight 
of 8.3 kg amounts to almost 12,500 centners. 

Remarks on the biology of chinook salmon. The life history 
of chinook salmon has been very little studied. In our waters 
it occurs primarily in the rivers of Kamchatka, principally the 
Kamchatka River and the Bolshai -à River; it enters earlier than 
the other species of salmon (in May). The heaviest run of 
chinooks at the mouth of the Kamchatka River occurs in the first 
half of June; and the run ends in the last 10 days of July. In 
the Bolshaià River chinook salmon migrate from the first half 
of May up to the end of July. Spawning of chinooks in the 
headwaters of the Kamchatka River lasts from the end of June to 
August, while in the Bolshaià River basin it is from the middle 
of July to the middle of August. The spawning times indicated, 
if confirmed by further evidence, will show that the chinook 
salmon of the Bolshai-à and Kamchatka Rivers differ in this 
respect; it may be that here too we have two forms of chinooks--
a  spring form and a summer form, comparable to the spring run 
and autumn run of chinook salmon which are distinguished in 
America. We may recall the extremely interesting work of Rich 
and Holmes (1928, 82) describing large-scale marking of chinooks 
in the Columbia River. This marking showed that there are two 
races of chinook salmon (similar to our sockeye salmon)--a 
spring and a summer race, and that spring-maturing fish grow 
from fry of the spring race, while fry of the summer race 
produce adults  of the  summer race. It was found that young 
summer chinooks have not yet reached the age of one year when 
they go down to sea, whereas the young of the spring race remain 
in the river a whole year. 
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The chinook salmon is the most lorig-lived and largest of
the genus Oncorhynchus, reaching 45 kg; sexual maturity among
chinooks is reached in th.e 4th to 7th year, the males maturing

earlier. Males "sometimes.become mature during their first
year, while in the river, at a length of 75-175 mm" (Berg, 1932,
after Gilbert, 1912, 79). The fecundity of chinook salmon is
large, more than 8000 eggs,on the average (from 4600 to 14,300).
Chinook salmon choose a rapid current for their spawning.
According to'the information of Krogius and Krokh'in (1937, 55)
chinook.salmon in the Bolshaia River basin lay their eggs in
rathershallow bars (not deeper than 1 m), where the current of
the water 9apparently is greater than 0.5 m per second".
I. I. Kuznetsov (9) mentions approximately the same depth.

Spawned-out chinooks can move downstream to the lôwer
reaches of the river; for instance, near the mouth of the
Bolshaiâ River chinooks are caught in August on their way down
from the spawning grounds; but in addition many dead fish are
obsérved on shallows in,the river, Doubts concerning whether
chinooks die after spawning apparently must be set aside by the
work of Rutter (1902, 93), who showed that chinook.die after

spawning. The young of chinook salmon remain.in the river

(1-3 years).

[page 95] The catch of chinooks in the whole Soviet Far
East amounts to.150,000 pieces; 95% of this number are caught
in the region of the Kamchatka River, and 90,000 of these are
taken in marine fishing sites. The catch of chinooks is
increasing, as shown by the following figures (in pieces)._

Year.s Years

1924- : 29,900 1927 101,896

1925 46.,600 1928 281,243
1926 98,000 1929 103,624

The average weight of chinook salmon is 8.3 kg: some
individuals reach 20 kg and even 25 kg or more. I consider it
possible to increase the chinook salmon fisheries in the region
of Cape Kronotsk and Avacha Bay. Chinooks are distributed more
widely.-alon.g the American coast of the Pacific Ocean; they are
especially abundant in the Columbia and Sacramento Rivers; but
in the latter river the catches have declined markedly. In
California much attention is now being given to the artificial
propagation of chinook salmon, ever since the stocks declined
so drastically (Clark, 19.29, 83). In Soviet waters, as we.have
seen, chinooks^are most numerous in the regions of the Kamchatka
and Bolshaîa Rivers; but the fish also occurs in many other
sectors (Anadyr, Oliûtor:ka, and occasional individuals .are.
observed in the Okhotsk Segion); the Kamchatka River's share is
about 96% of the total catch (in 1926). We must observe that
in spite of the small fishery the chinook stock is very l'imited;
in addition there is information that in individual rivers
chinooks have become scarcer than they were formerly. In the
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Vorovskaiâ River in 1910, 1857 chinooks were captured, while.in
1924 no chinook catch was recorded from this river; a similar
situation is also known for several other rivers (Kolpakôva.,
Briûmkina, Kola, Kikhchik, Utka, and Opala).

6. MASU SALMON (Oncorhynchus masu Brev,)

The masu, like the chinook salmon, is not the object of a
large fishery; its average catch (1924-1934) is 8300 centners
per year (0.4% of the total fish catch in tYiè^Nikôlaevsk
region). One line of information suggests that masu were
caught in the Amur in earlier times as well, but that they were
mixed with pink salmon; another source of information indicates
that the masu have begun to penetrate farther,north (from the
Sea of Japan). The.latter seems more likely, since
V. K. Soldatov, who was extremely well acquainted with the
far-eastern salmon, encountered the masu in.the Amur River
during the 1900°s only as occasional individuals.

Remarks on the biology of masu. In the-Amur River masu
run first among the anadromous salmons (froin!the beginning to
the middle of May) and apparently go far up the river. The run
of masu in'the lower reaches ends at the beginning of August,
and spawning of masu in the Amur is frôm.the end of.July. In
the Gulf of Peter the Great a rûn of masu occurs in May and
June. We may distinguish anadromous masu, which go to the Amur
and the Maritime Province region, from the river masu, which
live in rivers of the Maritime Province, Sakhalin, and west
Kamchatka. The fecundity of masu salmon averages 3200 eggs
(from 1386 to 3261). Sexual maturity is reached in the third
year of life, or rarely the fourth year. The growth of masu
(according to N. P. Navozov-Lavrov) is as follows (in cm).

Age in years 1 2 3 4

Males 13 32 65 -
Females 16 37 56 59

[page 96] Young masu remain in the rivers about a year,
and reach a size of 12-20 cm, and it has been-observed that
males of 18 cm may be sexually mature; sexually mature females
are not observed in the rivers.

Stocks. The place that masu live is in the Sea of Japan:
their presence has been observed as far as the most southern
portion of the Korean peninsula (Mori, 1935, 94).. Formerly it
was believed that 3000 centners of masu could be caught, on the
average: however masu catches in individual years have
exceeded 10,000 centners, and the average is now 8300 centners,
as mentioned above.
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CONCLUSIONS [page 97]

Pacific salmon (genus Oncorhynchus) are of great
importance in the far-eastern fishing industry. The ânnual
catch of salmon by the Soviet fishing industry is moré'th'an
2,300,000 centners; in addition, many salmon are taken by;
foreigners who catch the fish in the sea on their spawning
migrations back toward the river systems of the Soviet coasts.

Studies of Pacific salmon by Russian scientists, which had
an excellent beginning during the 1900's, were not immediately
continued, and only when the Far East came under Soviet control
were such studies seriously developed, particularly from the
time of the establishment in 1925 of the Pacific Research
Station (now the Pacific Research Institute for Fisheries and
Oceanography--TINRO) a

During 1925-27 studies of salmon and the salmon fisheries
were conducted in two principal fishing regions--Nikolaevsk and
west Kamchatka, where previous to that time the landings of
pink salmon had fluctuated and there had been a catastrophic
decline in the catch of Amur summer keta.

From 1928 to 1931 the attention of the Institute was
directed toward the collection of basic material concerning
salmon biology in almost all sectors of the Soviet seas where
salmon occur. During the same period work was prosecuted on
the problem of replenishment of salmon.stocksa Information was
obtained concerning the salmon of the Maritime Province, the
Gulf of Tartary, the Amur estuary and its rivers, the Amur
River and its watershed, the Okhota-Ayansk, Gizhiga and
Penzhin regions, and portions of west Kamchatka (the Icha,
Vorovskaiâ, Kikhchik, Bolshaià and Ozernaia Rivers), and also
concerning east Kamchatka and the west coast of the Bering Sea
(Kamchatka River, Karagin Gulf, Korf Bay, the 0liütorka Gulf and
Anadyr Gulf).

From 1931 to 1937 seasonal studies were intensified and
year-round investigations were begun for the Amur and especially
(starting in 1932) for the Kamchatka salmons. Over a period of
years materials have been assembled concerning the salmon at
Cape Dzhaore and Cape Puir, Starting in 1932, the work'in
Kamchatka branched out into a study of the ecology of spawning
grounds of salmon, and since 1937 similar work has been done at
a point in the Amur estuary and at another point on the Amur
River.

Studies of salmon in the sea, which are very necessary,
have been conducted by the Institute on a very limited scale
only.

The degree to which the different species of Pacific
salmons have been studied, in relation to thé question of the
status of their stocks, is outlined in the following summary



(based mainly on data obtained by the Institute from 1925 to
1937).

[page 98] Pink salmoné Pink salmon occupy first placé
in the total salmon catch; the yearly landings amount to.about
1,000,000 centners-on the average. Work begun by the Pacific
Fisheries Institute on the racial study of pink salmon leads to
the conclusion that there are separate stocks of pink salmon
characteristic of particular regions.

An ecological study of the spawning of Kamchatka gorbusha
has shown that they lay their eggs in comparatively fast water
with high oxygen content, while they avoid the kliuches. 'Young
pink salmon do not remain in the river long, but go.quickly
down to sea.

Mature pink salmon consume mainly crustaceans, insects
and fish.

The length of life of pink salmon is lâ.-2 years. The two-
year life cycle of pink salmon, together with its single
spawning, results in extremely sharp fluctuations in pink
salmon catches and in the size of the stocks; on the other
hand, the early sexual maturation of pink salmon is a favourable
factor whose effect is to maintain pink salmon stocks at a high
level. The fundamental cause of these fluctuations has not been
explained; but it lies principally in the biology of the fish
itself, and in the natural conditions for spawning and feeding.
Man can either decrease or increase these stocks, depending on
the nature of hi5 exploitation of pink salmon.

At the present time, stocks of pink salmon during the
summer months are densest in west Kamchatka and-in the
Nikolaevsk region; following these are the Karagin-Oliûtorka.
region, the Maritime Province and Okhota-Ayansk; there is
reason to believe that these stocks do not completely inter-
mingle, bu t ma y comprise several independent stocks, each
with its own centre of habitation.

Chum salmon. Chums occupy second place among salmon
landings. Chum salmon are divisible into distinct racial
groups--the summer keta, the autumn keta and the monako, which
exhibit biological differences and have different geographical
distributions.

Chum salmon spawn mainly in kliuches, in side channels
and in rivers, where there is an upwelling of ground water and
the current is comparatively slow.

The young fish move out of the river during their first
summer after hatching.

In the sea chum salmon eat fish and crustaceans
principally.
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Chum salmon live to 7+ or even to 8+ years of age [do 7 i 
dazhe do 8. let]. The commercial stock of summer and autumn keta 
consists mainly of age 4+ fish (in their fifth year) [iz 4-letnykh 
(po piâtomu godu) ryb] or, in occasional years, of age 5+ fish. 
[Probably Pravdin has inadvertently made these ages 1 year too 
great; compare Tables 12-15 and the second paragraph of (our) 
page 96.--W.E.R.] 

The unparallelled decline of summer  keta, which has taken 
place in the Nikolaevsk region, was the result of an excessive 
fishery in the pre-Soviet period. 

The principal stocks of chum salmon in summer and autumn 
are found in the Sea of Okhotsk, particularly in the Nikolaevsk 
and Okhota-Ayansk regions, where the principal form is the 
autumn keta; in the west Kamchatka fishing region the summer 
form of chum salmon predominates. 

The stock of chum salmon in the northwestern part of •the 
Bering Sea also consists mainly of summer keta. 

Sockeye.  Sockeye are third among the salmon fisheries. 
Several forms of sockeye are known (spring sockeye, summer 
sockeye, azabach and ovech); in addition there are lake forms 
of sockeye. 

[page  99] Sockeye spawn in lakes. Mortality of eggs in 
kliuches is higher than in a lake. 

Young of anadromous sockeye go to sea usually after 1 year 
from their hatching from the egg, rarely during their first 
summer or after 2 years, and extremely rarely after 3 years. 

The food of sockeye has scarcely been studied. 

Commercial stocks of sockeye usually consist of age 4+ and 
age 5+ individuals. The maximum length of life of the sockeye 
is 6 years [i.e. 6-+]. 

The present Japanese fishery for sockeye in the sea has had 
a marked effect in reducing the catches of sockeye in the 
Kamchatka River. 

The principal place of concentration of sockeye during the 
,spring and summer, and the one closest to the Soviet coast, is the 
region of the sea adjacent to the southwestern coast of Kamchatka. 

Coho.  The commercial importance of coho is not very great. 
Cohoes lay their eggs in small rivers and kliuches, where there 
is an emergence of ground water and an alkaline reaction of the 
water. 

Young cohoes remain in fresh water for 1 year or rarely 2, 
where they feed on the bottdm fauna and on fish eggs. -  

Commercial catches of cohoes consist principally of 2-year 
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fish (age 2+). Coho stocks are not very large, but their
exploitation could be increased if the fishing séason in
Kamchatka were made longer.

Places of dense accumulations of cohoes in Soviet waters:
are almost unknown, but a majority of côho are caught in waters
of the southern half of the Kamchatka coast.

Chinook salmon. In the f_ishery this species of Pacific
salmon has little importance. Chinooks have beén very little
studied biolôgically, but it is known that they are the most
long-lived species of Pacific salmon. Mature chinooks are 4 to
7 years old. Chinooks spawn in rivers with swift currents.
The young remain in the river from i to 3 years,

Stocks of c..inook salmon are limited and they are most
numerous near the American shore of the Pacific Ocean, to judge
by the landings. In Soviet waters the chinook salmon fishery
may be increased by conducting fishing during early spring in
the neighbourhood of the Bolshaiâ River, Avacha. Gulf and.Cape
Kronotsk.

Masu salmon. The commercial importance of masu is not
great. Its biology in Sovietwaters has not,been-stûdied. It
occurs in greatest numbers in the northern Maritime Province.

Thus the Soviet Pacific salmon industry, which in recent
years has exceeded the catches of pre-war times, has some basis
for further development. This development must be directed in
three channels: first, greater.exploitation of new or little-
used regions (for example the Okhota-Ayansk region); second,
increase in catches in years of great abundance of pink salmon;
and third, the introduction of a marine fishery for salmon.

The Pacific Fisheries Research Institute has done a great
deal of work in surveying the salmon stocks of the numerous
sectors in the wide expanse of the Japan, Okhotsk and Bering
Seas, and also in the part of the Pacific Ocean immediately
adjacent to the southeastern coast of the Kamchatka peninsula.

The directions which future investigations on Pacific
salmon resources [page 100] should take can be pictured in the
following mannerl. Pacific salmon investigations must have the
following objectives: to learn the quantitative status of. salmon
stocks, to learn the character, causes and methods of correc.ting
fluctuations in stocks, and to develop measures for increasing
the productivity of salmon stocks. .

J

II am listing the more important points in an address which
I gave to the First Conference on Investigations of the
Pacific Salmons.
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The principal^wôrk leading to the goals mentioned during
the next:5-year plan must be as follows:

1. Studies on the racial composition of each s ec.ies of
salmon (pink, chum, sockeÿe, coho9 chinook and masu^., and the
distribution of each race in the various fishing regions. It
is necessary-to draw up a standard description of each of the
spéciés of the genus Oncorhynchus-and their subdivisions:;
something whiçh no one has yet done for chums," sockeye, cohoes,
chinooks and masû, and also to continue the identification and
description of the forms of pink salmon.

2. Determination-of the age composition of each species of
salmori in each fishery region, something which is especially
important for the quantitative evaluation of commercial salmon
stocks by individual year-classes, and for making catch
preds.ctions .* Age composition and its changes must-be followed
through for each species for at least one life cycle; for.chums
this is 6 yèars, for•sockeye not less'than 5 years9 for cohoes
5 years, for:chinooks 10 years and for masu not less than
4 years:

3. Investigation of the migrations of mature salmôn,'young
salmon and salmon fingerlings in the ocean and in rivers, for
which purpose large-scale markings of salmon should be organized.

4. Ecological and biological studies of spawning and the
spawning grounds,.to provide a basis for measures that will
increase the stocks. The work must illuminate fully the
biology of salmon in_frèsh waters, starting frôm the moment of
development of the eg'gs and ending with the death of the salmon
after spawning. In addition to the usual studies made at the
C.o n't r o1 Stations^, this will also require experiments (on
the physiology of e.gg development,'on the early.period of life
of the fry, and so on) which must be organized at the Cô.ntrol.
Stations by the Fishery Research Institute or by Dalrybvod, ^'In
addition, more intensive experimental work must be conducted at
an appropriately equipped fish hatchery (or hatcheries). This
branch of the work includes, in particular, studies directed to
the determination of the percentage eggs in females that get
deposited in the redds, the percentage of downstream-migrating
_ÿoung produced, and their erceritage return as spawners [reading
vozvsat instead of vozrastp]:

5. A description should be made, from the fishery and
biological point of view, of all regions where there exists or
can exist, in any degree whatever, a fishery for salmon either
in fresh waters or in the sea; it is-especially'necessary to
establish and develop a fishery in unexploited or little
exploited regions. For this purpose methods must•be worked. out
for obtaining accurate catch statistics in eachfishery sector
and for each •species of salmon.

6. Research work at all the Dalrybvod Control,Stâtions;
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and classification of the salrnon spawning grounds, must be
carried out.by the Institute in cooperation with Dalrybvod.

7. The publication activity of the Institute and Dalryba,
which will be required by the work described above, must.keep
in mind: a) compilation and publication.of monographs
concerning each species of salmon; b) preparation and publica-
tion of articles on the classification of spawning conditions;
c) compilation and publication of re orts on other significant
environmental factors; [page 101] dT compilation and publica-
tion of other special works concerning individual problems in
systematics, biology, salmon fishing and salmon behaviour.

To implement these proposed studies the"following will be
necessary:

Seasonal.observations on salmon,must occupy first place
among the acti^3ities of the Control Poi^nts.a.nd.must be carried
on year rôund, where it will be possible to follow the
principal phenomena associated with the salmon stocks (density
of seeding of the spawning grounds, degree of development of
the eggs, quantitative estimation of the downstream migration
of young, and of the spawners returning, etc.).

Starting in 1939, the establishment by the Institute of
year-round observation stations on spawning areas for each of
the important species of salmon (pinks, chums*and sockeye).

Ichthyologi.câl, hydrological and hydrobiological studies
at these observation stations, made with a view to explaining
the condition of the stocks of each individual species.

In cooperation with Dalrybvod, experimen-tal work must be
done at the C o n t r o l Points, on various aspects of the
reproduction of salmon stocks (learning more about the '
ecological factors which affect the development and hatching of
the young and so on).

For a better evaluation of the effectiveness of natural
and artificial reproduction of salmon, the Institute must, in
cooperation with Dalrybvod, carry out scientific work at fish
hatcheries belonging to Dalrybvod where it will be possible to
set up work,on;.the physiology of develôpment of éggs and
young.

In assessing the density of seeding of'spâwning grounds
by spawners and eggs, and also in assessing the downstream
migration of young, and studies of the food and growth of the young, those
hydrological and meteorological factors must be studied
which have.an effect on the biology and size of the stock of
these fish. It is also necessary to do mass.marking experiments
on young salmon.

,

V

.

In ch.oosing places for continued observations the
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possibility must be kept in mind of extending the resûlts from
each point to other similar regions, where such work'is.-not
càrried on.

In the years just ahead it is necessary to undertake mass
marking of salmon (mature and immature) in the seâ; in the first'
instance this should be undertaken in Primorïâ and Kâmchatkâ.

Along with the work at the pr.ima.r;y. ob*servation points,
it is necessary to continue the collection of materials on the
fishery biology of salmon in.other sectors.

It is very important to go ahead with the-.organization of
a.CG o n.t r.ô 1 P.ô i n t ô n: Bering Island, which has beeri
proposed by Dalrybvo,d, where.it will be possible to ôbtain more
accurate results in determining-age of the'salmon.

Thus.cur. investi.gati_ons .of Pacific salmon are now, -in 1938,
entering the second period of their development, a period of
deeper probing into the foundations of the.salmon industry.
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